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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this order, we address the request ofPacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, for a general rate 
revision. We adopt the partial stipulation filed by the parties on Julyl2, 2012. We grant 
Pacific Power's request for a separate tariff rider to recover its investment in the Mona
to-Oquirrh transmission line, and grant with modification Pacific Power's request for a 
power cost adjustment mechanism. Finally, we grant partial approval of Pacific Power's 
request to include in rates its investment in upgrades to its coal fleet. 

II. PROCEDURAL IDSTORY 

Pacific Power is a public utility providing electric service in the State of Oregon within 
the meaning of ORS 757.005, and is subject to the Commission's jurisdiction with 
respect to the prices and terms of service for its Oregon retail customers. Pacific Power 
provides electric service to approximately 580,000 retail customers in Oregon. 

On March 1, 2012, Pacific Power filed its request for a general rate revision under 
ORS 757.205 and ORS 757.220, seeking a revenue requirement increase of $38.4 
million, or 3.2 percent. After resetting Schedule 299, its Rate Mitigation Adjustment, to 
reflect forecast customer loads by rate schedule, the proposed increase to net rates was 
revised to $41.2 million, or 3.5 percent. In its filing, Pacific Power used an historical 
base period of the 12 months ending June 2011, with normalizing and pro forma 
adjustments to calculate a 2013 calendar year future test period ending December 31, 
2013. 

On March 14,2012, we suspended Pacific Power's tariff filing for investigation under 
ORS 757.215(1). 1 

1 Order No. 12-093 (Mar 14, 2012). 
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On March 19, 2012, a prehearing conference was held and a procedural schedule was 
established. During the course of the proceedings, the following were granted leave to 
intervene as parties: Industrial Customers ofNorthwest Utilities (ICNU); Portland 
General Electric Company (POE); Fred Meyer Stores and Quality Food Centers, 
divisions of the Kroger Company (Kroger); Sierra Club; Northwest Energy Coalition; 
Renewable Northwest Project; and the Klamath Water and Power Agency. The Citizens' 
Utility Board of Oregon (CUB) intervened as a matter of right under ORS 774.180. 

The parties conducted discovery, filed several rounds of testimony, and engaged in 
settlement discussions. On July 12, 2012, Commission Staff, Pacific Power, CUB, 
ICNU, and Kroger filed a partial stipulation of contested issues. Pacific Power filed three 
rounds of testimony, and intervenors and Commission Staff filed two rounds of 
testimony, prior to the hearing held on October 15, 2012. Parties filed simnltaneous 
briefs, with one round filed before and one round filed after the hearing. Oral argument 
was held before the Commission on November 20, 2012. 

II. DISCUSSION 

A. Procedural Issues 

We resolve here the prudence of Pacific Power's investment in upgrades to its coal fleet, 
including its investments in Unit 3 of its Jim Bridger plant. Because Idaho Power 
Company is a co-owner of the Jim Bridger plant, Idaho Power's general rate case before 
the Commission, docket UE 233, also addresses the prudence of investments to Jim 
Bridger Unit 3. In this order, we address only the prudence of Pacific Power's 
investment. 

B. Legal Standard 

In a general rate proceeding, we must balance the interests of the utility investor and 
ratepayers in establishing fair and reasonable rates} To protect ratepayers, the rates must 
be set at a level sufficiently low to avoid unjust and unreasonable exactions. To protect 
the utility investor, the rates must provide sufficient revenue not only for operating 
expenses, but also for the capital costs of the business. 

As the petitioner in this rate case, Pacific Power has the burden of proof on all issues. As 
provided in ORS 757.21 0(1 )(a), "the utility shall bear the burden of showing that the rate 
or schedule of rates proposed to be established or increased or changed is fair, just and 
reasonable." This burden is borne by the utility throughout the proceeding and does not 
shift to any other party. 

With regard to the recovery of capital investments, Pacific Power must make two 
showings. First, it must show that the investment is presently used for providing utility 

2 ORS 756.040(1). 
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service. 3 Second, it must show that the investments were prudently made, based on the 
information that it knew or should have known at the time.4 

. III. STIPULATED ISSUES 

On July 12,2012, most of the active parties filed a partial stipulation resolving certain 
issues in this docket. Parties supporting the stipulation are: Pacific Power, Staff, CUB, 
ICNU, and Kroger. No party objected to the partial stipulation. 

A. Partial Stipulation 

The partial stipulation addressed ten issues. We summarize each separately, followed by 
our resolution: 

1. Revenue Requirement 

Stipulating parties agree to a revenue requirement increase of $20.7 million, representing 
a settlement of contested revenue requirement issues. The calculation of the $20 million 
increase in rates is attached to the stipulation as Exhibit A. The parties agreed to an 
overall base price increase of$20.7 million, effective Janua'ry 1, 2013. 

2. Effective Date 

Stipulating parties agree that rates to recover the stipulated revenue requirement will go 
into effect January 1, 2013, as modified by the Commission's resolution of the prudence 
of Pacific Power's environmental control investments. 

3. Rate of Return 

Stipulating parties do not agree on values for the components of capital costs and 
structure, but do agree that Pacific Power's overall rate of return (ROR) and notional 
values of individual costs of capital components used to derive the ROR are as reflected 
in the table at page 4 of the stipulation. 

4. Carbon-Accelerated Depreciation 

Stipulating parties do not oppose Pacific Power's request to include in Oregon rates the 
accelerated depreciation and decommissioning costs for the early retirement of Pacific 
Power's Carbon thermal generation plant in 2015, as reflected in Exhibit B to the 
stipulation. 

30RS 757 .355(1 ). 
4 See, e.g., In re Portland General Electric Company, Docke{No. UE 102, Order No. 99-033 at 36-37 
(Jan 28, 1999). We further discuss the application of the prudence standard in addressing the prudence of 
Pacific Power's investments in environmental controls at its thermal generation plants. 
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5. Prudence of Black Cap Solar Resource 

'"I! l!'il ·!b 

Stipulating parties agree that Pacific Power's investment in the Black Cap solar resource 
is prudent, and should be included in its revenue requirement_ 

6. Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) Revenues 

Pacific Power agrees to file a request for deferred accounting to defer Oregon's allocated 
share of the incremental OA TT revenue associated with its pending rate case at FERC 
beginning January 1, 2013, and continuing until the revenues are :ihc!uded in rates. The 
deferral will include incremental OATT revenues from all sources, and the intent of the 
deferral is to credit OATT revenues to customers without offsets. 

7. Building of Mona-to-Oquirrh Transmission Line 

The stipulating parties agree not to contest the prudence of Pacific Power's decision to 
build the Mona-to-Oquirrh transmission project, which is scheduled to be placed in 
service in May 2013. ICNU, CUB, and Staff oppose Pacific Power's request for 
Commission approval of a tariff rider to include the costs of the project in rate base after 
January 1, 2013. If the Commission approves Pacific Power's proposed tariff rider, the 
stipulation provides that all parties will have the opportunity to review Pacific Power's 
actual costs for the project and challenge any cost as imprudent or exceeding the amount 
included in the initial filing of this case. 

8. Rebalance Rate Mitigation Adjustment (RllfA) 

Stipulating parties agree that an increase of $2.8 million is required to rebalance the 
RMA to reflect forecast customer loads by rate schedule, in addition to the $20.7 million 
revenue requirement increase agreed to in the stipulation. 

- 9. Rate Spread 

Stipulating parties do not agree on the cost of service methodology used to determine rate 
spread, but do agree to the allocation of base and net revenues by rate schedule as 
presented on page one of Exhibit D to the stipulation. Stipulating parties agree Pacific 
Power will use the base rate revenues or applicable functionalized revenue requirement 
allocation factors at page 4 ofExhibit D to the stipulation as the rate spread allocation 
factors for rate changes, until the Commission approves new functionalized revenue 
requirement allocation factors in a subsequent general rate case filing. Most customer 
rate schedules will see a 2.2 percent rate increase under the stipulated rate spread. 

10. Rate Design 

Stipulating parties agree to the rate design for each rate schedule presented in Exhibit E 
to the stipulation. 
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B. Resolution 

The Commission will approve stipulations that appropriately resolve issues and result in 
just and reasonable rates. After reviewing tbe stipulation, we conclude that the proposed 
stipulation fairly resolves the contested issues. We adopt tbe partial stipulation, attached 
to this order as Appendix A. 

IV. DISPUTED ISSUES 

Parties filed testimony and briefs on three disputed issues: 

1. Pacific Power's proposal to add the Mona-to-Oquirrh transmission line to 
its rate base through a separate tariff rider when the line goes into service 
in2013; 

2. Pacific Power's request for a power cost adjustment mechanism; and 

3. Pacific Power's request to recover investments in environmental controls 
at its tbermal generation plants. 

We address each issue separately, sunnnarizing the parties' arguments followed by our 
resolution. 

A. Inclusion in Rates of Investments to Mona-to-Oquirrh Transmission Line 

The Mona-to-Oquirrh transmission project consists of a new high-voltage transmission 
line and two new substations in Utah. The project originates with a single-circuit 500 kV 
transmission line that spans from the Clover substation being constructed near Mona, 
70 miles north to the future Limber substation in Tooele County. From there, it continues 
as a double-circuit 345 kV line 30 miles to the existing Oquirrh substation in South 
Jordan. 

Because the project is expected to go into service in May of2013, midway through the 
test period, Pacific Power requests approval to make an advice filing for a separate tariff 
rider for $12.6 million to recover the Oregon-allocated portion of its investment when it 
goes into service.5 In their stipulation, the parties stipulated to the prudence of Pacific 
Power's decision to build the Mona-to-Oquirrh transmission project. As a result, the sole 
question before us at this time is whether to approve Pacific Power's proposed separate 
tariff rider. 

ICNU, CUB, and Staff oppose Pacific Power's proposed tariff rider. Because their 
arguments opposing the rider are virtually identical, we refer to ICNU, CUB, and Staff 
collectively as "opposing parties." The opposing parties raise three primary arguments. 
First, they contend the rider violates the Commission's used and useful standard. Second, 

5 Pacific Power originally calculated fue Oregon-allocated revenue requirement for fue project as 
$13.1 million, and revised it to $12.6 million using the weighied average cost of capital agreed to in fue 
parties' stipulation. 
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they argue that Pacific Power's proposal undermines the principle of regulatory lag. 
Finally, they contend the rider constitutes improper "cherry-picking." 

1. Used and Useful Standard 

ICNU, CUB and Staff argue that Pacific Power's proposed rider violates the intent and 
purpose of the used and useful standard by allowing rate recovery for a project that will 
not be in service when rates are approved in this case. The opposing parties cite to 
precedent from this Commission and the Oregon Supreme Court that a new facility is 
excluded from rate base "until it actually is placed in service and, even then, the 
regulators may not allow it in the rate base until the utility established that the property is 
reasonably necessary to provision of electrical service."6 The opposing parties note that 
the underlying purpose of the used and useful statute is to ensure that customers do not 
pay for costs that are not providing benefits, and the proposed rider would "prevent the 
Commission from ascertaining the full value of the project or to incorporate other cost 
savings that may occur if and when the project is completed."7 

Pacific Power responds that the project complies with ORS 757.355, because it will be 
both used and useful at the time the tariff rider takes effect. Pacific Power states the 
project is useful because it is necessary to comply )Vith reliability and performance 
standards, as well as to strengthen the reliability of the utility's transmission system and 
support energy demands. Pacific Power notes that its 2007,2008, and 20111ntegrated 
Resource Plans (IRPs) evaluated the project for cost-effectiveness and included it as part 
of the utility's preferred resource portfolio. Because Pacific Power proposes to recover 
its investment through a tariff rider beginning when the project is placed in service, the 
utility argues the project will meet the used and useful standard because it will be 
"presently used for providing utility service to customers" at the time it is included in 
rates.8 · 

2. Regulatory Lag 

The opposing parties cite to the principle of ''regulatory lag," defined as "the delay 
between rate cases and within a rate proceeding * * * where rates remain frozen until a 
new rate is approved. "9 Because a utility carries both the risk and the reward associated 
with "between rate case" occurrences, the opposing parties argue that Pacific Power bas 
failed to justifY extraordinary treatment of its investment that would set it apart from any 
other ''between rate case" occurrence. The opposing parties note that while there are 
dockets in which this Commission has approved ''between rate case" investments to be 
included in rates, the maj0rityofthose dockets were resolved through stipulations, and 
should not be used as precedent here. ICNU and CUB further note that allowing non-

6 See Joint ICNU-CUB Preheating Brief at 4 (Sept 24, 2012}, citing Pac. Power & Light Co. v. Dept. of 
Revenue, 308 Or. 49, 53-54 (1989). 
7 See ICNUcCUB JointPosthearing Brief at 11 (Nov 8, 2012). 
8 See ORS 757.355(1) ("a public utility tnay not, directly or indirectly, by any device, charge, demand, 
collect or receive from any customer rates that include the costs of construction, building, installation or 
real or personal prop.,erty not presently used for providing utility service to the customer.))). 
9 See, e.g., Joint ICNU-CUB Preheating Brief at 5, citing LEONARD SAUL GoODMAN, THE PROCESS OF 
RATEMAKING (Vol. I), 44 (Pub. Uti!. Rpts., Inc. 1998). . 
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operational facilities to go into rates without proper review can lead to significant over
earning, as with the Connnission's pre-approved inclusion of Coyote Springs in POE's 
1996 rate case10 

Pacific Power responds that "regulatory lag" is not a governing principle of rate 
regulation, but rather a consequence of traditional rate regulation that fails to match the 
provision of service with the costs of providing that service. Pacific Power states that by 
timing the recovery of costs with the customers' receipt of the benefits of service, no 
regulatory lag is implicated here. 

3. Cherry-Picking 

The opposing parties argue that allowing the tariff rider would constitute "cherry 
picking," or selecting only those events that are beneficial to the utility and its 
shareholders for "extra rate case" recognition. The opposing parties note Pacific Power 
does not propose to pass back to ratepayers any "between rate case" savings, including 
lower capital costs, that may have occurred in the past or may occur at the time the 
project is placed in service. 

Pacific Power responds that the proposed rider is not being "picked" from an unexamined 
future period. Pacific Pqwer notes that "[a]ll known, measurable, and reasonably certain 
expenses and revenues (other than other capital additions not expected to be complete 
before December 31, 2012) were included in the test year and reviewed by the parties." ll 

4. · Resolution 

' 

We grant Pacific Power's request for a separate tariff rider for the Mona-to-Oquirrh 
transmission project, with the conditions described below. Under similar circumstances, 
this Commission has previously allowed utilities to recover in rates the costs of 
investments placed into service during the test year. We exercise our discretion and find 
Pacific Power's request for similar rate treatment of this project reasonable because we 
previously acknowledged the line as part of the utility's lRP process and other parties 
have stipulated to the prudence of the investment. Further, we believe that a five-month 
lag is a sufficiently short period of time to ruinimize the opposing parties' concerns. 

At the outset, we agree with Pacific Power that the proposed rider does not violate the 
terms ofORS 757.355(1), because at the time the cost of the investment will be included 
in rates, it will be "presently used for providing utility service." We decline the opposing 
parties' request that we interpret ORS 757.355(1) to restrict the Commission's 
consideration of whether to allow recovery of investments to only those placed in service 
prior to the start ofthe test year. So long as the investment is used and useful at the time 
it is included in rates, the provisions of ORS 757.355(1) are satisfied. Further, we note 
that under the terms of the parties' stipulation, the final costs of the transmission line will 
be reviewed for prudence before being included in rates. As a result, we will not be 
barred from analyzing and ascertaiuing the full value of the project. 

10 See Joint ICNU-CUB Prehearing Brief at 7, citing In Re Portland General Electric Company, Docket 
No. UE 100, Order No. 96-306, Appendix A, 2 (Nov 26, 1996). 
11 Pacific Power Prehearing Brief at 57 (Sept 24, 2012). 
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With regard to regulatofy lag and "cherry-picking," the opposing parties are correct that 
utilities typically bear the risk of increased costs between rate cases. 12 The opposing 
parties acknowledge, however, that this principle is not binding, and this Commission has 
permitted utilities to include in rates costs of investments that began operation during the 
relevant test year. 13 Here, the Mona-to-Oquirrh transmission project has been 
acknowledged as part of the IRP process and deemed prudent by the opposing parties. 
Moreover, the final costs of the project will be subject to finther review before being 
included in rates. We do not believe that the expected five-month period is a sufficiently 
long time to trigger serious concerns about regulatory lag and "cherry-picking," and 
adopt conditions below to address any possible delays beyond that period. 

·We grant Pacific Power's request for a tariff rider to recover the Oregon-allocated portion 
of its investment, with the following conditions. Our decision regarding the tariff rider 
will prevail as long as the Mona-to-Oquirrh transmission project becomes operational by 
May 31,2013. With the proposed tariff rider, Pacific Power will need an attestation by a 
corporate officer that the project is complete and has been released for operation. We 
will review for prudence the final costs of the transmission project before they are 
included in rates. As provided by the partial stipulation, which we adopt in this order, 
Pacific Power will facilitate the parties' audit and review of the utility's final costs of the 
project, and any party may challenge costs as imprudeot or exceeding the amount initially 
requested by Pacific Power. 

If the transmission project becomes operational after May 31, 2013, but within 60 days of 
that date, Staff and intervenors will have 20 days from the online date to establish 
sufficient cause to warrant the reopening of this docket to determine whether any cost 
reductions to Pacific Power's test year expenses should be used to off-set, in part, costs 
associated with the new transmission project. If the transmission project becomes 
operational more than 60 days after May 31, 2013, Pacific Power must make a new filing 
with the Commission under ORS 757.210 to add the project to rate base when it meets 
the used and useful standard. 

B. Proposed Power Cost Adjustment Mechanism 

Pacific Power proposes a Power Cost Adjustment Mechanism (PCAM)to operate in 
conjunction with the utility's Transition Adjustment Mechanism (TAM), to collect or 
credit the differences between actual net power costs (NPC) and the forecasted net power 
costs approved in the TAM and recovered in rates. Staff recommends we adopt a PCAM 
that mirrors the structure of the PCAM we adopted for PGE, with a deadband, earnings 
test, and sharing provision. ICNU and CUB oppose a PCAM for Pacific Power, but jf we 
choose to adopt a PCAM, the parties generally agree with the PCAM proposed by StafE 

12 See, e.g, InRe PacifiC01p, Docket Nos. UM 995, UE 121,UC 578, Order No. 01-420 at29 (May 11, 
2001). 
n See Pacific Power Prehearing Brief at 54-55, citing In re Idaho Power Company, Docket No. UE 248, 
Order No. 12-358 at4 (Sept 20,.2012) (adopting a stipulation allowing Idaho Power's Langley Gulch 
power plant investment to be included in rates seven months after the beginning of the relevant test period); 
In re Portland General Electric Company, Docket Nos. UE 180, UE 184, Order No. 07-015 at 50 (Jan 12, 
2007 (adopting process for review and approval ofPGE's Port Westward natural gas plant after start oftest 
year; no additional review was required if the plant became operational by May of the test year). 
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Finally, Kroger opposes adopting a PCAM that does not include a sharing of the power 
cost variances between the company and customers. 

I. PCAM 

a. Parties' Positions 

1. Pacific Power 

Pacific Power contends that the proposed PCAM is needed to address the utility's 
dramatic undeHecovery ofNPC, caused in large part by the passage of Senate Bill 838 
(SB 838), which established a renewable portfolio standard (RPS) for electric utilities and 
electricity service suppliers.14 Pacific Power claims its under-recovery ofNPC in Oregon 
rates is due primarily to the inability to accurately forecast wind generation and factors 
associated with integrating a new, large fleet of renewable resources whose generation 
fluctuates widely. Because customers must bear all prudently incurred RPS compliance 
costs-including the variable NPC impacts associated with integrating renewable energy 
sources-Pacific Power seeks a PCAM without deadbands, earning bands, sharing 
percentages, or any other feature that would deprive the utility of dollar-for-dollar 
recovery of any under-recovery ofNPC.15 Pacific Power relies on the provisions of 
ORS 469A.l20(1 ), which address recovery of compliance costs.16 

Pacific Power adds that in 2007, the Commission established the Renewable Adjustment 
Clause (RAC) to allow the utility to recover the fixed capital costs of compliance with 
ORS 469A.180(2).17 At the time, Pacific Power intended that the RAC would provide 
for recovery of its fixed capital costs, and the utility's annual TAM fJJ.ing would allow for 
timely recovery of the NPC impact of its renewable generation resources. Pacific Power 
states that it has now become clear that the utility is significantly under-recovering NPC 
in Oregon rates. Pacific Power estimates that, since SB 83 8 was enacted in 2007, the 
utility has under-recovered its NPC by $134 million on an Oregon basis. 

Pacific Power contends deadbands, sharing mechanisms, and earnings bands do not 
provide incentives for the effective management ofNPC, but rather function to arbitrarily 
reward or penalize the utility for factors that it cannot control. Without proof that these 
features provide an incentive for the utility to procure fuel and power at a lower cost, 
Pacific Power argnes there is no rational basis to impose such mechanisms and deny the 

14 Codified in ORS Chapter 469A. 
15 Pacific Power notes that neither SB 838 nor the Commission's rules de!me the terms "integrate, firm or 
shape," but that in their ordinary usage, the tenns refer to "the actions the Company must take on a real
time basis to balance its system to address large amounts of new intemrittent renewable resources." 
Pacific Power PreheaTing Brief at 31. 
16 That statute provides: "Except as provided in ORS 469A.l80(5), all prudently incurred costs 
associated with compliance with a renewable portfolio standard are recoverable in the rates of an 
electric company, including interconnection costs, costs associated with using physical or financial 
assets to integrate, firm or shape renewable energy sources on a firm annual basis to meet retail 
electricity needs, above-market costs and other costs associated with transmission and delivery of 
qualifYing electricity to retail electricity consumers." 
17 Jd. at 31, citing In Re Pacific Power, Docket No. UM 1330, Order No. 07-572 at 3 (Dec 19, 2007) 
(establishing Pacific Power's RAC). 
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utility a reasonable opportunity of recovering its costs of serving customers. Pacific 
Power also disputes ICNU's and CUB's claim that a PCAM without these features is 
"unprecedented." Pacific Power states that its proposal is consistent with the majority of 
PCAMs in the country, and states that PGE is the only utility in Pacific Power's cost of 
capital peer group with a PCAM that includes all three components. Pacific Power adds 
that, although the utility's PCAMs in other states have sharing bands, none have 
deadbands. 18 

If the Commission chooses to adopt a deadband, Pacific Power argues the deadband 
should be modified to address its unique circumstances. Pacific Power opposes the use 
of an asymmetric deadband adopted for PGE. That deadband did not change rates when 
excess power cost were less than the equivalent of 150 basis of authorized ROE or when 
power cost savings were less than the equivalent of75 basis points of the utility's 
authorized ROE. Pacific Power notes that the use of such a large deadband would have 
provided Pacific Power with zero percent recovery of its unrecovered NPC over the last 
five years, even though its unrecovered NPC was more than $25 million in four of the 
five years. Moreover, because that deadband was set through a basis points calculation, 
the deadband increases as the utility's rate base expands to incorporate new renewable 
resources required by SB 83 8. 

More generally, Pacific Power argues the deadband in PGE's PCAM was set prior to the 
passage ofSB 838 and does not reflect the changed business risk resulting from the RPS 
requirements. Pacific Power acknowledges that PGE's PCAM was later modified to 
include a dollar-defined deadband, but argues that a similar deadband would still be too 
large. If the Commission adopts a dollar -defined deadband, Pacific Power recommends 
one that is half of that adopted for PGE, because the utility's Oregon NPC are 
approximately half those ofPGE's. 

Pacific Power argues that a sharing mechanism is also not appropriate, because it is a 
misplaced incentive that would only penalize the utility for factors beyond its controL 
Pacific Power argues nearly all NPC components are out of the utility's control, including 
wind generation capacity, market prices, variations in customer loads, hydro generation, 
and the timing of forced outages. Pacific Power notes it currently bears 100 percent of 
the risk of unrecovered NPC, and despite that incentive, the utility has still 
underrecovered $134 million ofNPC since 2007. Pacific Power argues that this 
demonstrates it cannot reasonably control large cost exposures which are volatile and 
inherently out of its controL 

Finally, Pacific Power opposes the adoption of an eainings band, which would result in 
no adjustment if the utility's earnings are within a certain percentage of its authorized 
ROE. Pacific Power argues that an earnings band would likely result in the disallowance 
of prudently incurred costs, including those associated with compliance With SB 838. 
The utility also contends that the earnings band proposed in this case effectively 
functions as a back-up deadband, increasing the normal business risk assigned to the 
utility. 

18 Pacific Power notes that out of 55 utilities in its cost of capital peer group, seven have a deadband, four 
have both a deadband and a sharing band, and one has a deadband, sharing bands, and an earnings review. 
Pacific Power Preheating Brief at 39. 

10 
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n. Staff 

Staff recommends the Commission adopt a PCAM for Pacific Power that mirrors the 
structure of the PCAM established for PGE. Specifically, Staff recommends a PCAM 
that contains the following features: 

1. Deadband: No adjustment to NPC if variances fall within an 
asymmetrical dead band defined by 150 basis points of pre-tax 
ROE in the case of potential collections and 75 basis points of 
pre-tax ROE in the case of potential refunds. 

2. Sharing Mechanism: "90/1 0" sharing between customers and the 
utility for amounts outside the deadband. 

3. Earnings Test: No refunds or collections if earnings are within 
1 00 basis points of the utility's authorized ROE. 

Staff disputesPacific Power's claims that fluctuations in wind integration costs and 
under-recovery ofNPC justify a pass-through to customers of all differences between 
forecast and actual NPC. Staff notes wind integration costs are a small part ofPacific 
Power's overall NPC-less than 2 percent of the 2013 NPC forecast. Staff also notes that 
costs associated with new wind resources can be reasonably forecast, noting that wind 
integration studies use methodologies to translate large hour to hour fluctuations into 
reasonably accurate annual cost estimates. With regard to Pacific Power's under
recovery ofNPC, Staff notes the results of2007 through 2011 may not be representative 
of results over a longer period of time, and that under-recovered amounts remained 
within a range that could be absorbed by Pacific Power without unduly affecting 
eammgs. 

Staff also defends the use of an asymmetrical deadband to ensure the PCAM is revenue 
neutral. Staff explains that various components ofNPC can go up more than they can go 
down; consequently, a symmetrical deadband would result in more collections than 
refunds over a long period of time. Staff opposes Pacific Power's alternate proposal of a 
PCAM with a deadband half of that adopted for PGE. Staff notes that the modified 
deadband resulted from a stipulation crafted on the premise that a deadband should be 
based on a utility's ability to absorb cost variances, not on the size of the utility's NPC. 
Since Pacific Power's and PGE's rate base are approximately the same size, Staffbelieves 
the two utilities' deadbands should be the same size as well. 

To provide Pacific Power with an incentive to prudently manage its NPC, Staff proposes 
90/10 sharing between customers and the utility for amounts outside the deadband. 
Under this feature, the utility and its shareholders would be responsible for 10 percent of 
the difference between forecasted and actual NPC, and the customers would be 
responsible for the remaining 90 percent. Staff argues that without a sharing percentage, 
the utility will have no incentive to keep incremental NPC as low as possible when it 
knows it will be refunding or collecting from customers any NPC differences. Staff 
implicitly acknowledges there are certsin factors affecting NPC that are beyond Pacific 
Power's control, but argues that the utility can affect costs to a degree with operational 
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decisions, and that the sharing structure ensures that Pacific Power will prudently make 
those decisions. 

Finally, to ensure that the PCAM would impose rate adjustments only for significant 
NPC variances, Staffs proposes an earnings test that would preclude any refunds or 
collections if Pacific Power's earnings are within 100 basis points of its authorized ROE. 
Staff explains that, if actual NPC are greater or less than forecast, Pacific Power may 
collect from or refund to customers only up to a level at which ROE is 100 basis points 
more or less than authorized. Thus, under Staffs proposal, no adjustments will be made 
if earnings are within 100 basis points of authorized ROE; collections are made only up 
to the point at which earnings are 100 basis points below authorized ROE; and refunds 
are made only down to the point at which earnings are 100 basis points above authorized 
ROE. 

m. ICNU and CUB 

ICNU and CUB oppose a PCAM for Pacific Power, and argue that the utility has not 
demonstrated a need for the mechanism. ICNU and CUB claim that Pacific Power has 
overstated itsunder-recoveryofNPC and the effects ofSB 838. ICNU and CUB cite to 
Staff's calculation that wind integration costs represent less than 2 percent of all NPC, 
and note that even this amount may be overstated because, on an actual net power cost 
basis, Pacific Power cannot accurately track and separate its wind integration costs from . 
other power costs. ICNU and CUB also note Pacific Power fails to consider other 
significant factors that have affected its power costs, such as the economic recession and 
increased regulation of coal resources. ICNU and CUB conclude Pacific Power has 
failed to demonstrate that, on a normalized basis, it is unable to recover an appropriate 
level ofNPC in rates under the current regulatory framework. 

ICNU and CUB argue that Pacific Power's current regulatory mechanisms allow the 
utility to recover its prudently-incurred costs associated with renewable resources and 
other power costs. The parties state wind generation is already included in Pacific 
Power's rates, and the utility is receiving rate recovery on all of its owned generation 
resources, including wind generation. ICNU and CUB note Pacific Power's RAC allows 
it to defer and recover the costs of renewable generation and associated transmission 
outside of normal raternaking process. The parties conclude that adopting a dollar for' 
dollar PCAM for all costs to ensure the utility collects a small and fundamentally 
unverifiable amount of wind integration costs is "overkill." 19 

· 

If the Commission adopts a PCAM, ICNU and CUB contend that it must include a 
sharing mechanism, deadbands, earning tests, and amortization caps to protect customers 
and ensure that the utility continues to bear the benefits and risks of normal power cost 
variations. ICNU and CUB argue that Pacific Power's reliance on SB 838 to support a 
dollar-for-dollar recovery ofNPC variations is misplaced. Although SB 838 allows 
utilities to recover prudently incurred costs associated with compliance with the 
renewable portfolio standard, ICNU and CUB contend that an "automatic adjustment 
clause" or other "method that allows timely recovery of costs prudently incurred" is only 

19 See Joint JCNU-CUB Preheating Brief at II. 
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available for fixed costs, such as construction or acquisition costs, and not variable costs, 
such as NPC.20 

ICNU and CUB support Staffs proposed deadband and earnings test. They recommend, 
however, a 75/25 sharing mechanism for costs outside the deadband, with Pacific Power 
absorbing 25 percent of the costs outside of the deadband and ratepayers absorbing 7 5 
percent. ICNU and CUB argue a larger sharing mechanism is warranted because it will 
help insulate Oregon customers from subsidizing the outcomes of Pacific Power's 
services to other jurisdictions. ICNU and CUB also contend the Commission should 
limit any necessary collections to 6 percent ofPacific Power's revenues for the last 
calendar year, and that a PCAM should not apply to direct access customers, who already 
bear the risk of variable power costs through their pricing structure. 

1v. Kroger 

Kroger joins Staff, ICNU, and CUB in opposing Pacific Power's proposed PCAM with 
dollar-for-dollar pass-through of annual power cost variance. Kroger states that a 100 
percent cost pass-through seriously reduces Pacific Power's incentive to manage its fuel 
and purchased power costs as well as it would manage them if the utility remained fully 
responsible for the energy cost risk between TAM filings. Kroger recommends a 70/30 
sharing mechanism to provide a more equitable balance between customer and 
shareholder interests, with 70 percent of the difference between forecasted ood actual 
NPC allocated to customers, and 30 percent allocated to Pacific Power. Kroger notes that 
such power cost sharing provisions are in place in Pacific Power's Utah ood Wyoming 
jurisdictions. Kroger argues 70/30 sharing meaningfully aligns utility and customer 
interests through shared benefits ood costs. 

b. Resolution 

In adopting a PCAM for PGE, we articulated general principles that form the basis of a 
well-designed PCAM: (1) any adjustment nuder a PCAM should be limited to unusual 
events ood capture power cost variances that exceed those considered normal business · 
risk for the utility; (2) there should be no adjustments if the utility's overall earnings are 
reasonable; (3) the PCAM's application should result in revenue neutrality; (4) the 
PCAM should operate in the long-term to balance the interests of the utility shareholder 
and ratepayer; and, implicitly, (5) the PCAM should provide an incentive to the utility to 
manage its costs effectively21 

Applying those principles, we adopted a PCAM structure for PGE as follows. First, we 
established a deadband so that PGE would absorb some normal variation of power costs. 
If the power cost variation fell within the deadband, there would be no power cost rate 
adjustment. We concluded a power cost deadband should be calculated based on POE's 
overall rate base. To ensure the PCAM was revenue-neutral, we adopted an asymmetric 
deadband that did not change rates when excess power costs were less than the equivalent 

20 !d. at 10, citing ORS 469A.120. 
21 Docket Nos. UE 180, UE 181, UE 184, Order No. 07-015 at 26-27 (Jan 12, 2007). 
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of 150 basis points of authorized ROE or when power cost savings were less than the 
equivalent of 75 basis points of the utility's ROE. 

Second, we adopted a sharing mechanism: for any power costs above or below the 
deadband, customers will bear 90 percent of the adjustment, and PGE will bear 
10 percent of the adjustment. We concluded that the 10 percent share provides PGE 
"with an incentive to manage its costs effectively, while sharing costs that are beyond 
normal business risk. "22 

Third, we applied an earnings test to determine whether the utility is earning an 
acceptable ROE. As noted, an earnings test serves to protect customers from paying for 
higher-than-expected power costs when the utility's earnings are reasonable, while 
protecting the utility from refunding power cost savings when it is under-earning. We 
established an earnings test of +I- 100 basis points around the utility's allowed ROE. 
Thus, ifPGE is earning within+/- 100 basis points of this authorized ROE, then there 
would be no power cost adjustment for that year. If the utility's earnings are more than 
1 00 basis points below its authorized ROE, then it would be allowed to recover excess 
power costs, after application of the deadband and 90/10 sharing, up to an earnings level 
that is 100 basis points less than its authorized ROE. If the utility's earnings are more 
than 100 basis points above its authorized ROE, then it would be required to refund to 
customers power cost savings, after application of the deadband and sharing, down to the 
ROE plus 100 basis points threshold. 

Finally, we limited amortization of deferred amounts under the PCAM in any one year to 
6 percent ofPGE's revenues for the preceding calendar year. Later, we adopted a 
stipulation that modified POE's PCAM in one respect-changing the deadband from 
basis points to a set dollar amount. Under this modification, the negative annual power 
cost variance deadband was set at $15 million, and the positive annual power cost 
variance deadband was set at $30 million.Z3 

After reviewing the factual record and the parties' arguments in this proceeding, we 
conclude that our reasoning used to establish a PCAM for PGE remains sound and 
applies equally with respect to establishing a PCAM for Pacific Power. We note that 
wind integration costs represent a small portion of all of Pacific Power's NPC, and even 
that portion is difficult to detennine. While we acknowledge that ORS 469A.120(1) 
provides for recovery of prudently incurred SB 838 compliance costs, we find it 
unreasonable to adopt a straight dollar-for-dollar PCAM for the totality of Pacific 
Power's NPC to address appropriate recovery for costs that may amount to far less than 2 
percent of that total-particularly when those costs may be difficult to quantify precisely. 
We find that the most prudent way to accomplish proper recovery is through a well
designed PCAM that complies with the principles we summarized above. 

Accordingly, we adopt a PCAM for Pacific Power identical to that adopted for PGE. The · 
PCAM will contain the following features: 

22 Id. at27. 
23 In the Matter ofPGE, Docket No. UE215, Order 10-478 (Dec 17, 2010). 
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1. Deadband. We adopt a deadband to require Pacific Power to 
absorb some normal variation of power costs. If the power cost 
variation falls within this deadband, there will be no power cost 
rate adjustment. To ensure the PCAM is revenue neutral, we 
adopt an asymmetric deadband, with a negative annual power cost 
variance deadband of $15 million, and a positive annual power 
cost variance deadband of $30 million. We base our adopted 
power cost deadband on Pacific Power's authorized rate base, 
rather than on the utility's net power costs. In determining an 
appropriate power cost deadband, we look to the size of the 
utility's rate base and to the utility's authorized ROE. Although 
Pacific Power's rate base is slightly larger than PGE's we find 
these amounts to be reasonable for use in the PCAM. 

2._ Sharing Mechanism. To provide Pacific Power the incentive to 
manage its costs effectively, we adopt a sharing mechanism. For 
any power cost variance above or below the deadband, customers 
will bear 90 percent of the adjustment and Pacific Power will bear 
10 percent of the adjustment. 

3. Earnings Test. To protect customers from paying for higher-than
expected power costs when the utility's earnings are reasonable, 
and to protect Pacific Power from refunding power cost savings 
when it is under-earning, we adopt an earnings test of+/- 100 basis 
points around Pacific Power's allowed ROE. If Pacific Power is 
earning within this range of its authorized ROE, there will be no 
power cost adjustment for that year. 

4. Amortization Cap. To be consistent with our prior practice with 
use of similar mechanisms for other energy utilities, we limit 
amortization of deferred amounts under the PCAM in any one year 
to 6 percent of Pacific Power's revenues for the preceding calendar 
year. 

5. Direct Access. The PCAM will not apply to direct access 
customers, because they already bear the risk of variable power 
costs through their pricing structure. 

We conclude that the adoption of this PCAM will result in just and reasonable rates . 

. 2. Transition Adjustment Mechanism 

a. Parties' Position 

1. Pacific Power 

Pacific Power states that the TAM should be preserved. Pacific Power notes a key 
objective of the TAM is to update forecast NPC to account for changes in market 
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conditions, and that all energy utilities in Oregon have an annual power cost or natural 
gas update. The utility also notes the TAM is necessary to set accurate and fuir transition 
adjustments for direct access, and that customers pay significantly less than actually 
incurred NPC since the TAM's adoption. Pacific Power notes the TAM provides 
customers with advantageous treatment of new resources. 

ii. Staff 

Staff agrees with Pacific Power that the Commission should preserve annual TAM 
proceedings, stating that annual filings are necessary to ensure that power cost rates are 
set to match actual costs as accurately as possible. 

iii. ICNU and CUB 

ICNU and CUB argue that Pacific Power's TAM is unnecessary to protect cost of service 
customers and should be eliminated. They argue that the Commission should set 
transition adjustment credits or charges without resetting net power costs for cost of 
service customers. The parties argue customers will not lose the ability to get the 
variable or dispatch benefits of Pacific Power's renewable resources at the same time the 
fixed costs of those resources go into rates, because the utility could use less harmful 
mechanisms, such as a renewable adjustment clause or deferred accounting, which could 
fully pass all the variable benefits of renewable resources to ratepayers. 

If the Commission preserves the TAM, ICNU and CUB request we change what the 
parties claim are the most harmful and one-sided aspects of the TAM. These include 
removing the finalupdates when setting power costs for cost of service customers, adding 
additional revenues associated with higher loads during stand alone TAMs, requiring 
Pacific Power to fully support all changes to its GRID model, and barring Pacific Power 
from changing TAM rates uuless its earnings are more than 100 basis points above or 
below its approved ROE. 

1v. Kroger 

Kroger argues that if that TAM is eliminated, it should be replaced with a viable 
mechanism that will not impede customers' ability to choose direct access service. 
Kroger also argues that, ifiCNU's proposal to set transition charges or credits in the 
context of a general rates case is adopted, Schedule 294 and 295 transition adjustments 
should be annually updated even if cost of service rates are not. Finally, Kroger argues 
that the direct access program may be more successful if customers are given the option 
to transition over a five-year period to a cessation of the transition adjustment. 

b. Resolution 

We decline ICNU' s and CUB's request to eliminate or modify the TAM on an ad hoc 
basis for a single utility through a rate case. We will address any issues related to 
transition adjustment mechanisms globally, such as through a generic doeket applicable 
to both Pacific Power and PGE. Similarly, we decline to address Kroger's recommended 
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changes to Pacific Power's direct access program, because we are addressing issues 
relating to direct access in docket UM 1587. 

C. Investment in Thermal Generation Plants 

·~· 

Pacific Power seeks recovery of the Oregon portion of $661 million for capital 
investments in emissions control equipment at seven of the 19 coal-fueled generation 
units owned and operated by the utility: Naughton Units 1 and 2, Dave Johnston Unit 4, 
Hunter Units 1 and 2, Wyodak, and Jim Bridger Unit 3.24 The investments included 
projects to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide (S02), nitrous oxides (NOx), and 
particulate matter (PM). The emission control investments are currently installed and 
operating and have not yet been considered in a rate case. 

Pacific Power argues that the emissions control equipment investments were prudently 
incurred :and should be fully included in rates. Pacific Power contends that all the 
investments were required to meet existing and anticipated federal and state regulations, 
and that the utility's analytical path toward compliance with those regulations was 
comprehensive and reasonable. Staff supports Pacific Power's request, despite identified 
infirmities in the utility's decision-making processes related to these investments. Sierra 
Club, CUB, RNP, and NW Energy Coalition oppose Pacific Power's request, and argue 
that the investments were not prudently incurred. 

We divide our discussion into four parts. First, in order to provide context for the parties' 
arguments, we review the state and federal regulations on which Pacific Power relies. 
Second, we summarize the parties' arguments and recommendations. Third, we review 
our prudence standard. Fourth, we provide our resolution. 

1. Background 

Jn 1999, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued its Regional Haze Rule 
(RHR) in compliance with the. Clean Air Act (CAA). 25 The rule addresses regional haze 
in 156 national parks and wilderness areas across the country, called "Class I areas." 
In 2005 and 2006, the EPA revised the RHR in response to legal challenges?6 The goal 
of the RHR is to eliminate human-caused visibility impairment in national parks and 
wilderness areas across the country. The EPA requires all states containing sources 
whose emissions are reasonably anticipated to contribute to regional haze in a Class I 
area to submit a Regional Haze State Implementation Plan (SIP) that ensures reasonable 
progress toward the national regional haze goals, including emission limits and schedules 
of compliance. 

The RHR generally requires each state to identify emission sources that are reasonably 
anticipated to cause or contribute to impairment of visibility. Under 40 CFR § 51.308 

24 Pacific Power owns or has a partial share in 26 coal fueled units within the states of Wyoming, Utah, 
Arizona, Colorado and Montana. The utility maintains operational responsibility for 19 of those uaits; 
14 of those uaits were determined to be BART-eligible uaits under the RHR. See PAC/500, Teply/8 
(Mar 1, 2012). 
25 See 40 CFR Part 51, 64 FR 35714 (Jull, 1999), citing Section 169 of the CCA, 42 USC§ 749l(a)(l). 
26 See 40 CFR Part 51, 70 FR 39104 (Jul6, 2005); 71 60612 (Oct 13, 2006). 
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(Section 308), states must then determine the "Best Available Retrofit Technology" 
(BART) for each of these sources, and evaluate the need for other control strategies for 
each source, in order to show that the state's plan will make reasonable progress toward 
improving visibility in Class I areas. When evaluating potential control technologies to 
determine their compliance with BART, states must consider: (1) the costs of 
compliance, (2) the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance, 
(3) any eristing pollution control technology in use at the source, ( 4) the remaining useful 
life of the source, and ( 5) the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably 
be anticipated to result from the use of such technology. A Section 308 Regional Haze 
SIP must include source-specific BART emission limits and compliance schedules for 
each source subject to BART. Once a state has made its BART determination for a 
specific source, the source must install and operate the BART controls as expeditiously as 
practicable, but no later than five years after the date of EPA approval of the SIP. 27 

As an alternative to compliance under Section 308, and in recognition of the control and 
cost efficiencies that can be achieved through more flexible trading programs and other 
alternative measures, 40 CPR§ 51.309 (Section 309) allows nine western states whose 
emissions impact regional haze in 16 Class I areas located on the Colorado Plateau, 
including Wyoming and Utah, the opportunity to comply with the RHR by developing an 
alternative regional compliance program that achieves even greater reasonable progress 
toward the national visibility goal than would be achieved under BART28 If the states 
choose to use this alternative measure provided under Section 309, states are required to 
compare the degree of visibility improvement expected to be achieved in Class I areas 
through the application of BART to the degree of improvement expected under the 
alternative measure. States are further required to adopt rules that are substantively 
similar to model rules adopted by the EPA in 2003. 29 

Under Section 309, for each of the 16 Class I areas located on the Colorado Plateau, state 
SIPs must include a projection of improvement in visibility. Rather than requiring 
source-specific BART controls, Section 309 allows the participating states to establish 
regional milestone targets for annual S02 emissions with a "backstop" S02 emissions 
trading program that is triggered if the milestone targets are exceeded.30 Using this 
approach, states must establish declining SO:z emission milestones for each year of the 
program through 2018.31 

27 77 FR 28830. 
"Five states initially exercised !his option by submitting plans to !he EPA in 2003; at !he time !hat Pacific 
Power moved forward wi!h upgrades to its coal fleet in 2008 and 2009, participants in the program were 
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. Arizona elected to cease participation in the program in 2010. 
See Westem Regional Air Partnership (WRAP) 2009 Regional S02 Emissions and Milestone Report 
(Ang 30, 2011). 
29 Under Section 309, participating states adopt regional haze strategies !hat are based on recommendations 
from the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission ( GCVTC) for protecting the 16 Class I areas on 
the Colorado Plateau. In 2000, WRAP, the successor organization to the GCVTC, submitted an annex to 
the EPA with S02 emission reduction milestones and the detailed previsions of a backstop trading program 
to be impkmented automatically if voluntary measures fulled to achieve !he S02 milestones. The EPA 
codified the annex in 2003 as 40 CFR § 51.309(h). See 68 FR 33764. 
30 77 FR 28829. 
31 40 CFR 51.309( d). 
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States are required to submit progress reports in the form of SIP revisions in 2013 and 
2019, with evaluations of progress in Class I areas. If a state can show that with the 
alternative program the distribution of emissions is not substantially different from 
source-specific BART, and the alternative program results in greater emission reductions 
than source-specific BART, the alternatives program may be deemed to achieve greater 
reasonable progress.32 

Both Wyoming and Utah elected to participate in the Section 309 alternative program for 
S02 emissions. Both states submitted SIPs to the EPA in 2003, and subsequently 
submitted revised versions. In compliance with the model program rules addressing an 
S02 Milestone and Backstop Trading Program, both states' SIPs require regional yearly 
emission milestones from 2003 to 2018, calculating the milestones with regard to electric 
generating units (EGUs ), non-EGUs, and new sources.33 As the EPA recently noted in 
approving Wyoming's 2011 SIP, state SIPs achieve greater reasonable progress than 
would be achieved under BART by promoting and sustaining emission reductions as 
measured:against a milestone, as well as encouraging early emissions reductions. 
Sources ''will be actively mindful of the participating states' emissions inventory and 
operating to avoid exceeding the milestone."34 In May 2012, EPA likewise approved a 
portion ofUtah's proposed SIP, including its administrative rules adopting an alternative 
compliance program implemented to comply with Section 309.35 

2. Parties' Positions 

a. Pacific Power 

Pacific Power argues that its investments in emissions controls were necessary to comply 
with applicable enviromnental regulations. Pacific Power states the seven units with 
emissions control investments contested in this case were deemed "subject to BART" 
under the RHR, and the utility was required to comply with the RFiR as expeditiously as 
practicable, but no later than five years from the date of EPA approval of Wyoming's and 
Utah's state SIPs. The RHR required state SIP submissions by December 2007, and EPA 
action on those SIPs was to occur within 18 months of submission. Utah and Wyoming 
submitted their revised SIPs to the EPA in early 2008, with the underlying assumption of 
a 2013 compliance deadline. To meet this presumed 2013 compliance deadline for NOx, 
PM, and S02 emissions, Pacific Power states that it worked with state regulators from 
2006 to 2009 to determine BART and "Better-than-BART" for the utility's affected units. 
Pacific Power argues it was required to comply with specific emissions limits for its 
plants, and that although the Section 309 Backstop Trading Program created regional S02 

emissions milestones, the intent was to ensure emissions reductions throughout the region 
by setting emissions limits for each emitting source. Pacific Power also states the 

32 See 40 CFR 51.308(e)(3). 
33 Regional milestones are calculated for the combined emissions of the three remaining states participating 
in the alternative program: Wyoming, Utah, and New Mexico. 
34 77 FR 30953"01 (May 24, 2012 EPA Approval and Promulgation of State Implementation Plans; State of 
Wyoming, Regional Haze Rule Requirements for Mandatory Class l Areas). 
35 77 FR 28825-02 (May 16, 2012 Approval, Disapproval, and Promulgation of State Implementation 
Plans; State of Utah; Regional Haze Rule Requirements for Mandatory Class 1 Areas). 
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program was designed to create incentives for early compliance with presumptive unit
by-unit limits. 

To comply with the RHR and Utah and Wyoming SIPs, Pacific Power argues that it 
properly assessed regulatory compliance alternatives, cost effectiveness, and benefits 
associated with the emissions control investments at issue here. Pacific Power states that 
it first assessed its environmental compliance obligations and the timing of those 
obligations. It then assessed the overall costs and availability of various emissions 
control technologies and compliance alternatives. It considered when, whether, and what 
capital investments to make in environmental controls. As part of its compliance 
planning efforts, Pacific Power states that it considered the selection of appropriate 
emissions control teclmologies as well as alternate compliance options such as idling a 
unit and replacing it with market power purchases. 

Pacific Power states that its analysis for each unit evaluated alternative technologies for 
their ability to economically achieve compliance and support an integrated approach to 
control criteria pollutants. Among other consider~tions, the analyses (1) reviewed 
available retrofit emissions control teclmologies, including performance and cost metrics, 
and (2) reviewed capital costs on a dollars per ton of pollutant removed basis (as required 
as a part of BART determinations) and costs for projected improvemeot in visibility. For 
each unit subject to BART, the respective state regulatory authority identified the· 
appropriate control teclmology to achieve what the air quality regulators determined were 
cost-effective emissions reductions. Once the state regulatory authority identified the 
required BART technology, the utility proceeded with its competitive bidding process. 

For each investment, Pacific Power performed a present value revenue requirement 
differential (PVRR(d)) analysis, which compared the expected costs of installing the 
proposed emissions control equipmeot and con tinning to operate a plant through the end 
of its depreciable life against idling or closing the plant and replacing the power with 
market purchases. In determining the expected costs of continued operation, the utility 
included known and reasonably anticipated future capital investments in the plant, as well 
as assumptions regarding national economic conditions, natural gas prices, and future 
carbon risk. A positive PVRR( d) number supports making the investments and 
continuing to operate the coal plants. 

Pacific Power states it structured its PVRR(d) analysis to be an objective measure of the 
cost effectiveoess of installing emissions control equipment at the unit, without favoring 
a particular outcome. Pacific Power states that its contemporaneous PVRR( d) analyses 
showed that maintaining the ability to operate the existing coal units by retrofitting the 
units with the emissions control equipment represented the least-cost option. The 
PVRR( d) analyses were usually conducted three to six months before executing contracts 
but were not reevaluated later because, Pacific Power states, there was no material reason 
to conduct reevaluations after execution or before beginning construction. Though 
forward market power prices had begun to decline beginning in early 2009, the utility 
argues there was no established trend indicating the decline would continue .. 

With regard to the availability of a broader array of options for analysis, Pacific Power 
states the PVRR( d) analyses were not intended to analyze the continued operation of the 
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plant against an alternative generating resource. When the PVRR( d) analyses were 
conducted, the utility had completed the process of working with the state departments of 
environmental quality to determine what emissions control equipment was necessary to 
meet compliance obligations and necessary permits had been issued. The intent of the 
PVRR(d) analysis was to analyze the cost-effectiveness of the emissions control 
equipment by comparing the costs of continuing to operate the plant through the end of 
its depreciable life, including known or reasonably foreseeable costs, with market 
purchases, to find the least expensive alternate source of power. Pacific Power states 
that, for each generating uuit, the PVRR( d) analysis favored making the investment. 
Pacific Power acknowledges concerns raised by the parties with regard to its analysis, but 
states that an updated PVRR(d) analysis to address those concerns (modifying the idling 
date and updating market power price forecasts) still provided a positive benefit for the 
challenged investments, demonstrating that ratepayers were not harmed by its 
contemporaneous analysis. 

Finally, Pacific Power argues it is unreasonable to impose the Commission's more recent 
analysis standards on the utility, when those standards did not exist at the time it was 
acting. For example, Pacific Power argues. There was no awareness at the time of a 
Boardman-style analysis advocated by CUB in this proceeding. Pacific Power also 
argues that CUB's phase-out PVRR(d) analyses for some of Pacific Power's plants are 
fundamentally flawed, because they close the units in 2020 but do not include alternative 
costs for compliance with the CAA, and do not include any costs for deconnnissioning 
the units or a replacement baseload generation resource. 

b. Staff 

Staff states that Pacific Power, as a load-serving entity, had an obligation to operate its 
system to meet reliability, quality, and safety standards, and that the utility could have 
reasonably determined that upgrading its plants was a prudent method for complying with 
what appeared to be an uncertain environmental compliance future. Staff concludes that 
Pacific Power's investments were prudent. Staff notes, however, that the utility's 
decision-making processes related to its environmental investments was deficient or 
infirm, in the following respects: (1) failure to consider at the time of decision making 
costs C02 emission regulation; (2) failure to include capital cost proxies for compliance 
with potential coal combustion residuals (CCR), effluent limit, and cooling water intake 
requirements; (3) failure to update the utility's analyses as significant milestones were 
reached; ( 4) use of decision making dates for idling the coal plants rather than state 
permit compliance dates; and (5) lack of sensitivity analyses for BART compliance costs. 
With regard to alternative analyses, Staff notes the Boardman-style approach to BART 
analysis-that is, considering useful life as a permissible variable in the analysis-was 
not recognized as being beneficial until late 2010, while Pacific Power's PVRR(d) 
analyses related to those investments had concluded in 2009. 

Staff states that with the exception of Units 1 and 2 of the Hunter plant, Pacific Power's 
PVRR( d) analyses assumed each coal plant uuit would be idled in the year of decision 
making. For the Hunter plant, the idling date used was the end of2012, approximately 
three years after the year of the decision making. The result of these assumed idling 
dates, Staff states, is an overstatement of the PVRR( d) benefit for each coal plant of 
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making the environmental compliance investments. Staff argues that Pacific Power 
should have used the compliance dates in individual state permits as idling dates for use 
in analyses. Staff notes that while Pacific Power's initial analysis was flawed, the 

. utility's updated PVRR(d) using a2014 idling date and March 2009 market power price 
forecasts still showed a positive benefit to investment. Staff concludes that if updated 
PVRR( d) analyses show that investment would have been prudent even considering 
alternatives, Pacific Power's investments should be deemed prudent. Staff notes, 
however, that it is unable to reconcile the conflicting results achieved by updated 
analyses conducted by Pacific Power and Sierra Club for the Naughton 1 and 2 units, and 
that Pacific Power's choice of idling date for these units was not reasonable. · 

c. Sierra Club 

Sierra Club argues that Pacific Power moved forward with plant upgrades long before it 
was legally required to do so, and that the utility's analysis was superficial and 
inadequate, resulting in unnecessary expenses. Sierra Club challenges Pacific Power's 
practices with regard to all its investments, but recommends disallowances only for the 
utility's upgrades to its Naughton I and 2 and Hunter 1 and 2 units. 

First, Sierra Club contends that Pacific Power misunderstands or misrepresents the 
Regional S02 Milestone and Backstop Trading Program. Sierra Club explains thatthis 
program includes region-wide S02 emissions caps or "milestones" that decline over time 
through the year 2018, and the program is not triggered unless a milestone is exceeded. 
Sierra Club argues that, contrary to Pacific Power's assertions, the trading program does 
not require source owners to take any action other than monitoring and reporting their 
emissions, and that as a result, mere participation in the program did not trigger any 
specific SOz emissions limit or unit-specific pollution controls for Pacific Power. Sierra 
Club notes part of the SIP submittal under this alternative compliance program is a better
than-BART demonstration, but that this demonstration does not require that each and 
every unit to adopt emissions controls that are better than BART. Rather, the 
demonstration is a regional demonstration. Sierra Club states that Pacific Power was not 
subject to any unit-specific emission limits for S02 for the years 2006 to 2009. Sierra 
Club argued that Pacific Power never considered whether the flexibility inherent in the 
regional Backstop Trading Program combined with excess or unanticipated reductions 
from other sources would have allowed it to operate some of its units unscrubbed and still 
stay below the milestones. 

Sierra Club contends that Pacific Power acted prematurely in moving forward with 
construction plans to upgrade its facilities in Wyoming. Sierra Club notes the Wyoming 
regulations implementing the BART process, adopted in December 2006, expressly state 
that any control equipment required under a permit issued pursuant to BART must "be 
installed and operated as expeditiously as practicable, but in no event later than five years 
after the US EPA approval of Wyoming's SIP revision for Regional Haze." Sierra Club 
notes Pacific Power submitted its construction permit for low-NOx burners in January 
2007, before any state or federal BART determination and before any deadline existed for 
complying with the RHR.36 

36 Sierra Club Prehearing Brief at 21-22 (Oct4, 2012), citing PAC/1903, Woollums/2 (Sept 5, 2012). 
Sierra Club notes that in some instances the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WYDEQ) 
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Sierra Club argues Pacific Power's contemporaneous PVRR(d) analysis was 
fundamentally inadequate because it was overly narrow in scope, used improper 
assumptions, and contained errors in methodology. Sierra Club contends that, by only 
considering immediate shut-down of the units or making the investment upgrades, Pacific 
Power failed to examine other compliance options, such as a later or phased-out shut 
down. Sierra Club argues Pacific Power's analysis should have included the option of 
not installing the pollution control retrofits and, instead, replacing any shortfall in 
generation with an alternative resource, and should have assessed the costs associated 
with rnrming the plants uncontrolled until the compliance deadline forced the utility to 
stop operating and find a replacement resource. Sierra Club also points out errors in 
Pacific Power's analysis performed for its Naughton units, noting that the utility did not 
include additional costs related to chinmey construction and waste disposal expenses. 

Despite the deficiencies of Pacific Power's analysis, Sierra Club contends that the 
analysis nonetheless raised flags regarding the cost-effectiveness of proceeding with 
certain investment upgrades that the utility ignored. Sierra Club cites specifically to 
Pacific Power's analysis regarding retrofits at Naughton units 1 and 2. Sierra Club 
explains that, in determining whether to move forward with the upgrades, Pacific Power 
analyzed the investment under a range of estimated future market power prices. That 
analysis showed that the PVRR(d) value for each Naughton unit was negative under low 
market price assumptions.37 Sierra Club contends that, although Pacific Power's own 
analysis showed that a 20 percent change in market prices would dramatically alter the 
perceived economic benefit of the proposal and create a liability for customers, the utility 
never undertook an effort to evaluate whether any other compliance alternatives would 
have been better for its customers. 

Sierra Club concludes that, by failing to fully consider its options, Pacific Power missed a 
unique opportunity to comprehensively evaluate its entire coal fleet and assess whether 
removing underperforming units from service was in the best interest of ratepayers where 
lower-cost resources could meet the fleet-wide tonnage obligations. 

d. CUB 

CUB similarly argues that Pacific Power's analysis was perfunctory and superficial, and 
that had the utility considered other options, it would have reduced the cost to ratepayers. 
It also questions whether certain investments are used and useful. CUB contends that 
Pacific Power should have brought all the investments into an IRP proceeding for prior 
review, and specifically challenges the utility's investments in Naughton Units 1 and 2 
and Jim Bridger 3. 

First, CUB contends that Pacific Power should have performed an analysis similar to that 
performed by PGE for its Boardman coal plant. That analysis would have tested the 
flexibility within the state and federal laws governing air quality by considering different 
closure scenarios. CUB explains that, although PGE faced a 2016 compliance deadline 
for Boardman, PGE obtained approval to run the plant until 2020 without making all of 

did not anticipate the need to install BART-determined controls until early 2015, based on its assessment 
that federal compliance was required within five years of approval of a state SIP. 
37 Sierra Club notes that market price forecasts did, in fact, drop dramatically after December 2008. 
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the investments that would have been required to continue operating Boardman through 
2040, because the investments were analyzed over the life of the plant. CUB 
acknowledges that PGE was required to make some plant upgrades to comply with 
environmental regulations, but emphasizes that the utility spent far less fuan it would 
have to run Boardman until2040. CUB claims fuat a modified PVRR( d) analysis using a 
Boardman-style phase out results in a positive NPV higher than that calculated by Pacific 
Power using immediate plant closure, and argues that had Pacific Power explored the 
timing flexibility inherent in the Backstop Trading Program, it could have gained the time 
to conduct a Boardmllll-:style analysis.38 

Second, CUB argues Pacific Power's decision to invest in its coal fleet rested on 
inadequate analysis. Like Sierra Club, CUB notes the marginally positive and marginally 
negative results of Pacific Power's analysis, and argues that the utility should not have 
proceeded wifu investments of this magnitude wifuout additional study. CUB argues 
utilities have a responsibility to reevaluate their decision-making as conditions change, 
and that in this case Pacific Power failed both to reevaluate conditions at key points such 
as at contract signing and prior to beginning construction, and to consider cancellation of 
its contracts when circumstances changed. For example, CUB notes that Pacific Power 
modeled an :immediate closure for Naughton unit 1 in 2009, even though the utility 
believed at the time that the primary environmental compliance planning deadline was 
2013 under fue states' SIPs, and that for modeling purposes a retirement date of2014 
should be used. 39 CUB argues fuat simply changing the PVRR( d) analysis to delay 
closure until 2014 results in a negative net present value. CUB notes that wifu additional 
time, Pacific Power could have updated its analysis of Bridger 3 and Hunter 1 to 
conclude that they should be converted to natural gas because the investment in SCR 
scrubbers was not cost-effective in scenarios with low natural gas prices. 

CUB further questions whether certain investments made by Pacific Power are used and 
useful, and therefore subject to recovery under ORS 757 .355(1 ). CUB explains that, 
although certain scrubber upgrades have been added to the plant and are being used, 
Pacific Power needs to also install new selective catalytic reduction systems (SCRs) to 
work with the scrubbers to meet the RHR. Thus, CUB contends fuat the scrubbers may 
not be useful without the SCRs, because the scrubbers do not, by themselves, meet the 
RHR requirements. 

e. RNP and NWEC 

RNP and NWEC filed joint briefs arguing that Pacific Power failed to demonstrate that it 
was required to comply with S02 enJissions limits or install unit-specific S02 pollution 
controls at certain of its coal plants. RNP and NWEC state that the Backstop Trading 
Program afforded participants flexibility in determining how best to stay below the SOz 
milestones, and argue that, as the largest participant in the program, Pacific Power was 
uniquely positioned to take advantage ofthe program's flexible structure and think 
creatively about alternatives to simply installing pollution controls at certain units. 

3& CUB Prehearing Brief at 29-30 (Oct4, 2012) 
39 CUB Posthearing Brief at 20 (Nov 8, 2012), citing PAC/500, Teply/37 (Mar 1, 2012). 
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The parties contend that Pacific Power could have shut down, converted, or "mothballed" 
certain coal-fired units and continued operating others without adding costly controls. 

3. Resolution 

a. Prudence Standard for Utility Investments 

Before we turn to the merits of this issue, we take this opportunity to clarify the prudence 
standard in ratemaking. Parties have raised questions about how the Commission applies 
the prudence standard, particularly with regard to the relevance of the decision-making 
process that a utility uses to make an investment. 

The prudence standard is traditionally used to address the proper valuation of utility 
investment in rate base. Any investment found to be unreasonable is deemed imprudent 
and subject to partial or full disallowance. An example of a modem articulation of the 
prudence standard is as follows: 

A prudence review must determine whether the company's actions, based 
on all that it knew or should have known at the time, were reasonable and 
prudent in light of the circumstances which then existed. It is clear that 
such a determination may not properly be made on the basis of hindsight 
judgments, nor is it appropriate for the [commission] to merely substitute 
its best judgment for the judgments made by the company's managers. 
The company's conduct should be judged by asking whether the conduct 
was reasonable at the time, under all circumstances, considering that the 
company had to solve its problems prospectively rather than in reliance on 
hindsight. In effect, our responsibility is to determine how reasonable 
people would have performed the task that confronted the company.40 

Although the Oregon courts have not expressly discussed the applicability of the 
prudence standard in this state, this Commission has long used the standard when 
examining utility investments. Through various orders, the Commission has confirmed 
that prudence of an investment is measured from the point of time of the utility's actions 
and decisions without the advantage ofhindsight,41 that the standard does not require. 
optimal results,42 and the review uses an objective standard .of reasonableness.43 

40 Phillips, Charles, Regulation of Public Utilities, 341 (3d ed 1993). 
41 See e.g., Order No. 99-033 at 36-37 (Jan27, 1999) (prudence is determined by the reasonableness of the 
actions ''based on information that was available (or could reasonably have been available) at the time."); 
Order No. 95-322 at48 (Mar 29, 1995) (a prudence review takes into account the information that was 
available to decision makers at the time the decision was made. It does not engage in hindsight or second
guessing; to do so would be unfair.); and Order No. 99-697 at 52 (Nov 12, 1999) (we muSt determine 
whether NW Natural's actions and decisions, based on what it !mew or should have known at the time, 
were prudent in light of existing circumstances.) · 
42 See e.g., Order No. 98-353 at 9 (Aug 24, 1998) (this Commission has applied this prudency standard for 
many years in deciding whether to include in rate base the full amount of a utility's investment in a new 
resource (as opposed to a standard that, say, focuses on the outcome of the utility's decisions).); and Order 
No. 02-469 at 4 (Jull8, 2002) (in applying this standard, the Commission does not focns on the outcome of 
the utility's decision.) . 
43 See e.g., Order No. 09-501 at 5 (Dec 18, 2009) (in arate case the Commission would apply the 
"reasonable person" standard); Order No. 95-322 at 48 (Mar 29, 1995) (endorsing an expert witnesses use 
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In this proceeding, parties have questioned whether the Commission uses a prudence 
standard that focuses solely on the decision made by the utility, without regard to the 
decision-making process used to reach that decision. The questions arise from Order 
No. 02-469, which addressed Pacific Power's request to recover excess NPC. The 
Commission rejected claims that Pacific Power was entitled to no recovery because it 
was unable, due to the time that had elapsed, to provide contemporaneous evidence of 
key decisions relevant to the inquiry. The Commission agreed with the utility that: 

[I]fthe record demonstrates that a challenged business decision was 
objectively reasonable, taking into account established historical facts and 
circumstances, the utility's decision must be upheld as prudent even if the 
record lacks detail on the utility's actual subjective decision making 
process44 

That language has raised questions whether our prudence standard focuses solely on the 
decision made by the utility, without regard to the decision-making process used to reach 
that decision. In particular, Staff reads the language to mean that, "while a utility's 
decision process is probative on whether the action itself is prudent, under the 
Commission's prudence standard, the primary focus is on the reasonableness of the 
action, not on the process leading up to it."45 

Although imprecisely worded, the Commission's decision in Order No. 02-469 correctly 
concluded that a utility does not automatically fail its burden of proof if it is unable to 
present contemporaneous evidence of its own actions. Prudence is determined by what a 
utility "knew or should have known" at the time the decision was made. It is possible 
that the utility may be able to present sufficient information from external sources (what 
it should have known) to establish that its ultimate decision was prudent-regardless of 
what internal decision-making process was used (what it knew). 

That order should not, however, be interpreted as saying that a utility's decision-making 
process is not relevant to a prudence determination. Contrary to any implication from the 
language in docket UM 995, the process used by the utility to make a decision to invest in 
a plant is highly valuable in determining whether the utility's actions were reasonable and 
prudent in light of the circumstances which then existed. The prudence standard 
examines all actions of the utility-including the process that the utility used to make a 
decision. Although there may be unique circumstances where a utility is able to 
overcome the inability to explain its internal decision-making processes, a utility's 
actions are generally a primary consideration in a prudence review. 

This clarification as to the importance of a utility's decision-making process is consistent 
with recent Commission decisions. For example, we recently exaruined the prudence of 
certain hedging contracts entered into by Pacific Power. In that proceeding, we explained 

of a reasonable person standard, similar to that commonly employed in utility prudence review 
proceedings). 
44 In the Matter ofPacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, Docket Nos. UM 995, UE 121, UC 578, Order 
No. 02-469 at5. (July 18, 2002). 
45 Staf£11500, Colville/2 (Aug 13, 2012). 
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that the decision-making process used by the utility was crucial in determining whether 
the hedges were prudent: 

To evaluate the prudence of a hedging contract, we will first examine the . 
utility's hedging strategy. If the strategy is prudently designed (for 
example, it includes sound hedging goals, methodology, and targets, 
among other things), we will next examine whether the utility executed its 
·strategy prudently. 

If a particular transaction is inconsistent with the strategy, or parties have 
raised issues that appropriately call the transaction into question, such as 
lack of market liquidity, we will then examine whether the utility provided 
adequate and contemporaneous analysis and documentation and a sound 
justification to support the transaction.46 

Although that case involved the reasonableness of power costs and not the proper 
valuation of rate base, it supports the conclusion that the utility's decision-making 
process may be highly relevant as to whether a capital investment was prudently incurred. 
It is often central to the inquiry of whether the utility exercised the standard of care which 
a reasonable person would be expected to exercise under the same circumstances 
encountered by utility management at the time the decision had to be made. 

b. Prudence of Pacific Power's Investments 

We now turn to the parties' arguments in this case. After reviewing the state and federal 
regulations applicable to Pacific Power, we conclude that a reasonable utility faced with 
emerging state and federal regulations would find that some action was required to 
comply with those rules. At the federal level, the EPA's RHR required states to prepare 
and submit implementation plans that demonstrated reasonable continuous progress in 
reducing regional haze in Class I areas. Even if states chose to implement an alternative 
program under Section 309, that alternative program had to demonstrate, at a minimum, 
even greater reasonable progress toward national visibility goals than they would 
otherwise achieve under Section 308. At the state level, both Wyoming and Utah 
prepared and submitted SIPs that demonstrated progress toward regional visibility goals, 
with progress reviews to be conducted in 2013 and 2018. Both SIPs contained provisions 
rewarding early emission reductions. 

As the owner of major sources of emissions in both Utah and Wyoming, Pacific Power 
was required to take action to comply with the mandate that the region achieve 
reasonable progress toward the RHR's air quality goals. To help meet its obligation to 
serve its customers and efficiently operate its fleet of generating resources, Pacific Power 
acted prudently in initiating efforts to address the air quality and emissions regulations 
that affected its multiple units. Pacific Power states that sioce 1999 it has worked to 
reduce power plant emissions through its Comprehensive Air Initiative, and that for the 
plants at issue here it extensively analyzed its compliance alternatives, developed a long-

46 In the Matter ofPacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, Docket No. UE 227, Order No. 11-435 at 7. (Nov 4, 
2011). 
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term pollution control strategy, and coordinated installation of controls with the utility's 
existing four-year outage cycle to reduce replacement power costs. We find Pacific 
Power's initial development of a coordinated and forward-looking response to be 
reasonable. We decline to find that a prudent utility faced with these state and federal 
regulations would have simply done nothing and waited to see what additional 
requirements emerged. 

We further find, however, that Pacific Power failed to act prudently in two areas. First, 
we are not convinced by Pacific Power's claims that there were not legitimate alternative 
courses of action-both in terms of the mix of compliance actions and, particularly, in the 
timing of those actions-that could have allowed Pacific Power to meet its air quality 
requirements at a lower cost and risk to the utility's Oregon ratepayers. The record 
shows that throughout the period under question, even in response to changing 
circumstances, Pacific Power did not alter its course of action or consider alternatives of 
any kind. Second, we find that Pacific Power failed to perform appropriate analyses to 
determine the cost-effectiveness of the investments. Pacific Power's contemporaneous 
cost-effectiveness analyses were demonstrably deficient, and did not demonstrate the 
rigorous review that a prudent utility should have performed prior to making these 
significant investments. 

We are not persuaded by Pacific Power's claim that the state and federal implementation 
of the RHR imposed a binding plant-specific emission limit on each of the utility's plants 
that had to be implemented at the time the investments were made. Although Pacific 
Power notes repeatedly that the milestones under the Backstop Trading Program were 
calculated using plant-specific emission limits, the program milestones established with 
those limits were, as Sierra Club notes, regional milestones. We similarly are not 
persuaded by Pacific Power's reliance on construction approval orders and permits that 
mandate specific S02 plant emission limits upon completion of construction. Pacific 
Power has been unable to present us with documentary evidence demonstrating that the 
Wyoming and Utah DEQs required Pacific Power to apply for all of the permits at issue 
here when it did so. 

Pacific Power itself states that it began implementing its emission reduction 
commitments in 2005, "well ahead of the emission reduction timelines under the regional 
haze rules which require BART to be installed no later than five years following approval 
of the applicable Regional Haze SIP."47 As cited by Sierra Club, documents from 2005 
also show Pacific Power had a strategy of moving forward with air pollution controls that 
was independent of state or federal action.48 Moreover, after it began implementing its 
air quality commitments, Pacific Power was confident enough that its emissions were 
sufficiently below regional milestones that it sought, in its 2007 IRP, acknowledgement 
to add two coal-fired resources that would begin operation in 2012 and 2014. Io April of 
2008, we did not acknowledge those plants. 

The evidence also shows the WDEQ acknowledged the flexibility available under the 
Backstop Trading Program. In Wyoming's BART permit analysis for the Naughton 
plant, the WDEQ noted that, for S02, "the State of Wyoming submitted a [Section] 309 

47 See Sierra Club/100, Fisher/21, citing Sierra Club/112, PacifiCotp's Emissions Reduction Plan. 
48 See Sierra Club Posthearing Brief at 3 (Nov 7, 20 12), citing Confidential Sierra Club/115, Fisher/2 
(Jun20, 2012). 
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SIP as is allowed by the Regional Haze Rule. Part of the SIP submittal is a 'Better than 
BART' d=onstration, required by rule, which does not require that each and every unit 
d=onstrate emission controls that are 'Better than BART.' The demonstration is a 
regional demonstration.'A9 

. 

The yearly Regional S02 Emissions and Milestone Reports issued by the Western 
Regional Air Partnership also provided Pacific Power with notice that yearly emissions 
were far below the emissions limits established under the Backstop Trading Program. 
Early on, it was clear that the 2013 regional emissions would be much lower- regardless 
of Pacific Power's actions- and the limits would be readily met. Those reports showed 
that: · 

• The 2008 regional emissions were 20,000 tons lower than the 2013 
limit. 

• The 2009 emissions were more than 40,000 tons lower than the 
2013limit. 

• The 2010 emissions were 54,000 tons less than the 2013 limit and 
more than 10,000 tons less than the 2018limit. 

We add that the regional milestone for 2013 was achieved before the retrofits at 
Naughton 1 and 2, Hunter 1 and 2, Bridger 3, and Wyodak were completed. Further, 
these levels do not include other expected actions that will further limit or reduce 
emissions in the region, such as the conversion ofNaughton 3 to natural gas and the 
shutdown of the Carbon plants. 

In addition to finding that Pacific Power failed to establish that it was required to make 
each of the disputed investments at the time that it did, we find that the utility conducted 
inadequate analyses to justify the plant upgrades. As pointed out by the parties, Pacific 
Power's cost-effective analyses were flawed in a number of ways: 

Assumption of Immediate Shutdown: With the exception of the Hunter units, Pacific 
Power's PVRR( d) analysis compared the expected costs of installing =issions control 
equipment against immediately replacing the output of the plant with market purchases, 
even in instances when the utility anticipated a compliance date that would occur several 
years later. As shown by Sierra Club and CUB in their analyses, the use of a more 
realistic shut down date by itself significantly alters the economics of the projects. 

Lack of meaningful sensitivity and scenario analyses: Major resource decisions should 
not rely largely on single point forecasts, but should instead be shown to be robust over a 
wide range of futures/scenarios and input assumptions. As CUB's and Sierra Club's 
analyses showed, the economics of the utility's projects changed significantly based on 
changes in the assumptions about single variables such as wholesale prices or closure 
date. This alone signals that all of the investments should have been stress-tested against 
a wide range of futures and varied input assumptions and that a second stage of more 
rigorous analyses were merited for a number of the investments. The ad hoc analyses 

49 See PAC/2002, Teply/262 (Sept 5, 2012). 
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that were conducted during this case cannot substitute for the depth and breadth of 
analyses that should have occurred at the time of the decision. 

Failure to incorporate potential costs of known, emerging regulatious: As Sierra Club 
points out, Pacific Power assigned no costs to some known, emerging regulations. In 
retrospect, the retrofit cost associated with some of those regulations at Pacific Power's 
units were substimtial. Further, Sierra Club notes other legitimate modeling adjustments 
that Pacific Power failed to make at the time of its analyses .50 

Failure to update analyses: While we do not expect a utility to engage in a never-ending 
process of recousideration of its investment decisious, with major resource investments 
such as these, a reasonable utility would consider changing conditions that significantly 
impact the financial viability of the investments. The evidence in the record shows 
substantial changes in the economics of Pacific Power's investments if assumptions had 
been updated just prior to the time of at least two significant milestones: contract signing 
and the start of construction. With updated analyses, Pacific Power would have had 
more refined estimates of market prices, gas prices, capital costs, and costs of other 
regulatious, among other factors. Sierra Club and CUB have shown sub_stantial changes 
to the economics of the investments with properly updated analyses. For example, CUB 
and Sierra Club showed that if Pacific Power had conducted analyses for Naughton Units 
1 and 2 before signing a contract in May 2009 to upgrade the units, and before beginning 
construction in June 2010, on each date the updated results would have shown a 
substantial negative PVRR( d) result for the proposed retrofits. As CUB and Sierra Club 
point out, updated analyses for these plants would have raised "red flags" which would 
have merited a slow-down in decision-making and further analyses. 

The inherent limitations of a PVRR(d) analysis: Pacific Power acknowledges that its 
PVRR( d) analysis is limited by focusing solely on market purchases, rather than a mix of 
replacement resources. In fact, it justifies its investments in part by arguing that a gas
fired replacement resource would have resulted in more positive PVRR( d) results. Yet, 
there is nothing in the record that shows it conducted resource portfolio analyses at the 
time of its decisions that back up any of its assertions. · 

In addition, if Pacific Power had properly explored the potential flexibility in the timing 
· of its options under the RHR, as we believe it had the opportunity to do, the utility and 

ratepayers would have benefited from additional information that could have been 
incorporated into cost-effectiveness analyses. That additional information, at a 
minimum, could have supported later potential shut down dates for use in the PVRR( d) 
analysis as suggested by CUB and Sierra Club. Indeed, had Pacific Power planned to 
delay investments at some of its plants, then the utility would have been clearly aware of 
the "phase-out" analysis conducted by PGE for its Boardman plant and prompted to 
evaluate the economics of a similar phase-out. As noted by CUB, that analysis permitted 
PGE to consider a phase-out of its Boardman plant geared toward shutting the plant in 
2020, rather than investing in more costly upgrades necessary to allow the plant to 
operate past that date. Further, if Pacific Power had altered the timing of some of its 
investments, the utility and its ratepayers could also have benefited from analyses that 

50 See Sierra Club Prehearing Brief at 6-8. 
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included the most up-to-date information on the cost of all regulations at its units. In 
some instances, these additional costs are substantial and significantly alter the cost
effectiveness of retrofits at particular units. 

c. Disallowance 

Based on our findings that Pacific Power failed to reasonably examine alternative courses 
of action and perform adequate analysis to support its investments, we conclude that a 
partial disallowance is warranted. Pacific Power's imprudent and inadequate analysis 
and decision-making put ratepayers at risk. The full costs of the investments resulting 
from that imprudence should not be recoverable in rates. 

Because the purpose of a prudence review is to hold ratepayers harmless from any 
amount imprudently invested, a disallowance should equal the amount of the 
unreasonable investment.· For example, we recently concluded that a utility had failed to 
establish that it acted prudently in building a natural gas pipeline years ahead of a 
demonstrated need for the project. Finding there was no persuasive evidence that the 
pipeline was needed to serve customers at this time, we excluded the entire amount from 
rate base. 51 

We are unable to easily calculate the precise amount of a proper disallowance in this 
case, however. Quantifying the impact of Pacific Power's imprudence has been hindered 
by the very actions that underlie our finding of imprudence-the utility's inadequate 
analysis and decision-making. Had Pacific Power reasonably considered other 
compliance alternatives and performed proper and robust analyses, we would have the 
information necessary to calculate the harm to ratepayers for the utility's decision to 
proceed with its investments rather than pursuing other, least-costly, options. Without 
that irJformation, we are left with determining a disallowance that reasonably penalizes 
Pacific Power for its imprudence, while acknowledging our inability to assess a precise 
amount. 

CUB recognizes this dilenJIDa and offers three recommendations. First, CUB suggests 
that we could simply disallow the investments, reasoning that costs incurred from 
imprudent actions should be eliminated. Alternatively, CUB proposes that we require 
Pacific Power to perform the analysis it failed to perform so that the economic costs to 
ratepayers resulting from the utility's actions can be modeled. CUB's final and primary 
recommendation is to disallow 25 percent of the investments. 

We dismiss CUB's first two proposals. With regard to a total disallowance, even CUB 
acknowledges the difficulty of excluding from rate base investments that enable the 
affected plants to continue to operate and provide service tc customers. Moreover, 
although Pacific Power failed to reasonably consider other compliance scenarios or 
timing options, significant investments in its coal fleet were necessary. And while we 
agree that new analysis to model the impact on ratepayers would provide us additional 
information tc determine a disallowance, the proposal is not possible under the statutory 

51 In ReApplication of Northwest Natura/for General Rate Revision, Docket No. UG 221, Order 
No. 12-437 at 18. (Nov 16, 2012). 
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framework governing ratemaking. As the parties are aware, we are restricted to a 
statutory suspension period to investigate and resolve a proposed rate request. 52 

Requiring the additional analysis would take more time than we are allotted. 
We find merit in CUB's third proposal to adopt a percentage disallowance. Because our 
finding of imprudence is based on Pacific Power's inadequate analysis and decision
making used for all of its investments, we find a partial disallowance applied to all of its 
unit upgrades is appropriate. 

The question then becomes how much of a percentage to disallow. As noted above, 
Pacific Power seeks recovery, on a company-wide basis, of approximately $661 million 
in its emission control investments. The Oregon-allocated share of those investments is 
approximately $170 million. Accepting the fact that it is impossible, on this record, to 
precisely quantifY the impact of Pacific Power's imprudence, we conclude sufficient 
evidence exists to support a 10 percent ($17 million) disallowance. 

We readily acknowledge that this disallowance is not a precise result. This is not 
uncommon in ratemaking, however, as "[t]he economic judgments required in rate . 
proceedings are often hopelessly complex and do not admit to a single correct result"53 

Moreover, this imprecision is due to an incomplete evidentiary record caused by Pacific 
Power's imprudence. Nonetheless, in exercising our discretion in determining rate base, 
we conclude that a 10 percent disallowance is reasonable in relationship to the potential 
harm to customers. We further conclude that the effect of this disallowance, combined 
with the other decisions made in this order, results in rates that are just and reasonable. 

Finally, we implement this disallowance as follows. Rather than placing each of these 
investments in rate base at reduced amounts, we direct Pacific Power to file a tariff rider 
that credits ratepayers this $17 million disallowance during the upcoming calendar year. 
This will simplify the tracking of recovery for these investments over their useful lives. 
The $17 million credit will be credited to the rate classes/schedules in proportion to the 
generation functionalized revenue requirement allocation factors shown in Exhibit D to 
the partial stipulation adopted in this proceeding. 

d. Used and UsefUl 

We r~ect CUB's argument that certain scrubber upgrades made by Pacific Power are not 
useful because of the potential that additional controls will be required in the future to 
meet the RHR. These investments are placed in service and are useful to ratepayers for 
purposes under ORS 757.355(1)_s4 

52 See ORS 757.210 et seq. 
53 Duquesne Light Co. v. Barasch, 488 US 299, 314, 109 S Ct 609, 616, 102 LEd 2d 646 (1989). 
54 See In re Pacific Power &Light Company, DocketUE21, Order No. 84-898 at 3. 
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e. Expectations 

Because the parties have raised issues about the lack of a full evaluation of these 
investments in Pacific Power's IRP process, we close with the following clarifications. 
We expect a utility to fully evaluate all major investments that have implications for the 
utility's resource mix-including those where the investment will extend the useful life 
of an asset and where a plant shutdown is an option-in its IRP. 55 Although the IRP 
process is not a legal prerequisite for a utility to seek recovery of investments in rates, we 
have repeatedly stated that the IRP process serves as a complement to the rate-making 
process and reduces the uncertainty of recovery.56 We give considerable weight to 
actions that are consistent with an acknowledged IRP, and consistency with the plan is 
evidence to support favorable rate-making treatment of the action. If a utility seeks rate 
recoverycof a significant investment that has not been included in an IRP, we will hold 
the utility to the same level of rigorous review required by the IRP to demonstrate the 
prudence of the project. 

Regardless of whether a utility intends to use the IRP process for a resource decision, we 
expect to be kept informed about anticipated major utility investment. As this case 
demonstrates, investments made by a utility to serve its customers can significantly 
impact the rates paid by those customers. The communications between Pacific Power 
and this Commission with regard to the utility's investments related to its emission 
reduction plan were not sufficient. 

55 As we recognized in adoptingleast-costplanning principles io 1989, the IRP process enhances the 
quality of ioformation available to the utility and leads to better resource decision-making. In the Matter of 
the Investigation into Least-Cost Planning for Resource Acquisitions by Energy Utilities in Oregon, Docket 
No. UM 180, Order No. 89-507 at 3. (Apr 20, 1989). 
56 See, e.g., In Re PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, 2008 Integrated Resource Plan, Docket No. LC 47, 
Order No. 10-066 at 27 (Feb 24, 2010); In Re PacifiCorp, dha Pacific Power, 2007 Integrated Resource 
Plan, Docket No. LC 42, Order No. 08-232 at 38 (Apr 24, 2008). 
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V. ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The partial stipulation between PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power; the Staff of 
the Public Utility Commission of Oregon; the Citizens' Utility Board of 
Oregon, the Industrial Customers ofNortbwest Utilities; and Fred Meyer 
Stores and Quality Food Centers, divisions of the Kroger Company, 
attached to this order as Appendix A, is adopted. 

2. Advice No. 12-003 is permanently suspended. 

3. Pacific Power is directed to file new tariffs consistent with this order, to be 
effective January 1, 2013. 

Made, entered, and effective ___ c:D.:::E.:::.C..::i:..:O:...'J.:...D_lZ ___ -=-· 

Susan K Ackerman. 
Chair 

Stephen M. Bloom 
Commissioner 

A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A 
request for rehearing or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days 
of the date of service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements in 
OAR 860-001-0720. A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the 
proceedings as provided in OAR 860-001-0 180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing 
a petition for review with the Court of Appeals in compliance with ORS 183.480 through 
183.484. 
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In the Matter of 

ORDER NO. ~~z~ ·· 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

OF OREGON 

UE246 

PACIFICORP D/B/A PACIFIC POWER'S PARTIAL S'ITPULATION 

Rv.oquest for a General Rate Revision. 

1 Parties to this case enter into this Partial Stipulation for the purpose of resolving 

2 certam issues related to PacifiCorp's, dlbla Pacific Power's, filing for a general rate revision. 

3 PARTIES 

4 1. The initial parties to this Partial Stipulation are PacifiCorp (PacifiCorp or 

5 Company), Staff of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Staff), the Citizens' Utility 

6 Board of Oregon (CUB), the Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities (ICNU), and Fred 

7 Meyer Stores and Quality Food Centers, divisions ofThe Kroger Co. (Kroger) (collectively 

8 the Stipulating Parties). The only other party that filed testimony in this case and actively 

9 participated in the settlement conferences-the Sierra Club-does not object to this Partial 

10 Stipulation. This Partial Stipulation will be made available to the other parties to this docket, 

11 who may participate by signing and filing a copy of the Partial Stipulation. 

12 BACKGROUND 

13 2. On March 1, 2012, PacifiCorp filed revised tariff sheets to be effective 

14 March31, 2012, seelcing a base rate increase of approximately $38.4 million or 3.2 percent 

15 As a result of resetting Schedule 299, the Rate Mitigation Adjustment, to reflect forecast 

16 customer loads by rate schedule, the proposed increase to net rates was $41.2 million, or 

17 3.5 percent. In its filing, PacifiCorp used an historical base period of the 12 months ended 

18 June 2011, with normalizing and pro forma adjustments to calculate a 2013 calendar year 

UE 246-Partial Stipulation 1 
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1 future test period. The Company also included the Mona to Oquirrh transmission line in its 

2 filing. Because the transmission line is not projected to be in service until second quarter 

3 2013, the Company proposes to delay implementation of the revenue requirement increase 

4 related to the Mona to Oquirrh transmission line ($13.1 million or 1.1 percent on an overall 

5 basis) until the plant is in service, and to begin recovery of it through a separate tariff rider at 

6 thattime. 

7 3. In Order No. 1~093, issued March 14,2012, the Public Utility Commission 

& of Oregon (Commission) suspended the Company's application for a general rate revision for 

9 an additional nine months from the original effective date of the revised tariff sheets. Due to 

10 the Sl!i>"_Pension, the effective date of the revised tariff sheets is now January 1, 2013. 

11 4. Consistent with Chief Administrative Law Judge Michael Grant's Prehearing 

12 Conference Memorandum dated March 20, 2012, the parties to this docket convened 

13 settlement conferences on May 30, 2012, and June 27-28, 2012. All parties were invited to 

14 participate. 

15 5. As a result of the settlement conferences, the Stipulating Parties reached a 

16 partial settlement resolving most of the issues in this case. The Stipulating Parties did not 

17 settle the following issues, which are discussed in more detail in paragraph 14 of this Partial 

18 Stipul~tion: (1) the prudence ofPacifiCorp's investments in environmental controls atits 

19 thermal generation plants; (2) PacifiCorp's request for a power cost ac!iustment mechanism 

20 (PCAM), and ICNU' s related testimony on the Transition Adjustment Mechanism (TAM); 

21 and (3) PacifiCorp's proposal to add fue Mona to Oquirrh transmission line to its rate base 

22 through a separate tariff rider when the line goes into service in 2013. Collectively, these 

23 three specific issues are referred to in the Partial Stipulation as Reserved Issues. 

UE 246----Partial Stipulation 2 
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1 6. Notwithstanding the Reserved Issues, fue issues resolved in this Partial 

2 Stipulation result in an overall base price increase of $20.7 million, effective January 1, 20B. 

3 AGREEMENT 

4 7. The Stipulating Parties agree to submit this Partial Stipulation to the 

5 Commission and request that the Commission approve i:he Partial Stipulation as presented. 

6 The Stipulating Pmties agree that this Partial Stipulation will result in rates that meet the 

7 standard in ORS 756.040. 

8 8. Revenue Requirement. The Parties agree to a revenue requirement increase of 

9 $20.7 million, which in conjunction with the other terms identified below represents a 

10 settlement of fue revenue requirement issues in tl:ris case except the Reserved Issues. The 

11 Parties agree to suspend discovery except as necessary for the continued litigation of the 

12 Reserved Issues. Exhibit A includes ao agreed-upon calculation of the $20.7 million. increase 

13 in rates based on resolution of adjustments proposed by the Stipulating Parties. The 

14 Stipulating Parties agree that the acceptance of these adjustments for purposes of settlement 

15 is not binding on parties in future proceedings and does not irnply·agreement on the merits of 

16 the adjustments. 

17 9. Effective Date. The Stipulating Parties agree that rates to recover the 

18 stipulated revenue requirement for the issues resolved in this Partial Stipulation will go into 

19 effect on January 1, 20B. The rates agreed to in this Partial Stipulation may be modified by 

20 the Commission's resolution of the prudence of the Company's environmental control 

21 investments at its thermal generating plants included in the Reserved Issues. 

22 10. Rate of Return. The Stipulating Parties do not agree on values for the various 

23 · components of capital costs and capital structnre but do agree that, for Oregon regulatory 

UE 246-Partial Stipulation · 3 
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1 purposes, the Company's overall rate of return (ROR) and notional values of individual cost 

2 of capital components used to derive this ROR are as reflected in the table below. 

Component Structure Cost Weighted Cost 
Long· term Debt 47.60% 5.322% 2.533% 
Preferred Stock 0.30% 5.427% 0.016% 
Common 52.10% 9.800% 5.106% 

100.00% 7.655% 

3 lL Carbon Accelerated Depreciation. The Stipulating Parties do not oppose 

4 Pac:ifiCorp's request to include in Oregon rates the accelerated depreciation and 

5 decommissioning costs for the early retirement of the Company's Carbon thermal generation 

6 plantin2015 as reflected in Exhibit B. 

7 12. PrudenceofBlackCap Solar Resource. The Stipulating Parties agree that the 

8 Company's investment in the BlaCk Cap solar resource as presented in the Company's initial 

9 filing in this case is prudent and should be included in the Company's revenue reguirement. 

1 o Nothing in this paragraph limits a party's ability to challenge any new costs associate-d with 

11 this resource in a futnre case. 

12 13. Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATI) Revenues. Upon approval of this 

13 Partial Stipulation, PacifiCorp agrees to file a request for deferred accomrting to defer 

14 Oregon's allocated share of the incremental OATT revenue associated with the Company's 

15 panding rate case at the Federal Eriergy Regulatory Commission (Docket No. ERll-3643-

16 000) beginning January 1, 2013, and continulng until ihe revenues are included in rates. The 

17 deferral will include incremental OATT revenues from all sources, and the intent of the 

18 deferral is to credit OATT revenues to customers without offsets. 

19 14. Reserved Issues. The Stipulating Parties agree that the Reserved Issues will 

20 be further litigated in this case. The Stipulating Patties agree that the procedural schedule 
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adopted on May 30,2012, and amended on June 14, 2012, remains in effect and governs 

2 litigation of the Reserved Issues. Nothing in this Partial Stipulation expands or limits the 

J existing rights of the Stipulating Parties with respect to the continued litigation of these 

4 issues. 

5 a. Environmental Controllnvestments. The Company is seeking rate recovery 

6 of its investments in environmental controls at the following thennal generation plants: 

7 Naughton Units 1 and2, Dave Johnston Unit 4, Hunter Units 1 and 2, Wyodak, and Jim 

8 Bridger ,Unit 3. CUB proposes to disallow 25 petGent of the Company's investment in all 

9 environmental controls as imprudent or to disallow as not currently used and useful, and the 

10 Sierra Club proposes disallowance of the investments in Naughton Units· I and 2 and Hunter 

11 Units 1 and 2 as imprudent Staff supports the prudence of the Company's investments. 

12 ICNU and Kroger did not raise issues related to these investments before settlement, but may 

13 address these issues on rebuttal. 

14 b. PCAMIT AM. The Company is proposing that the Commission adopt a 

15 PCAM for the Company. Staff; CUB, and Kroger oppose the Company's proposal and 

16 reco=end alternative PCAM structures. ICNU recommends that no PCAM be adopted for 

17 the Company and, if a PCAM is adopted, recommends an alternative structure. ICNU also 

18 flled related testimony recommending that the TAM be eliminated or modified if retained. 

19 c. Mona to Oquirrh Tariff Rider .. The Mona to Oquirrh transmission line is 

20 expected to go into service in second quarter 2013. The Company filed testimony on the 

21 prudence of this investment and requested approval to file a separate tariff rider to begin 

22 recovery of the investment when it goes into service. No party flled testimony contesting the 

23 prudence of this transmission line, but Staff and ICNU filed testimony asserting thai the costs 
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1 should not be included in this case and the use of a tariff rider is inappropriate. CUB and 

2 Kroger did not raise issues related to the tariff rider. 

3 (1) The Stipulating Parties agree that they will litigate PacifiCorp's 

4 proposal to use a tariff rider to include the Mona to Oquirrh transmission line in rate base 

5 after the January 1, 2013 rate effective date in this case. 

6 (2) The Stipulating Parties agree not to contest the prudence of the 

7 decision to build the Mona to Oquirrh transmission line in this case, absent material changes 

8 in facts that raise new prudence issues. Parties may address the prudence of the total 

9 expenditures ou the Mona to Oquirrh tram.lllission line. 

10 (3) Pa.cifiCorp agrees to apply the cost of capital included in this Partial 

11 Stipulation to calculate the revenue requirement impact of the Mona to Oquirrh transmission 

1Z line investment, reducing the maximum amount to be included in rates in this case from 

13 approximately $1:3.1 million to approximately $12.6 million as reflected in Exhibit C. 

14 (4) If the Commission approves the tariff rider, ihe Stipulating Parties will 

15 have the opportunity to review for prudency PacifiCorp's actual costs for the Mona to 

!6 Oquirrh transmission line and challenge costs that ate not properly assigned to ihe project or 

17 are imprudent, or costs exceeding the amount included in the initial filing in this case ($380.6 

18 million total company). PacifiCorp agrees to facilitate ihe Stipulating Parties' audit and 

19 review and to provide an update on the costs of ihe investment as of the close of the third 

20 quarter in 2012 and to provide additional updates as requested by any of ihe Stipulating 

21 Parties. 

22 (5) If the Commission approves the tariff lider, the Stipulating Parties 

23 agree not to contest ihe implementation of a tariff rider consistent v'li:th the Commission's 
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1 order and this Partial StipulatioiL The Stipulating Parties are not precluded from seeking 

2 reconsideration or appealing the Commission order. 

3 (6) Paci:fi.Corp agrees thatiftheMona to Oquirrh transmission line is not 

4 in service by November 30, 2013, then Paci:fi.Corp will withdraw its tariff rider. 

s (7) If the Commission rejects the tariff rider, Paci:fi.Corp agrees not to file 

6 a request for deferred accounting to address the delay in rate recovery for the Mona to 

7 Oquirrh transmission line. 

8 (8) If the Commission does not conclusively determine the prudence of 

9 the investment in the Mona to Oquirrh transmission line in this case and/or rejects the tariff 

1 o rider, Paci:fiCorp may file a general rate case to recover its investment. 'This Partial 

11 Stipulation doeS not prevent the Stipulating Parties from raising any issues in that new 

12 proceeding. 

13 15. Rebalance Rate Mitigation Adjustment (RMA). The Stipulating Parties agree 

14 that an increase of $2.8 million is required to rebalance the RMA to reflect forecast customer 

15 loads by rate schedule. The amount is additive to the $20.7 million revenue requirement 

16 increase agreed to in this Partial Stipulation and is unaffected by the resolution of the 

17 Reserved Issues. 

18 16. Rate Spread. The Stipulating Parties do not agree on the cost of service 

19 methodology used to determine rate spread in this case but do agree to the allocation of base 

20 and net revenues by rate schedule as presented on page one of Exhibit D. The Stipulating 

21 Parties :ti:uiher agree that the Company will use the base rate revenues or applicable 

22 functionalized revenue requirement allocation factors presented on page four of Exhibit D as 

23 the rate spread allocation factors for rate changes, including the pending transition 
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1 adjustment mechanism case, Docket No. UE 245, until the Commission approves new 

2 functionalized revenue requitement allocation factors in a subsequent general rate case filing. 

3 As shown on Exlnbit D, most customer rate schedules, including residential, large general 

4 service, and agricultural pumping service will see a 2.2 percent rate increase. 

5 17. Rate Design. The Stipulating Patties agree to the rate design for each rate 

6 schedule presented in Exhibit E. 

7 18. This Partial Stipulation will be offered into the record as evidence under . 

8 OAR 860-001-0350(7). The Stipulating Parties agree to tmpport this Partial Stipulation · 

9 throUghout this proceeding and any appeal, provide witnesses to sponsor this Partial 

10 Stipulation at hearing, if needed, and recommend that the Commission issue an order 

11 adopting the Partial Stipulation. 

12 19. If this Partial Stipulation is challenged by any other party to this proceeding, 

13 the Stipulating Parties agree that they will continue to support the Commission's adoption of 

14 the terms of tl:ris Partial Stipulation. The Stipulating Parties reserve the right to cross-

15 examine witnesses and introduce evidence as they deem appropriate to respond fully to the 

16 issues presented. 

17 20. The Stipulating Parties have negotiated this Prutial Stipulation as an integrated 

18 document. If the Co:imnission rejects all or any material portion of this Partial Stipulation or 

19 imposes additional material conditions :in approving this Partial Stipulation, any of the 

20 Stipulating Parties is entitled to withdraw from the Partial Stipulation or exercise any other 

21 rights provided in OAR 860-001-0350(9), including the right to present evidence and 

22 argument on ihe record in support of the Partial Stipulation. 
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1 21. By entering into this Partial Stipulation, no Stipulating Party approves, admits, 

2 or consents to the facts, principles, methods, or theories employed by any other party in 

3 arriving at the ten:ns of this Partial Stipulation, other than as gpecifically identified in this 

4 Partial StipulatioiL Except as set forth in paragraphs 10, 11, 12, 13, 14(c)(3) through (8), and 

5 16 of this Partial Stipulation, the Stipulating Parties agree that the provisions of this Partial 

6 Stipulation may not be used to resolve issues in any other proceeding. 

7 22. This Partial Stipulation is not enforceable by any party unless and until 

8 adopted by the Connnission in a final order. Each signatory to this Partial Stipulation avers 

9 that they are signing this Partial Stipulation in good faith and that they intend to abide by the 

10 · tenns of this Partial Stipulation unless and until the Stipulation is rejected or adopted ouly in 

11 part by the Connnission. The Stipulating Parties agree that the Commission has exclusive 

12 jurisdiction to enforce or modify the Partial Stipulation. If the Commission rejects or 

13 modifies this Partial Stipulation, the Stipulating Parties reserve the right to seek 

14 reconsideration or rehearing of the Commission order under ORS 756.561 and OAR 860-

15 001-0720 or to appeal the CommissionorderunderORS 756.610. 

16 23. This Partial Stipulation may be executed in counterparts and each signed 

17 counterpart will constitute an original document. . 

18 This Partial Stipulation is entered into by each party on the date entered below that 

19 party's signature. 

PACIFICORP 

UE 246--Partial Stipulation · 

STAFF 

By: ----------------------

Date: ----------------------
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1 21. By entering into this Partial Stipulation, no Stipulating Party approves, admits, 

2 or consents to the facts, principles, methods, or theories employed by any other party in 

' 3 arriving at tlw terms of this Partial Stipulation, other than as specifically identified in this 

4 Partial Stipulation. Except as set forth in paragraphs 10, 11, 12, 13, 14(c)(3)through (8), and 

5 16 of this Partial Stipulation, the Stipulating Parties agree that the provisions of this Partial 

6 Stipulation may not be used to resolve issues in any other proceeding. 

7 22. This Partial Stipulation is not enforceable by any party unless and until 

8 adopted by the Commission in a final order. Each signatory to this Partial Stipul.ation avers 

9 that they are signing this Partial Stipulation in good faith and that they intend to abide by the 

1 (} terms of this Partial Stipulation unless and until the Stipulation is rejected or adopted only in 

11 part by the Commission. The Stipulating Parties 2gree that the Commission has exclusive 

12 jurisdietion to enforce or modify the Partial Stipulation. Ifthe Commission rejects or · 

13 modifies this Partial Stipulation, the Stipulating Parties reserve the right to seek 

14 reconsideration or rehearing of the Commission order under ORS 756.561 and OAR 860-

15 001-0720 o~ to appeal1heCommission orderuuder ORS 756.610. 

16 23. This Partial Stipulation may be executed in counterparts and each signed 

17 counterpart will constitute an original document. 

lS This Partial Stipulation is entered into by each party on the date entered below that 

19 party's signature. 

PACIFICORP 

By:~.---------

Dhle: ----------------------

UE 246--Partial Stipulation 

STAFF 

By~~?w_; d£, 
Date: /~ IZ, 2-al? T , . 
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ICNU 

By: __________________ _ 

Date: l- 11-- 't.-0 l'\__ Date: -----------

KROGER 

By:----------------

Date: -----------------
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CUB 

By: _________ _ 

DMe: -----------------

KROGER 

~: ______________ __ 
DMe: ---------------~ 

UE 246-Partial Stipulation 

ICNU 

By:~~ 
DMe: 7/ I "}._ / '2.C> i z._ 
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CUB 

By:---------

Dare: ------------------

KROG~il)~ 

By:~~~~~-------
Date: J ~ 12- - I 2-

UE 246-Partial Stipulation 

ICNU 

By:----------

Date: -----------------
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Settlement- 0 

Settlement - 1 

ORDER NO. 

PACIFICORP UE 246 
Stipulated Adjustments to Oregon Allocated Results 

Year Ending December31, 2013 
($000) 

DOCket UE 246 
Parftsl Stipulati-on Exhfblt A 
Page 1 of 4 

Revenue 
Requirement Eff~t 

($000) 

Original Filed Revenue Requirement $38,355 

Adjustments 

Rate of Return- 7.655% ($14,657) 

Misgellaneous OR§Ialioo and M§lnteoance ExJllillse Adjustment 
Reflects the combined revenue requirement impact of adjustments proposed by 
staff and I GNU associated with unccllectible expenses, labor expenses, ($2,999) 
miscellaneous ad:rninistrative and gen~ra! a.xpenses, legal expenses, .and operation 
and maintenance expense escalation. 

Total Adjustments ($17,65& 

Settled Revenue Requlrement.6! ~==='$2;;;;;0,.:,7;;:,00;;J! 
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UE 24S Oregon 
Results per 

Compafly FiHI'lS 
{1) 

1 Operaflng Revenues 

~ General Business Rewnues 837,943 

3 Interdepartmental . 
4 Special Sales 1,019 

5 Other Operating Revenues 39,568 

6 Total Operating Rev-enues $878.530 

7 Operating Exp$1'1Ses 

• steam Production 88,353 

9 Nuc!(;lar Production -
10 Hydro Production 12,9.91 

11 Other Power Supply 33,429 

12 Embedded Gost Dlfferootlal 5,971 

13 Transmission 17,513 

14 Disiributlon 70,646 

15 Customer Accounting :35,339 

18 customer Service & Info 4,062 
17 Sales -
15 Admln!Watlve & General 45,485 

19 TotaJ Operation & Mafntenance $313,7.90 

20 Depreciation 178,458 

21 Amortrzatlon 13,807 

22 Tflll;es Other Than Income .65,230 

23 Income Taxes~ Federal (749) 

24 Income Tro<es ·state 1,999 

25 Income Taxes~ Pef Nel 71,515 

26 Investment Tax CrsdrtAdJ. -
27 Mise R~;~venue & ~=xpense (046\ 

28 Total Operating Expenses $643,704 

29 Net Operating Revenues $234,82.5 

30 Average Rate Base 

" EJectr'lc PHmt In ServiCe 6,407,405 

32 Plant Held for Future Use . 

33 Mise Deferred D~b~$ 22,573 

34 E.ie"c Plant Acq Ad] 11,261 

35 Nuclear Fuel . 

36 Prepaymen~ 7,eae 
S7 fuel Stock 50,783 

38 Material &Sum>IIOO 54,123 

39 Working Capital 27,888 

"" Weatherizatiort Loan~? (1) 

41 Mise R<:lll') Saae -
42 Total Eleetric Plant $&,581,698 

43 Less: 
44 Accum Prov For Depree (2,198,381) 

45 Atmum Prov For Amort (140,098) 

46 Accum Def lnetrme Tax (960,7£4.) 

47 Unamortized lTC {1, 116) 

48 Custorrier Atlv For Conl:lt (11,3B2) 

4B Custoiner Service De:pooits 
50 MJs.c Rate Base Deductions (15,087) 

51 TC>taf Rate Base Deductkms {~.3:2.7,739) 

52 Total Average Rate Sase $3 253 959 

53 Rata of Re.turo 7.2f7% 

54 lmplled Return on Equity 8.865% 

ORDER NO. 

PACJFJCORP UE 246 
Rasults of Operations 

Year Ending Decsmbar 31, 2()1j 
($000) 

Stipulated 
Adjust~ 211"1.3Adfusted 

(2) [3) 

. 837,.943 

. -. 
- 1,019 
. 39,568 

$0 $878 530 

(E!Zl) :&7,826: 
. -
(87) 12,005 

(219) 33,210 

- 5,971 

(111} 17,402 
(380} 70,266 
(423) 34,91S 

(15) 4,D47 
-

(1,146} 44,338 

($2.909) $310,881 

- 178,458 

- 13,807 

- 85,230 

822 73 
112 2,111 
. 71,515 

- -
- (346) 

($1,975) $641.729 

$1 97.5 $236 800: 

(0) ·Q,407A05 

- . 

- 22.57:> 
. 11.,261 
. . 

- 7,666 
. 50,7S3 

- 54,123 
(40) 27,848 
. (1) 

- . 

·(~0) -$6,581,658 

I - (2, 198,381) 

l - {140,098) 

- (!il~.764) 

- (1,116) 

- (11;392) 

- -
- (15,9s:n 
$0 ($3,Z27,739) 

(§40) $325M19 

0.061% 7277% 
0209% 9.075% 

DOcket UE 246 
Partial Stipufatlott Exhibit A 
P<::lge2of4 

Stipulated Prlca R-esults at 
lnc;.e~ Rea~onftb~e Return 

4) (5) 

20,700 858,643 
. 

ima 
39,568 

$20.700 $899 230 

67,826 
. 

12,'305 
33,210 

5,9-71 
17,402 

I 
70,266 

151 35,087 
4,047 

-
44,338 

$151 $311,032 

178,458 
13,807 

728 65,958 
6.622 6,696 

900 3,011 
71,515 

(346) 
$8,401 $650,131 

~12,299 $249 099 

6,407,405 
. 

22,-573 
11,261 

-
7,566 

50,783 
-54,123 
27,848 

(1) 
. 

$() $6,581,658 

(~.191i,381) 

(140,0SS) 
{960,764) 

(1.1'16) 
(1 !,392) 

. 
(15.ea7) 

$0 ($3,~:2.7, 73$) 

$0 $3 253 919 

0,378% '7.655% 
0.725"/o !21.800% 
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PACIFICORP UE 245 
StipuiatE~d AdjustmenW fo O~gon R.esutts 

Year Ending December 31, 2013 
($000) 

Rate of Return Mlso.O&M 
Adjustment AdJustment 

Settl-ement - 0 Settlement 1 

1 Operating Revenues 

2 Genera! BuSiness Revenues 0 0 
3 Interdepartmental 0 0 
4 Special &lies 0 0 
5 Other Operating Revenues 0 0 
5 'fotal Op-erating R-evenue$ $0 $0 

7 OperaflntJ E~enses 
8 Steam Production 0 (627) 
9 Nuclear Production 0 0 

10 Hydro Productlon 0 (87) 

11 Other Power Supply 0 (219) 

12 Embedded Cost Differential 0 0 

13 Transmission- 0 (111) 

14 D!strfbt.rtfon 0 (SSO) 
15 CUstomer Accounting 0 (4Z'3) 

16 Customer service & tnfo 0 (15) 

17 Sales 0 0 
18 Administrative & General 0 (1,146 

19 Total Operation & Maintonance $D '$29119 

20 Depreciation 0 0 
21 Amortization 0 0 

22 Taxes 0ther1'1!art lr~come 0 0 

23 Income Taxes- Federal (150) 972 

24 lncome Taxes~ State (20) 132 

25 lncome I axes~ Def Net 0 0 
26 Investment Tax CredttAdj. 0 0 
27 Mise Revenue & Expense 0 0 

28 Total Operating ~ens~ 1$1701 l$1.605 

29 Net Operating Revenues $170 $1,80.5 

30 Av~rnge Rate Base 
31 Electric Plant In SEJ.rvlce (0) 0 

32 Plant Held forfuture~se 0 0 
33 Mise Deferrer! Debits 0 0 

34 Elec P!:anl:Acq A!!J 0 0 
35 Nuclear Fuel 0 0 
36 P~payments 0 0 

37 Fuel stock 0 0 

"" Material & SUpplies 0 0 

39 Working Capital (3) (>6) 
40 Weatherizatlbn Loans 0 0 

41 Mil:l~ 1=\ate Base 0 0 
42 Total Electric Pla.'lt {$3) ($36) 
43 tess:. 
44 Aocum Prov For Depree 0 0 

45 Accllm Prov For Amort 0 0 

4B Accum Def moome Tax 0 0 

47 Unamortized rrc o. 0 
40 Customer Adv for ConS! 0 0 

49 Customer Service Deposits 0 0 

50 Mise Rate Base Deductions 0 0 
51 Total Ram Base Deductions $0 $0 

52 Iota! Rate Base $3 ($36' 

53 Revenue Requirement Effect I $14,657) ($2,99$) 

Docket UE 246 
Partial St!pulaeon Exhibit A 
Page3of4 

Total stipulated 
Adjustments 

0 

0 

0 
0 

$0 

(527) 
0 

(87) 

(219) 

0 

(111) 
(380) 
(423) 
(15) 

0 
(1,148) 

~9()9 

0 
0 
0 

822 

112 
0 
0 
0 

1$1 9.75) 

$1$75 

(0) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
(40) 

0 

0 
(140) 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

$0 

j$40 

{$17,658 

APPENDIX A 
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ORDER NO. 

PACIFICORP UE 246 
· Cost of Capital 

Year Ending December 31, 2013 

Filed Cost of Capital {Refer to Page 2.1 of Exhibit PAC/1102) 

DEBT% 
PREFERRED% 
COMMON% 

Capital Structure Embedded Cost 
46.90% 5.372% 

0.30% 5.427% 
52.80% 10.200% 

100.00% 

Docket UE 246 
Partial Stipulallon Exhibit A 
Page4 of4 

Weighted Cost 
2.519%. 
0.016% 
5.386% 
7.921% 

Settlement Cost of Ca ital 
~C~a-,pi,-!a71 S"'t,-ru-ct7 u-re---,E,-m..,.b-ed7 d"'"ed-;-;C:-o""'st,------,W""'e_,i-,gh..,.!e-d'"'c=-o-s7! -

DEBT% 47.60% 5.322% 2.533% 
PREFERRED% 0.30% 5.427% 0.016% 
COMMON% 52.10% 9.800% 5.106% 

100.00% 7.655% 

APPENDIX A 
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'" ORDER NO. ti 

PACIFICORP UE Z46 
Results -of Operations 

Year Endlng Oetember31. 2013 
Partial S±ipl.l:latron, Paragrnph11, Carbon Plant 

1 Oper.r.!.t1g Reven!.les: 
2 &meral Business Revemms 
3 Inter-departmental 
4 Special &!es 
6 Other Operating Re-vroues 
6 Tota~ Operating Revent~es 
7 
8 · Operating Expenses: 
9 Steam PtodLiction 

1 0 · Nuclear Production 
1i Hydro Production 
12 OtherPDWBr Supply 
Be Embedded Cost Differehti~~ {tECD) 
13 Transmission 
14 Olstribulion 
i5 Customer Accou~ting 
16 Cu~tom~>r Servioo & Info 
17 Salas 
18 Administrative & Gl),n~l 
19 
20 Total O&M Expens<~s 
21 
22 bepreciafion 
2-S Amortization 
24- 'Taxe:s other Than Income 
25 !noome TZ!:as ~ Fetit!lr.!! 
26- rncon1L'l"Ti'!XB$~State 
27 Income Taxes- DefNet 
28 lnvestmenl Tax Credit Adj. 
29 Mise Revenue & Ex-;Pvnse 

Operating Rev for Retum: 

35 Rata B:;~se: 
36 :Electric Plant fn- Service 
S7 Plant He1d for Future Use 
38 Mise Df.lf~;~rred Debits 
39 ~ec Plant Act:t Adj 
4tl Nuclear Fuel 
4 i Prepayments 
42 )=uet Stock 
43 Materlal-& Supplies 
44 WorlQng C<!plta.l 
45 Weat.'larizatlonloans 
46' Mise Rate- Base 
47 
48 Total Electric Plant 
49 
so Rats Base Deductions: 
51 Accum Prov ForDe~ 
52. Accum Prt:N ror Amort 
53 Accum Def lncomeTax 
54 Unamortized lTC 
55 Customer N:Jv For Const 
5$ Customer Service Deposits 
57 llllisc Rate Base Deductions 
58 
59 Tot~r RaiD Base Deductions 
60 
61: Total R,ate Ba;>:e: 

62 
83 
64 TAX CALCULATION; 
65 
66 

" 68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
15 
76 
77 
18 

Note; 

Opf:lrallilg Revenue 
Other Deduqions 
l~terest (AFUDC} 
Interest 
Schedule ''M~ Additiol'lS 
Schedule- "M~ Deductions 
Income Before Tax 

State tncoma Taxes 
raxable: !nc(}1'11e 

Fecterallnccme T ru:es + Ofuor 

8.15 
C:arbon Plant 

Closure 

so 

$10,606,153 

$75,202 
"$10,219 

{$4,025,141) 

. $6,666,433 

($B,666A33) 

$388;186 

$389,905 

($13,-300,0GS) 

$4,02:5.141 

($9~74,955) 

{$8.885.060) 

($1:0,-606, 15'3) 

($225,002) 
$~0,606,1& 

$.10 2itlc 
$214 8fi4-

$75 2{12 

(1} The revenue ret:jllirernet1t )mpact is -calculated using lhe sfipulslOO rate of rotum. 

Ref-erence 

Exhibit PAC/i io02, page 8,1:5 

Exhibit PAG1110Z. page tU5 

ExhibltPAC/1102, page B.15 

Exhibit PAC/110:2., page 6.15 

B<hibit PAC/1102, page i.\.15 

Docket UE 246 
Partial Stipulation Exhibit B 
Page 1 of1 
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ORDER NO. ''l 
'i 

' Docket UE 240 
Partial Stipulation Exhibit G 

PacffiCorp 
Oregon General Rate case ~December 2013 

Page 1 of6 

Mona to Oquirrh Project 

TOTAL 
ACCOUNT ~ COMPANY FACTOR FACTOR% ALLOCATED REF# 

May2013 In Service 
Adjustment to Plant in Service: 
Transmission Plant- Capital Addition 355 3 38016131978 SG 25_777')!'/o 98,111,455 Page3 

Adjustment to Depreciation Reserve; 
·Transmission Plant .. Capita! Addition 108TP 3 (3,896,866) SG 25.7772% (1,004,501) Page 3 

Adjustment to Depreciation Expense: 
Transmission Plant- Capital Addition 403TP 3 7,194,213 SG 25.7772% 1,854,464 Page3 

Adjustment to O&M Expense: 
Mona to Oquirrh 571 3 150,000 SG 25.7772% 38,666 

Adjustments to Tax: 
Schedule M Adjustmenl SCHMDT 3 15,S09,183 SG 25,7772% 4,075,158 Page4 
Deferred Income Tax Expense 41010 3 5,999,743 SG 2o.nn% 1,546,563 Page4 
ADIT Balance 282 3 {2,858,818) SG 25.7772% (736,922) Page4 

Description of Exhibit: 
This exhibit adds the Mona to Oqu[rrh trensmissfon capital project to rate base, as discussed in detail in Exhlbit PACJ700. The 
figures above represent the capital investment, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, O&M, and tax impacts 
associated with the segment of the line that will be placed into service in May 2013. The total Oregon-allocated annual revenue 
requirement associated with this segment of the transmission line is shown on page two. 

APPENDIX A 
Page 19 of38 



ORDER NO. 

P'l¢iliC9rp 
01-egon ~era! Rate Case-
Rsvenu~ R-e-qulrwnerri:: Jl.1ona to-Oquirrh J>J'(Ijeet 

Mona -Q:a~h'rh ~aanrot~ (Max ZD13-l 
Toh\1 

Cornpamr Oreo;;on Afio.cated ~riceChari!,!Sl 
O~raling Revenues: 

~tleral Sus:lness Rli!VI:mues t2,84Q,i87 
!t@rdapo:rtmenml 
Speeiral sales 
Other 0!11'rnltrlg Revenues 

T<:>t<ll ~ratln£1 Revenue:J 1:2646,187 

Operailng ~enses: 
SWam Pru:Jucllon 
NuC!IM.r Producllr:m 
Hydro Produclion 
Other Powsr Sl.ipp!y 
Embedded Coot Oltferenllal 
Trnnsmisslon ~50,000 35,686 
Dl$tribu!lon 
Ctlstl'lmer Acctlllnllng 62,360 
eusiomer service & Info 
Sales 
AdministraliVe & General 

Total O&M EXpenses 150,000 se,ase- $2,360 

D<:precia!lon 7,1t:i4,213 1,854,4!34-
Amortf;;:c;lion 
Taxe$ other Than Income 200,979 
Income Taxai:.-A;.det~;~] {10.~00,086) {2,80fl,195} 4,103,822 
lncomeTalles-StErte (1,461,141) (331,723} 557,641 
Income 1 axe'O- Del' Net 5,999,743 1,545,565 
IITI'eslrneot T <!lX Credit Adj, 
Mfsc Revenue& E!<pense 

Total Operalilm EJcpensea:: o952,7!30 24El,714 5,024,803 

Operating Rev Fw Return: {:962,730) (248".77-4) 7,621,385 

RaW Base: 
Electrlc Pffim.t lo Servit;:e 380).>"!3,978 98,111,455 
Pr~nt Held for Fl.lture U<le 
Mise D~ferred Debits 
Eleo.PiantAcqAdj 
Ni,Jcl'*lrfucl 
Ptepaym!!tltt 
Fuel Stock 
Matooal & Suppli~ 
W!'IJ1Qrlg C1!ptb;l {63,429) 
Wealilerlzatlon. Loans 
Mfsc Rate: Base 

Totol Elemtic.Piil!Tt 3B0,-613,9?a S8,Q48,026 

Rate Baso: Deductlons: 
}1-.t::CUm Prov For O~rec (3,$6,865} (1.004,501) 
Aocum Prov For Amort 
Accum Deftrrc:ome Tax (~858,816} (736,922) 
Urrnm(lrti~J'JY 
Customer ArJv For Canst 
CUstomer Service Depbslts 
Mise R~\e B<Jse Deductlom 

Tolal Rate Bl!Si!>-DetlUetiOMS (6,7S5,684J (1,741.4-23) 

Total R-aie.Base: '37S~58~\lS oo.sos.eos: 

Re:ltlm on Rate Base .026% 

Return on E:qully -5.39% 

TAX CAlCULATION; 
Operatlng Revenu,; (7,344,213} {'1,893,1:2.9) 12,2!!2.MB 
OlhE>r PE)dool:ICIIl~ 
Intere-st (AFUDC) 

'""""" 9,470,S47 2,43$,708 
Schedule "M" Addilions 
Sohedule "M'' Deduotlons 15,809,163 4,075,156 
Income Bafttre Tax (32,524.244) {8,407 ,995) 12,ZI3:2:,648 

State !nc=e Ta>:es (1,481,141) {:381.723) .557,641 
Or.egon/Utah State lax Credits 
T otaf Slat;\ !ncorne Taxes {1,481,141} {381,723) 557,641 

Taxat>lelnr:ome @1,143,103~ {8-,029.272) 11,i.i::;;,:w-r· 

Feooral TaxesB"fOre Credi!B {1o,soo,uee) l,2.8b9,195) 4,103,822 

Renewable- Energy Tax Credit 

Fecter~>l lnoome True:~ (10,900,08!!1 g,.so9,f95) . 4,103,822 

., ,-. 

Docket UE 246 
Partial Stipulation Exhibit C 
Pa-ge 2 of a 

Remtlts 'IIIith Price 
Chang~ 

12,646,187 

12641;>,187 

3B,66e 

62,360 

101.025 

1,\'154,464 

300,979 
1,2M,627 

175,918 
1,546,56S 

5,21$:,577 

7,372.610 

98,111,455 

(SSA~Gl} 

9M48,026 

{1.004.501} 

(736,.922} 

(1,741,42$} 

96,306,603 

7,6$% 

9.80% 

10,389,719 

2,-429,7.00 

4.0751.58 
.';l,B74,853 

175-,918 

175.!:118 

3,8S8,835 

1.284,El2.7 

1,234,627 

APPENDIX A 
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ORDER NO. ,,. 
j 

f'acifiCorp 
Ore_gon General Rate Case- December 2013 
Mona to Oquirrh Project 

!Depreciation Rare [fransmlssion SG} 

Mona -Oquirrh Pro]oot 
In service: May 201:3 

Month 
·May~1:3 

Jun-13 
Jul-13 
Aug·13 
Sep-13 
Oct-13 
Nov-13 
Dec-13 
Jan-14 
Feb-14 
Mar-14 
Apr-1A 
May-14 
Total 

Capital AddfUon Pieces 
Addition Per Month Capital Ad!frtion Balance 

380,613,978 380,-613,978 
380,613,978 
380,613,978 
380,613,978 
380,613,978 
380,613,978 
380,613;978 
380,813,972 
380,£13,978 
3aa,s13,978 
380,Bi3,e78 
380,013,978 
380,B1S,97B 

SBO,S13,97B 380,-S13,978 
13 MonthAwrage 

Ret. Page 1 

~· ' 

Docket UE 246 
Partial Stipulation Exhibit C 
Page 3 of6 

1.890%! 

Deprec:.iatlon Pieces {Capital) 
Depreciation Expense Depreciation ~eserve 

299,759 (299,759) 
599,518 (B99,2.77) 
599,518 (1,498,794} 
.099,518 (2,098,312) 
599,518 (2,697,830} 
599,518 (3,297,348) 
599,518: (3,898,8136) 
59:9,518 {4,496",383} 
5"99,518 (5,095,901) 
599,518 (5,695,419) 
599,518 (0,294,937) 
599,518 (6,894,4154) 
500,518 (7,493,972} 

7, 194,21~ 13,B9!>,8S6) 
Annual Level 13 Month Average 
Ref. Page 1 ~ef. Page 1 

APPENDIX A 
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PaC!fiCorp 
Oregon G~nera! Rate Case- December 201l 

. Mo-na to. Oquirrh Project 

ORDER NO. 1 '}_ 
~. !£"' 

'Portion] 

,llonth Book-Tax Difference Def-erred Income Tax Book~ Tax Difference 

I Book-Tax DJfferences I 1<3,!}03,395)1 8,7>0.o19l 
Ref. Page 1 

;.•'; '1.,,' 

'Aoorual 

31 
!Days 331 244 
! % Days in Forecast Per. 

7,194,2121 
Ref. F'atJ~ 1 

•Aocrual 

. ... 
.... ····· 

. 0 

1 
31 

. 28 

1'" 

Docket UE 246 
Partial stipulation Exhibit c 
Page 4 ofli 

Deferred Income Tax: 

Ret ?age 1 

· · (1. re,. 

IAooruaJ 

. '"' ..... 

62 

Foree""' P~rlod 

.:: ~~~. ' 
..... :·.~-~~ 

APPENDIX A 
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Pa~>Jf!Corp 
Of<liJOn G<lOIHal Rale C111>e-Da9<1mber 2U1a 
l;l1lna to- Oqu!rrhProje<:>t 

" ~ 
• ~ 
"-
• " e • 

! 
~ 
i 

ORDER NO. 

~1!1 

0 

111AcRs bepr~.::olatl<ln ·Ta~l~! H11.lt-Y~Con\00nli.'~" 
R~o"'""ry Perivu 

Re.ca~e Ye-~r 15-Year-
f ."i(1i~ 

··r···- -·----~- itro;;--
--:-3 ....... •. ···- -- . B:lffio/; .... 
--.. 4····· •..... ' ............ 'tJO%-· .• 
--~;.· ---·· ·s:si% ...... 
··-·ir· · -- ·· ··- · a.2s%· 

"7" ·-·• """m•• - • 5.90'Jfo 
a· ··· - --· --~.ooo/;-

. 9 ... .... . .. ... ,... ---~:Si% 
ii 
f( ·--1.2 ____ ., 

" ·:-~} 
,.~ 

·~'ltJ.,j,~.1·~,~'1i.iriW• :~~\;\l[i 

.. - ·---~:~~~-
' ·----.. ~---~:-~~oJ[_ 

£i.l!1o/o 
---5~90%:" 

~:~~;·:: 
1ii'O:'O'O% 
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ORDER NO. 

PacifiCorp 
Oregon General Rate Case- December 2013 
Mona to Oquirrh Project . 

SG Allocation Factor 

Federal Tax Rate 
State Tax Rate 

Capital Structure and Cost 

Debt 
Preferred 
Common 

Revenue Sensitive Items 
Operating Revenue 

Operating Deductions 
Uncollectable Accounts 
Taxes Other- Franchise Tax 
Taxes Other - Revenue Tax 

25.7772% 

35.0000% 
4.54% 

% 
47.600% 

0.300% 
52.100% 

Tsxes Other- Resource Supplier 
Taxes Other- Gross Receipts 

Sub-Total 

State Income Tax@ 4.54% 

Sub· Total 

Federal Income Tax@ 35.00% 

Net Operating Income 

Docl<et UE 24B 
Partial Stipulation Exhlbtt c 
Page6of6 

Co$t Weighted Co..t 
5.322% 2.533% 
5.427% 0.016% 
9.800% ___ -:5:;:·.::10;;6;,;'1f;;{o 

7.655% 

100% 

0.493% 
2.300% 

0.00% 
0.080% 
0.00% 

97.127% 

4.410% 

92.717% 

32.451% 

60.266% 

APPENDIX A 
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Liue-

~'t!5!. ... -----·--"»~'~"~'~ip~tm~· ~"'-----
(1) 

lt.e~idcatiai 

Residential 

2 Total R-eshlential 

CommeJ:dal & Industrial 

3 -Gen., Svc. < 31 kW 

4 Gen. Svc. 3 I - 200 kW 

5 Gen. Svc. 2.01 - 999 kW 

6 Large General Service>= 1,000 kW 

7 Ptntial Rl'lq. Svc.. >"" 1,000 kW 

8 Agricultural Pumping Service 
9 TQtal Commercial & lmlwtr!nl 

),lgl!!lng 

10 Outdoor Area Lighting SciYice 

l 1 StreetLlghting Service 

12 Street Lighting Se.rviceHPS 

13 Street Lighting Service 

14 Stret'"..tLightingSet-vlce 

15 Recreational Field Lighting: 

16 Totall'lllHic Street Lighting 

17 Total Sales to Ultimate Consunh.lt'S 

lB :EmployeeDiscount 

19 TotalSaks withRmployeeDiscum:It 

20 AGA Revenw~ 

21 Tutal Sales with Employee Discount nnd AGA 

S<h 

Nn. 

(2) 

4 

23 

2S 

30 

48 
47 
41 

15 

50 
51 
52 
53 

54 

No.uf 

ORDER NO. 
,,] 1') 

. .::,,. J ·;:,.,;, 

UE 246 Stipulated Gnc Price Change~ Updated Table 1303--1 

I?ACIFIC POWER 
ESTIMATED EFFECT OF PROPOSED PRICE CHANGE 

ON REVENUES FROM ELECTRIC SALES TO ULTIMATE CONSUMERS 
DISTRIBUTED BY RATE SCHEDULES IN OREGON 

FORECAST 12 MONTHS JlNDllD DECEMBER 31,2013 

ISas¢ 
:rre!fentRevenuell (!'"Oil"'O")~~-

Net 
Proposed Revenues ($000L...,. __ ,_,.. Ch:lJJ 

llase Net Base Rates Net Rates Lhte 

Cust MWh Rates __ Add~ra1 
--"""' :Rates Add-ers1

__ RaWs ~) ,oz ($000) ~ 2!2:.... 
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (•J - ·~- (1Q (9) (IO) 

(8) + (9) 

479 457 
. -4-79,457 

71,333 

9,818 

815 

208 
5 

8,090 
94,269 

5 400,&66 

5,400;366 

1,093,926 

1,9&6,600 

1,303,689 
3,003,510 

50).04 

210,.342 
7,648,271 

$564,491 
$564,49'1 

$120,069 

$161,266 
$98,119 

$2D1,084 

$3,.585 

$24,940 
1609.Q63 

(5) +(6) 

$12,962 $577,453 $581,948 $8,426 $590,374 

$12,962 $577.4.53 $581,948 $8,426 $5?<l-,374 

($1,442) sm,o27 $114.206 $5,625 $119,831 
$7,928 $169.194 $168,786 $4.194 $112-:980 

$2,348 $100,467 $99,921 $1,1!01 $101,722. 

($9.613) $191,471 $202,883 ($7,242) $195,641 
($177) $3,408 $3,716 ($134) $'3,582 

($:3,282) $21,658 $23 18.& ($1,044) $22,144 
($4,238) $604,825 $612,700 $3,200 $615,900 

(8) ~(5) 

$17,457 

$17.457 

($5,863) 
$1,520 

$1!802 

$'1,799 

$131 

($1,752) 
$3,637 

(12) 

(11¥(5) 

3.1% 
3,1% 

-4.9% 

4.7"A. 

Ul% 

0.9% 
0.9% 

•7,0-% 
0.6% 

(13) (14) 
(1 0)- (7) (13)1(7) 

$12,921 ~ 
$12,921 2,2% 2 

$1,204 1.0% 
$3,786 2.2% 4 

$1,255 13% 5 

$4,170 2.2% 6 

$174 2.2% 7 

$486 2.2% B 
--.$"1-cl,'*o7"5'- U% 9 

6,850 9,7)0 $1,298 $257 $1,555 $1,222 $238 $1,460 ($76) -5.9% ($95) -6.1% 10 

11 
12 

13 
14 
15 

16 

h!O 8,845 $1,022 $2?1 $1,243 $963 $102 $1,165 ($59) -5.8% ($78) ~6,3% 

733 18.,.680 $3,433 $732 $4,165 $3,234 $693 $3,927 ($199) -5.3% ($238) ·5.7% 

50 599 $73 $16 $39 $69 $14 $83 ($4) -5.5% ($6) -6.7% 
260 9,579 $621 $147 $768 $585 $121 $712 ($36) -5.8% ($56) ~7.3% 

--'"10c;3c. I 189 $l04 $'22- $12-6 . $98 $2G $118 ($6) -5,8% ($8) -6.4% 

8,246 48,602 $6,551 $1,395 $7,946 $6,111 $1,294 $7,465 ($380) -5,8% ($4lH) -6.1% 

581,972 13,097,739 . $!,180,105 $10,119 $1,190 224 $1,200$19 $12,920 $1.213,739 $20,114 l.S% $2.3,515 ~ 
11,195 ($445) ($10) ($455) ($459} ($6} ($465) {$14-) ($1'0) 

17 

13 

lS1,972 13,097,739 $1,179 660 $10,109 $1.189,769 $1,200,360 $l2 914 $1,211,274 $20~700 ~ 

$0 

$23,505 2.0% 19 

$.2,716 $2,116 $2,716 $2,.716 .$0 20 

581,971 13,097,739 $l,l82;l76 $10,109 $1,192,4&5 $1,203.076 $12,914 $1,215,990 $20,700 ~ $23,505 2.0% 21 

1 Excludes effect<J of the Low Income Bill Payment- Assistance Charge (Sch. 91), BP A Credit (Sch, 9S), JGamath Dam Rem<:~val Surcbutges (&h. 199), Public Purpose Charg~ (Sch, 290) and Energy Cnnservation Charge (Sch. 297). 
'l Percentages shown fur Sclwdufes 4S and 47 rctle~e't fhe combined raw ohange for both schedule& 

"1PJ 0 
w w 0 

"' '"0 ~~ PI ill: 
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Line Bcb 

~ Descrf~tl.on No. 

(I) (2) 

u~*lenth!l 

Resiq:ential 4 

2 Total Residenti•1l 

Cummercl!!l !& IgjJ~r!!!l 
3 Gen. Svc. < 3 t kW 23 
4 Gen .. Svo, 3") -200 kW 2ll 
5 Gen. Svc. 201 .... 999 kW 30 

6 Large General Service>= 1,,000 kW 48 

7 l?artia!Reg. Svc.e>= l,OOOkW 47 

8 Agricultural Pumping Service 41 
9 Tot-<,.il Commercial& Industrial 

~ 
to 01,1tdo~r Ar!!a ~ighting S6rvice 15 

11 Street Lighting Service 50 

12 Stre(')t Llg-hili:tg Service HPS 51 

13 s-treet Lighting Servi<::o 52 

14 Street Lighting Servicl,} 53 

15 Rccr~lltio1l'i11 Fleld L-:i_ghtitJg 54 

16 Total Public Street Lighting 

l7 Tot!'.l} 

" Employee Discount 

!9 'rotd Sale~ with Employee Disco.unt 

ORDER NO. 
•'-'::} 
,;J ,,, 

Ul!: 246 Stipulated Updat~d Tablt 1303-1 
PACIFIC POWER 

'0---

ESTJMA TED REVENUES 01! ADJUSTMENT SCIIEDlJLES 
FORECAST 12 MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013 

Prop. Tax M:EIIC G-rid Sol. 2010 
Sales A<l.l Scv West Inc tv. Prtcl. 

96 102 194 195 204 291 
($000) ($000) ($000) ($000) ($000) -ili)"QL 

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(11.451!) $6,373 $804 $162 $378 ($1.0Z6) 

(H.458) $6;!73 $864 $162 $378 ($1,026) . 

(1295) 11;m $175 $33 $77 ($21l7) 

($536) $2,MS. $318 $60 $139 ($317) 

($352) $1_,539 $209 $39 $91 ($234) 

($811) $.3,54_4 $4$1 $90 $211 ($5II) 

($14) $59 $9 $2 $4 ($9) 

($5ZJ $248 $34 $6 $15 ($3~ 
($2,065) $9,026 $1,226 $23D $537 ($1,376) 

($3) $!1 $1 $0 $0 ($!) 

($2) $10 $1 $0 $! ($1) 

($5) $22 $3 $1 $2 ($4) 

$0 $1 $0 $0 $0 .$0 

($3) $11 $2 $0 $D ($1) 

$0 $1 $0 $0 $0 $0 

($!3) $56 $7 $1 $3 ($7) 

($3,536) $15,455 $2,097 $)93 $918 ($2,409) 

$1 ($5) ($1) $0 $0 $1 

($l,53e:i 315,450 $2,096 $393 "$918 ($2,408) 

llMA RMA 
299 299 

($00{l) ($000) 
(9) (!0) 

PRE PRO 

$7,669 $3,133 

$7,669 "$3,133 

($2,5!6) $4,551 

$5~979 $2,245 
$1,056 $50-9 

{$12,617) ($10,246) 

($22t) ($185) 

~3,490) ($1,252] 
($11,816) ($4,378) 

$249 $230 

$212 $193 

$713 $674 

$15 $13 

$13! $liS 
$21 $19 

$1,348 $1,247 

($2,799) $2 

($6) ($2) 

($2,80e:i $0 

Total 

($000) 

(11) 

PRE 

$12,962 

$12,962 

($1,442) 

$7,92! 
$2,348 

($9,613) 

($177) 

($3,282] 
($4,738) 

$257 

$221 

$TI2 

$16 

$147 

$22 

$1,395 

$10,119 

($10) 

$10,109 

'ruial 

($000) 

(12) 

PRO 

$8,426 

$8,426 

$5,625 

$4,194 

$1,801 

($7,242) 

($134) 

(11P44) 
$3,200 

$23& 

$202 

$693 

$14 

$12'7 
$20 

$1,294 

$12,920 

($6) 

$12,914 
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Line S<h 

~ DescriEfion. No. 
(1) (2) 

Residential 

Residential 4 

!:9;mm!'lrdaj & Indll.str..al 
2 Gen.Svc.<3lkW 23 
3 Gen. Svc. 31 - 200 kW 28 
4 G~. Svc. 201- 999 kW 3D 
5 t..arge General Service>= 1,000 kW 48 

6 Partial Req. Svc. >= 1,000 kW 47 
7 Agrictlltural Pumping Service- 41 

Lighting 

8 Outdoor Area Lighting Service 15 

9 Street Lighting Service 50 
10 Street Lighting SeiYice HPS 51 

11 Street Lighting Service 52 
12 Street Lighting Service 53 

I3 Recreational Fjeld Lighting 54 

ORDER NO. 12 

UE 246 Stipulated Updat~d Table 1303-.l 
PACIFIC POWER 

lJ Q 
~· v 

PHESENT AND PROPOSED RATI!S OF ADJUSTMENT SCHEDULES 
FORECAST 12 MONTHS ENDED·DECEMBER3:l 1 2013 

Prop. Tax MEHC Grid S-QJ, 2010 llMA 
Sales AdJ Sov w .. , IMtv. Prt£1. s" 

96 Hl2 1>4 195 2114 291 299 

£!kWh !/kWh ~JkWh tlkWh ~/kWh llkWh i/kWh 
(3) (4) (5) (6) {7) (8) (9) 

PlU! 

(0.027) 0.118 0.016 0.003 0.0\fl (0.019) 0.142 

(0.027) 0.118 0.016 0.003 0.007 (0.019) (0.2>0) 

(0.021) 0.118 0.016 0.003 0,007 (0.0!9) 0.301 

(0,027) O.llS 0,016 0.003 0.007 (0.018) 0,08"1 

(0.027) 0.118 O.OHl 0.003 0.007 (0.017) (0.329) 

(0.027) o. !18 O.OHi (1.003 0.007 (0.017) (0.329) 

(!).027) 0. t18 O.oJ6 OJJ03 0,007 (0.018) (1.659) 

(0.027) 0.118 Q,Olti 0.003 0,006 (0.017) 2.575 
(0.027) O.IlS 0.016 o-.003 0.006 (0.0!5) 2.3-93 
(0.027) 0.118 0.016 0.003 0.009 (0.023) 3.8-19 

(0.027) -0".118 0.016 0,003 0.007 (0.0!8) 2.450 

(0.027) 0.118 0.{H6 0.003 0.003 (0.008) 1.440 
(O,rt27) {),11& 0,016 0.003 0.005 (0.013) !.BOO 

RMA Rl\'IA llMA 
Pri Tm S"' 
299 299 299 

1/kWh /lkWh ¢/kWh 
{10) (11) (12) 

PRE PRE PRO 

0.0!>8 

(0.230) 0.416 

0301 0.113 

0.-081 0,039 

(0.411) . (0.509) (0.267) 

(OAll) (0.509) (0.2(,7) 

(1.059) (0.595) 

2.365 

2.183 
3.6{)9 

2.240 

1.230 

1.590 

ltl\fA RMA 
Prl Dn 
299 299 

¢/kWh #kWh 
(!J) (14) 

PRO PRO 

0.416 

0.113 

0.039 

(0.334) (OAD) 

(0.334) (0.41J) 

(0,595) 
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(A) 
Re:dd~~ttid 

TO(l'll 

iM .];! Description (sec) 

G!lllterntion 101},00% 42.83% 
Transmission 100.00% 44.4:5% 
Distribution 100.00% 6:3.81% 
Ancillary Service lOOJJO% 41.83% 
Customer~ Billing 100.00% 8-4.82% 
Customer" Metering 100.00% 73,97% 
CustomJ.tr'- Othat 100.00% 33.93% 
Embedded DSM" (1v1Wh) 100.00% 41.83% 
Regnlatory & Ftt:.ucll!~o 100.00% 48.47%1 

ORDER NO. 

PACIFIC POWEn 
STATE OF OREGON 

1 ~. 

_UE 2<1"!.i Stipulated Ftmetionafued nevenue Requiranmt Anocation Facton 

Gt:rieni Set'Vice \:n:m:uu"'"•''-" u=u:•a• "'" •'""' 

(B) (C) (D) (E) (') (G) 

$t1t2S 
{sro) Sch Z3 oo\ Scl>30 

(sec) (pnl (pri). (" (]rl) 

8.37% 0.1}1% 15.64% 0,14% 9.24% 0,67% 
8-.41% OJ)l% 16.22% {t14% 9:04% 0:68% 

12.68% 0.01% '10.59% 0.06% 4.10% 0.27% 
S.37% O.Ol% 15.64% 0.14% 9,24% 0,67% 

12.41% 0,01% 1J8% 0.01% 0,14% 0.01% 
1.459% 0,35% 4.94% 0/10% 0.99% 0.39% 
12.75% 0,01% 2.04% 0:(/1% 0.26% 0.02% 

8.30% 0,01% 15;4"8";\. Q,IS"o/o 9".27% Q.(i8% 
10.10'){, 0.01% 1336% 0.12% 7.730(> 0.57% 

(H) (I) (J) 
Latl!e Power Service 

8clr.4ST 
["c)_ (pri) (my 

4-.64% 1L41% 530-% 
4.56% lD-.74% 4.34% 
1.80% 2.A8% 0.-Q(l% 
4.64% 1IA1% 5'.30% 
0.07% 0J)6% 0.00% 
O,W/o 0.74% 1.36% 
0.11% 0.09% 0.01% 
4,65"./o 1L97% 5.99% 

.3.77% 9.00% 4.00% 

{K) (L) 
Irril!ation sn~u_._, .._ 

Scb 41 Scll5l.1 53, 54 

L61% 
U9% 
3.57% 
1.61% 
{),55% 

2.03% 
{},66% 
1.70% 
2,24% 
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ORDER NO. "': 
-~ 

PACIFIC POWER 
State- of Oregon 

UE 246 StipulaM Base Rates 
B.illing_De~nts 

Actnal12 Munfhs Ended JUl1e30, 2011 
}l'orecast 12 Months Ended Dece:mber3l1 :WU 

... ~. N<>n11.ttli=i liar=~" 

'"""'' 'I}HI-6/ll 1113-U/13 

S"""dule tr ... lt. trnm. Unifs 

Scliedni~NrL4 

Rf!lidenti•l.Se<"/11:<!. 

T~n• &Anclllarv.Sen.olwCbsm 

"'""" 5,-607,431,{15 5,:S44,'m;J.99 :'i,400,t""<>6,473 \oW\1 
Distr'bution Cham 
B~ Chargo, pormonth :~,n!,l.,m 5,7lti,077 5,1.53.,41!4 bill 
~PI>~Pimllllxl Ch~~.rgo,. porkW demand 1&,062 !3,(}62 17,:593 kW 
1'hro~ Ph~~ Mjqjm\IUI. P<!ll.lmli Cfurrge, per mo:nth 1.'29 1.'29 1,539 bill 

nmmmrtka~Ch~g~p~k~ $,001,431,.4-!5 .),544,195,299 :5",400,$(;1),.47.3 kW& 
Entrgy Ch-nree· Sch~nte 200 

.flrst lill'ok!...Wb (CI-l,OQO) 4,099,{)28)35 4,.ill3).41,9]5 3,948,030,052 kWh 

Sl;e(,r,d Bl~kWh ~ !,000) 1203 4{12 43Q l.,49J...552,364 1452 &3§421 k'Wh 

Subtetal 5,M7.~1,1-U :'Y+4.m.:m :;,4-G(I,'$~~,476 k'Wh 
Populu~ w ')'tfmhul AA)ll!IO:\I<>Ill.(80),por kWh 5,6<l7,-451,4l5 -5,544,195,29'1 5,400,866.473 k'Wb-

TAM Adj far O!her Revs {205} 
Fm.t BIDt.k l .. Wh (0-1,000) 4.M9,o:!8.935 4,1l53,24-1,935 ~,94.S,O~If,Os.< kWh 
Se<:.ot!dl31oerkkWh (? 1,000) l,50&,402,4ro 1.491,55S,3Q4 1.452.SS6.421 k.W"n 

S~>btllllll 
Schodnfe:Wl 

. FiM atoal.: k~ (11-l,QOO} 4,099,(WI,93S 4,®,241,m 3,94"8.030,[1!52 kWh 

,S,...,Ot>dBlockkWh(:> 1,000) 1.:>08,~480 l,4!11,55S,264 l.,452,836~21 "l:.Wh 

T""" 5,607,~1.415 5,5*4;/95,299 5,400.~66,47S- .l:Wh 

Sehednf<!,No.4 -:Krnplcyei>.Diseoant 

lk:oldentW SeMi~ 
~~sslon &Anci!lao:Servi<es Cb1!V 

~=-
17,653,331 17,1l53,33I t7,l95,095 l<Wh 

Di..tribttfi= ch~'*" 
B~ Clwg~, pe:r mPJ!lh 13,922 '"" 14,013 bill 
'Dn=PlmeDomand Chxrge, po:.-kW ilenmmt " " S4kW 
Tl=Plmoo Mninrutn Dem~~t~tl CI:U•fll~, portrn;lll.th " " u om 
DJstribudon En~rsr Cher!:o, ~rkWll t1,6:JS,m 17,653,331 17,1>'5,09:$ l:W:b. 

l<Mm Cbme- Scltedule'200 

First:Blod:.kWb (G--1,000) 11~0,524 H,790,s24 U,4S4,412 k:'Wh 
Seoo..tl:Blol:ki;Wh{> l,OOQ) s.uz,wr 5,&62~07 5,1!0,623 "kWh 

Gttb!ot~l 17,fi.'S'-3,3Sl l7,6.53,3:Sl 17,195,095 l:Wh 
l'oplllust()- '!<=ina} Aclji>Ob!lW'It (&C}, pot" kWh l7,®,13l 17,653,33) 17,1~~.09$ kWh 
T..4M.AJ!i .for Oth'r lt<:v$ (205} 

Filllt Blol'k kWh (o-'(,000) 11,190,524 11,.790,524 H,4&4,<m. kWh. 
.So>c~ j;l\ooll.kWh f> l,OCIO) 5,U3,W:1 S,S62,W1 5,110,623 k-wh 

"""'"" Scl>edul .. Ull 
F.mlll<ld;.kWb.(M,MO) 
Seccrui.BlollkkWh (> 1,000) 

'J'ot..~ 

Schedule 201 EmJrloyee DiSMUnt 
Tt'fal ElnplP.Y"" Dl.:tonnt 

l'...gelof 10. 

~. 

Pre~ent 

l'rice Ih>llars 

0.414 ¢ S1l,l59.5&1 

S9.00 S51,?11.'35~ - S5a;tos 
~3.80. S5,M~ 

3.1.66 ,s !U76,392,29? 

2.'1$4 ~ $l08,12&,74S 
S./61 ~ $5"-64-l,In 

~413,1'4?.721 

-O.MO ~ ($.Z,l60,34'1) 

0.024 p S~47,S27 

O.tt'l3 ¢ $<09,416 

$4!3,214,337 

2.550 'f $100,614,7156 
~.4ll3 ' $50,602"15$ 

$564,4!11,3% 

0.414 ~ $7J.,JSS 

"-" Sl26,ll7 

'"" "" "·" "' "'" $561,592 

'"' ; $3l~lll 
3.1-61 ft $214.m 

Sl,291J,_l87 
·0.040 ($5.,878) 

0.024 S2,_756 
0.03.3 $!,885 

tl,28?,950 

"""""' 

DocketuE 246 
Partial stipulation Exhibit E 
Page 1 of_1G 

" 
_, 

"Pdee Dclloo 

0.3n f .$2{1,415,275 

$~,00 $Sl,7SL3S6 
~.:Ul $~R,705 

S3.ro ~.348 
:;,au ll $206",.637.151 

2.559 _t $l01,.031lJIE9" 
1.4~t $50,7~Ul5 

$4-30,~71),.:129 

11.01)0 f> ., 
0.00(} " -D.OO!l ~ "' $4"':>11;67(},'129 

"'' :I.']OIJ,.614,766 
3,4S3 $50§02,193 

~$1.941,)$8 

Chacg~ $17,456_,192 

o.sn ;%4,99'7 

$9.00 S126,'117 
12.20 "'' :».8() "' 3.&26 ft ~6S7,t&4-

,.,, $Z93,RS8 

'·"' SH!l:,S-zy 
$1,542,646 

o.ooo " 
0.000 ~ " 0.000 ¢ "' $1,342,546 

2.:550 -""·"' 3.4&3 $198,901 
SI,S34,40l 
($1:1.2.939') 
($458,600) 
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ORDER NO. 

PACIFIC :POWER 
State l.lfOregt;m 

UE 246 Stipulated Base I!:ates 
;BIUin-g Determinants 
Actwl12 1\:hJnths Ended.Jm.~e30, 2011 
Fol'ecast 12 Month5 Endl:d December 31,2DU 

Am"' Nw~~t~Jj:rJ;d 
,_., 

7/1D-(i{ll 7no-<JU ItH--12i13 

Sched"k - "'"" Unit; 

Scbl:dllle N<>. ;n/'723 - Composit<: 
Ce...,h>l Scrvit!ec (Se<:o~l1m-y) 

~!!!!~!!Jligls:m !i 6l!tillinS£rvi"""Qll!m 
perkWb l,t25,4ll,&53" 1,.128,:427;446 1,09.2,594.>'51 k.Wh. 

Di:rlribuWm Clmtt 
Bal'i~Cb.ot~ 

Sin¢' Ph~ p..:-mcrntli. 711.,057 7U;ll57 591;562 hill 
Three P~ pormotrth. 209,00li 209,'&08 205,865 l;>ill 

L;>ndS'l.WCitng<: 
;:Sl$Jt:Vf kW 
P"'"kWforallkWW e""""" ~:>fl::l'k:W 5125,5.57 915,557 B9T,096 kW 

D<:mana ~the iliJ<t 15 kW of<ltmn:>d kW 
Dotn!!nd~;=kW!brif!kWin~'""o!l5l.."'W 47t,OIO 4:1E,010 4"63,326 kW 
!lMctive Powercm..ge, p:< h>ar &il,6,94- 80,694 7$.843 k:l'llt 
Uistr:ibuli®En!:t.W c::haW'E,, per kWh l.12S,4ll,8S 1,12&,427,441> 1,.-1)92,594,.951 kWh 

*'m:rer cb~rg• "Scl>edule:Wn 
l>t3,00GB"I'h, per kWh 882,Z9&).60 SS4,65I,Z~(l &56,570,.;;ro: I:Wh 
Jill md.itlimal1Mih, por ffi 24.1,113,593 243,766,18~ 1'3~0:'1.4-,44~ kWh 

Sllb'i:~>bl )..11.5,411,853 1,ll8,421,446 1,092,594,9:51 kWh 
Poptihu-to Term.iwllAqjasto!!:nt(SO), per kWh l.W,4l.l)lj";l l,Ul!,421,445 1,()91,594,951 kVlh 
TAM Atjj f¢1' QIJ;ler R!WS (W-j 

1st.5,111Wk'Wh,perkWb U2,2%,2GO t-a4,65!,Ztm !!56,570,5(l2 kWh . 

.A.ll-acldilionatkWh,I=k'i'ih ~45"Jl3,'l9l 143,766,186 235024-,449 kWh 

B11I>Mol 
Sclle<hm2lll 

lst"3,-000kWh. ~ l<:Wh 88:!,29&;260 ~&4,661,26~ SS-&,S70,.50"i. kW.11 
All ~Odili~n~l kWh, !""' .kWl 243-,113,:59:! 24$,766,136 i3G.M.4.449 kWh 

Tatal 1,1:<!5.41 t, 8$~ U21l.421,<!46 l,~Z,:S~4,\<Sl l<Wh 

Sclledm.~.:l31723 • Compo~+tl> 
General Servim(l'rimary) 

Tnnsnm.ioo &Antillg:o:!l:ru::rlc.,S !Jlru-<'1': 
peckWh. 1,$4&;277 !,348,271 l,33ji,980 kWh 

"Dhfrihu6pn q.nry~t 

Ba!li~ C~arg~ 

Singloi'~ !'""month. ~:a! "' !>l:S hill 
ThreePb .. o;.pcrml»th 251 "' i5& bill 

!.<.adSiuCh~ 
~lS)'W >W 
per kWfu.- ...nxwm =ss of IS kW 5,SOl - .5,50! Sjill kW 

D=.u>d Charge, tr.e- first rs kW or d~mll<id <w 
DmNmd Ch:lrg~ per kW li:>r .dl kW in =ss nfl5 kW 2,234 2,?.34 ~=m kW 
~vel'ower~,:pM::)<var 2,8ll 2,812 2,920kvar 
Distributire. Energy Cb.~ p..r l;V;'h 1,343,-271 1,34~77 1,33{),.9&0 kWh 

'£MrgrCh>!U'-"S • S<;l!P<lule 200 
lotS,OOOi.'V/"h, per kWh. ~$3,l6S. R$3,~58 836,443 kWh 
J..ll addato.d kWh, porl.-wl" 4~10:1" 495,109 494,53? .kWh 

Subkml l,34&,l'l1 ),34$),77 l~S0,.980 k:.Wi 
l?upullli!to T=nilllliA<itu&tmmt(SO), pn kWh 1,3411).77 1~7'7 ],33G,980 kWh 

TAMAdJ fur Dilie.:~vs-(205) 
h~!>,OW/i:Wh,~·k"i"J4 853,.168 8SJ.lt:a $Sii,44S l:.Wh 
All odditional kWh, pet kWll 4!lSJ09 495,10~ 494,537 :kWh 

Sllbtt>b.l 
Scbodcil~211l 

Jgt 3,~00k'Wh,~.kWh. 8Sl,l6S 853,16& B6.,443" l::Wh 
.All aillitiarutk'Wh, P"£k'Wl: 495,109 495,109 494253Z J;;W"n 

'l"ptal 1~71 1,:34:1).71 l,S~Q,930 kWh. 

"t-" 

l'r~s""~ 

J:>tlcot Doll&rl! 

1.1.409 jl 1>4,468.713 

$1S..70 Sl3,044,41!9 
$Z/..9ll ;')5,743,634 

No a..., 
$LSO .Sl,l66,22:5 

NoCb"'fl<' 

""' u,ola,aos 
65.00 f SSL.).48 

2.730 f. $29,t27.B42. 

:3.208 ~ S27,4n,782 
2.38/ (. $5.619,142 

$39,411,430 
-0,039 ? ($..'26,\U) 

0Jl2S ¢. $2:>5>,840 . 
0.621·~ $49565 

$89.,27 ... 713 

1.!371 f. S25,448,?JO 

'""' ' $5,10!,279 
a.noo 0 $119,925,.411 

0396(; $5_,211 

$1&.70 S::1)lSJ 
tr!>o $7.193 

N<:>OtJ>12e 
"$1.30 S'i',294-

"'""""' $4.22 $9,440 
61100 '# $1,752 

"''' $35,191 

3.!07 1- ns,~ag 

2.306 ~ $ll,4M 
$109,429 

.IJJ13S .p {$':'l06} 

Q.il1! ¢ '"" 0."1\-20 ¢ '" $-109,!56 

2PS ,;l $2A,U13 
2.13~ ¢ $10,563-

0.000 0 $143,.85!2 

Docket UE 246 
Partial Stipulation Exhibrr E 
Page2of10 

·~' Pri~ Dnlhlr:> 

0.361 F' $3,944,26& 

sn9s $12,S2I,238 
$26,80 ;t;5,5)7.!8~ 

NoC~ 

$1.'25 SJ.,l21,370 
NbCh~ 

'"' :n,932,-069 
65.00 ¢ $51;2~ 

z.ru t. mM1.M<r 

'.m S24,~,53! 

2.W S!i,1l39 l1Z 
~83,417,87(1 

0,000 " 
0.000 p " 0.000 t "' m,4tr,s7o 

2.911 (, .$25.,448,710 

1.11M " ~5..201.,979 

$114.,0"63,559 
Ch~;;o {$5,8:%)!53) 

Q351 ~ $4,672 

$11!15 s~.~+ 
$26.80 $6,914 

NaChup 

""' $7Jll4 

"'"""'' $4.{;5 .~swoo 
60.00 ¢ $1.152 
2548- c $33'~13 

'?-.?~6 J! :ID,38"7 
.2.:075 ¢ Sl(t,26"2 

ij;]l\2,ey~ 

0.000 ¢ so 

!1.00!1 p " 0,0011 ~ " ~l(U,6ZS 

2.37a- f; "'"' 2.J36 f; $10,?63" 
:!11:97,264 

"""'' (Sii,E2S} 
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l'ACUi'lC POWER 
StateQfQregon 

Billing Determinallts 
Actuall2Months Ended Juae3!i~ to11 
F(fre[!ast 11 Months Ended December 31, 2013 .. .., 

1110-6111 
.Scbt>dul& """' 

~li~d~le No.lWP...8 -Cornp<Bi!e 
Luge General s..rn.:a- {S""OIIdary) 

Tnn•ro~iOJL & d,n•::lll.o.p::Senire< Chill"% 

pe<li:.W 6,71i8,.5GZ 
Distribution aarp .. 
B~!icCh~ 

Lo!<dSiz..::;SiJkW,pMmomlt 54,876 

LondSU.. 51-UOkW, l'"'monill 4t,602 

;Lo3d.Sim JO"J-300kW, p!r rnonfu '!.1..797 
L<.>~d Sl~> ;'l()O l.."W. perllJOllth '" l.oad Siz~ Cluq:~ 
,S50kW,JUkW ;2,l04,76tl 

Sl"lilO 'r..W,(>!;rl& 2,8S9,297 

l0l·300kW.:FkW 3,425,)09 

>300kW,po.-loW l$3,478 

D<:m~d Clwge, P"" ~W 6,.76&,502 
·)l:eooti.v .. ·Power-Chru';go,per-kvtlr 5'99,342 

Di.mtrotio~> ~ Ch..g~,per kWl1 1,0!l4,l~6.-DSG 

EsertrCbcye• S'h.-.rlul"l!lll 
lst.20,000k:WA,:p~kWh I,oJ.35,4?9,'805 

AlladditionolkWh,.per kWh :S6S,6U1l7l 

S..hfcot.J 2,004,166,036 
PopWus ID Termina!Ad_instmeut(!O), l"'l" kW "M,m 
TAMA<jj tbr OUw Rm>s (ZOO) 

ls1.20,il00kW)l.pukW'h l,4n,4~.86S 

Anadll>Uomdk:~yerkWh 55$,61!0 11l 

Snbtutal 
SPhe<fu1~2tll 

m:zo,oookW.b,perkWh 1.~.479,865 

All•ddi!i<=ilk'Wh.l"""kWh $6S,6S6ll11 

ToW ~.Ofl.l,lQ6,W6 

Sehath.J~No.2W9~ Compo:ritc. 
L.a~ Gefm'al Bm'its" {rrlmazy) 

Tr'.llhll~.!iun -&A11dlarx~•rvi= Cfuo.r~:;• 
po:rkW 65,6S:t. 

IJlatributi.on Ch&g!! 

W~Chnrge 

'L<.>.W s~s5QkW,por)!l{>!lfu " lol;d .Siu. Sl-100 J:.W.pet m¢~~tll l~ 

l,.¢!1d Sim l01-300i:.W, pernml!f.Q. '" LoW Sb:• > 300 kW, p~:rnlOllth 3S 

Load She-~ 
::;so kW, y:or Jr;W '"" 51·lOOkW,perk.W 12,241> 

101-300 l.:W~ pi)( kW 61,575 

>31XikW,pe~:kW 14,9$~ 

Demand Char~, 1'~ kW "-"' 
~tm:rcwer~,perlo>,- 2S,9il5 

Dislrilmt:i<.m. ane.m-a.ruge,!"" k'Wh U,M1,0in 
t~ergyqarn-S<;b¢ui~W 

l st 2o-,ooo J,W&, por l::Wk 
AJJ,o;dd:i;;OllldkWh,~I:Wh 

Snbtotal 
l'opulll!lto Termh\1>1 M,)q~lttl~~ (SO). per kW 
TAM Atli for Olh=r Rev~ (205) 

lst.ZOJ)OOkWh,porkWh 9,645,695 

All addiriol!a!k\\lh,pot kW.h ~.UL3!5 

Sl!btoW 
Scbo.duk 201 

ht20,000k'Wb,p•d;Wh ~.645,6~ 

All additioWI!kW\1,.~ kWh 9,16):!385 

Tom! H,801,0W 

ORDER NO. . ;~:\ 
ii 

UE 240 Stipulated Base llites 

Noo-mili=i For~~ 

1l1M!l1 111.3-llllJ ,_, 
u~;~ Units Pri.:a 

9,768;502 6,619,7% kW SL20 

54,.376 5'3,753 l,liU $L'i.¢0 

41,602 411,722 bill m.oo 
Tl.J9'f 22,283 bill Sli7.00 .,, 4:U 'bill S%.00 

2,104,760 2,057.02~ kW "'·" 2,~89,797 t,\<U,la6 kV\1' "'" 3.425,109 3,36G_.475 kW $G,4:S 
183,478 l~O,lo:J kW ,.,., 

6,7~8_.502 ~,62.~,7•1~ l:W ,,, 
599.,341. 595)S.l kvllf 65.00 p. 

2,004,166,036 1,.960,069,773 kWh ,_,. ' 
1,441,165,&65 l, 409,53~ kWh 3.-1140 ~ 

57!}!9~gQ? 5~t~69S kWh 2.959 ~ 

2,012,110,732 l,967.W4,>'4S .kWh 
6,76"8,502 6,629,746 l<W (&l.l1) 

1,441,165,865 1,409,538$3 kWh. Q.021 f, 

57il,944,t67 5SS,266,69S kWh 0.026 ¢ 

1,441,165)>65 1,409,5":>8,253 kWh 2.8111 ~ 

57DS44,S67 558.25&.695 kWh 1.7~9 ~ 

~.012,110,732 l,!l67,804;94a kWh. 

11$,()$~ 65,892· kW $0,31 

" 96 bill Sl7,0ti 

'" l~bill ~2~.00 

"' 34-l bill $'69.00 

" 34 bill $99-.00 

'"'' 3,251 kW '"' '""' J.:'l,246 kW $0.80 

6.1,575 6l,m kw $0.4:i 
14,953 14,&8I kW ""' GS,(l&l 6:5,892 kW $3..37 
25,!105 zs.~~ krill" <ill.OO p 

1~,807,080 1li,79S,1'39 l_"Wh 0.032 II 

9,64-5,695 9,6l!5,1l33 kWlt '""' ~ 161 3$5 9 IIO 106 lc'Wh 0.024 f; 

9,645,695 9,685,{133 kWh 1.609 
'l,l~l)38::i ~.llO,lO~ kWh "'" 18,80/,0tu 1&,19S,l39 l(W'h 

Page 3 af 10 

,,,,·,7 . 

Dol!m 

$7,955,6% 

~06,295 

$1,14(),216 
:n..49Z,!l6! 

$4:1,08& 

$l.!l54,11S 
s:?.,l21)40 
Sl,Sl2,114 

$54,!l31 
St.l_$44,~'9 

$3l!6,!179 
$6).8'.1,U7 

$4.2,114-9,.%3 
1»16~19~11:2 

:nos,Me,m 
($7'.15,570) 

$3l0,575 
$145,149 

Sl04,S91!Jl2. 

$3.9.69?.,597 
$15.i9Q925 

S!.S9,88l,:n4 

$:>7,3Ui 

"'"' $4,5t2 
t.B,Sl!i 

''-"' 
$3,088 

S9,7~7 

.U7,Sl5 

"-"' 
$222,051i 

Sl5,$3S 
~014 

~2,421 

$2136 
$900,3,2!1 

Sl52,683 
s:m,g(l~ 

$:Y&4,>18 
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l'ro~d 
l'ri"" Dollllr.l' 

$U2 $7,425,316 

$W,OO $1,075,WO 
$37.00 $1,506,714 
m.oo $1,960,904. 

$125,00 $5:0,500 

1$1.25 $2,571,286 
Sl.OO !6~,828,136 
$0.60 $2,016,lli 
$1)".40 $72,0U 
3;4.S2 ng,64o,:5m. 
«>.00 ¢- 5386,979 
0.425 ~ $8,33{1,297 

2.S38 ~ 540,0[)2,696 
2.763 ~ .l-15424.900 

Sll2;294,676 
$0.00 "' 
t'I.O(l()."' " QOOO f. " $112,294,676 

2.&16 ¢ $39,69.1,591 
2.739" t: SJS,290,925 

S'l67)7&,J~S 

Ch- $7,396,364 

Sl.OO $65,S92 

$24.00 ''-'"' S41,00 $6,47$ 
W/.00 $:'!3,071 

$139.00 S4,12G 

sus $4,3S9 
$l.l0 Sl3,41) 

'"'' $40,178 

"~' "~00 
$4,72 S311,1ll0 
~.oo ~ ~l.S~:J 
0.074 t! U3,llm 

2137 ¢ S26S,tml 
2.1lGS ~ S242fi{l2 

$1,023,&55 
$1}.()0 " 
QOOO >1 " 0,000 ¢ " $1,0:Z3,U5 

1..609 ~ S252,-6Z:l 
2j39 ~ "'""" $1,507,&44 -· $113.526 
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PACIFIC POWER · 
State o.fOregan 

BillingD~ts 

Actrull 12 Months Ended Jwc: 3{l, .2011 
Forecast 12 :M:~>.nth~ Ended Derember 31,2Q-13 

S<;!Jed.le N~>. ~.'1~ -Composite 
~~ fkner..:t Seroi""- (S...,nndacy) 

r~m..m..fmr. &. A...clllnu Smic"" ClmyE 
)'<>ri::W 

Di.lribmiun Ch-arge 
Basic Chllrg~ 

Load. $z~:S:200 leW, fl"'mmtth 
Lol!d SW. 201-~0li:W, p•.XllOl'llh 
i.!>adSize>300kW, p~r momh 

Lt>01dS!ur0!~ 
~200Kw,J""'kW 
1lll-300kW,p~rkW 

. -:»JOO!N,',p(lr:k\V 
J.'l~Charge,pe;rlW 

Re!lct:i"" l'owerehmg~ por l=r 
En!!rcy Cltarrn- !!th""-Ule.201} 

Dl>l;>lmd Cbuge,P"""kW 
1st20,0UO kWh, per kWh 
All nirdillanalkWh.P~:rkWh 

Suhtohl 
Pnpulll!ito Teaninal Adjustmem {&(}),prrk.W 

TAM AG! l¢r Ot!:~t>.<Re+':l (205) 
ht20.00frkWh..):W"kWh 
Jill a<ldltiPM! kWh, jlll-r kWh 

SnbWbl 
Schedubl()I 

llt20,000l:Wl!,p~kWh 
All tc!ditl<>n..J.kWh, per kWh 

I obi 

Scb&dnle No. 3ti(T.ffl- C<m:lp.oili.e. 
Ll'irg<>Ge~er"l ~h:t'>- (J'rim~~q) 

Tr""""''"'t<>n& ;!,clJhry:Ser?ke& a.~re 

P"'kW 
Distr:i1mtlgR Cl!<I!U 

Bo.•l~ Cb-t<rll!' 
Lo~dSil!oS200kW, pt:rmon!h_ 
l.oadSi%~ :Wl..WOkW,per=th 
Load Size.> 300 W. por J:l'l~~ 

LollrlSiw. Cha!:gt> 
::S200Xw,..,ul;:W 
201-<WOkW,Jl<'l"kW 
>WOl::W,pl>tkW 

Pl:~Cb.~,pkW 
.Reacti><e Power Charjje. per kvar 

Rntr""Chary,.- &J.ednle:Z01l 
De~ cn~~rge,p~kw 
htW,OOOJ.:Wh,p,..kWh 
.A!ll!dditl=al kWh,......- kWh 

Su'btnt;>l 
Pop!tlusto Termirutl A~(SIJ), pw.- kW 
TAM Aijj :fot ~R"\1' (1ll5) 

1st20.,.00f} kWh, PI'!' l<Wh 
All ndililk)nal k'Wh, F-1" kWh 

Subtotal 
Scmdul~201 

lst20,0DOk\lt'h,porkWb 
All sddi!il)nal kWh, ?I" kWh 

''"' 

A•""' 
7/ln-6/11 

Units-

S,449,320 

'" 1,516 
6,180 

1;381 
652,134 

3,3.'19,1!38 
3,449,320 

6'60,592 

:0,.449,$20 
1&4,180,535 

1.043,739,698 

l,227.9.U\.Z33 
3,#9,320 

IS4,lSQ;S3$ 
l,Mil,7S,,69~ 

l,ZZ7,9W)3-3. 

2.76,534 

4 
100 
541) 

• 
27,421 

302,:1.9! 
270,5M 

28,7-&5 

ORDER NO. 
·w,-'' 

DE 2~ Stipnlntl!d :Bnse Rates 

N~>0119l;ze4 

7/1"6-6/11 

"' 

3,<\'4~,32!)-

201 
1,516 

'"' 
1,381 

552,734 
3,3j9,038 
5,449,320 

600,592 

3,449)2'0 
190,454,535 

104G2:ll4W 

1,_2.%,t\S6,C>iJ1 
3,449,1>20 

)90,4$4,5:>.;! 
l,IM6,231,46T 

1,136,686,002 

275,5-34 

4 
100 
!>40 

0 
Z7,421 

:S02,29l 

"""" 2&,7-5 

s,4l,<.,)Sl II:W 

25o ~in 

2,413 bl!l 
6,_496 bill 

!,~9 kW 
64-:i,l73 kW 

3,320,.250 kW 
3,4-U,lYl JeW 
6~,3!l5 k>/or 

3,412,151 kW 
llr1,7l2,5l5 kWh 

l,026,S7ll.445 kWh 

J.;n4,:m:z,.96! .k'\ll'h 
s-,412,157 kW 

11(7,732,:5!5 kWil 
1,01~,37(),440 kW!t 

1,214.,302,%1 kWh 

173M2 kW 

4hm 
s1 bin 

5l'f !>ill 

HW 
26,69? kW 

299,13A kW 

273,641 kW 
Z9,46':i kvar 

'( .... · 

1'-"""ent 
Priu 

$1.94- $4-,571,290 

$$$5.00 $96;ro8 
SU5_00 £!77,493 
S30I.OO S!,!IS$,3~ 

Nerellinge 
SU5 S866,2S4 
~O.~:l" ;!2.153,1@ 
$3A-~ $11,703,699 
65.00 f. S4~:1,7>W 

·$1.25 ~,265,1% 

2..950 f. $5,53~,]00 

25$3 f. S26,259.6n 

S5],.123,ZS7 
{$0.13) ($#3,SSO) 

3.1)96 ¢ S5,812,19~ 

2:.6$.5 t $2-1,563,416 
:.9l,'J$.;'1,,;!.1 

""' $351,2.07 

$357,00. $1,4:!6 
$ll7.00 $11,309 
S3ro.oo- $1%,134 

N;)o~ 

"-" $33,374 
$0.55 $194,440 
!3.~9 ""·"" 60.00 ~ $lf.679 
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$l.Z4 $4,2Sl,P'IS 

$499.1]) ~124,-696 

$149.00 SS!i~,5l4 
$391.01} $2,540,05'1 

NC!c:lwtl~ 
$[.15 $l,l25,553 
ro.ss $2,Ul,Z21 
:$<1,;oj() J;)!l)-~t,z:w 

GS.~ F $433,7~ 

:n.za ~4,167j61 

!.1.6;5 /; $4,%5,525 

'-"" £-1.549526 

S59,?S7,7I6 
$0.00 '" 
0.000 .¢ '" 0,00() t '" ss9,m,n6 

3..096 ¢ ¥5,Sl2,ll!!l 

'·"' ' n7~4)~ 
$93,113",=1 

Ch- :n,w,n1 

SL16 S317,42.5 

M6S.OCI S1,8l9.00 
$1-.Jt-oo Sl4,306,00 
$383.00 S198,111i'.OQ 

Noe!wg~ 

$J.~t) m;'Tl~> ,,_., ~:t39)JG 

~.:2:1- $1.171,1&'8: 
&.l.OO ¢ $U,~19 

OllOO ' "' ""' ' '" S4;190,001 

o.ot>J ; $283,~&7 
2.647 .¢ $2,!134,254. 

$6,JI07,943 
Choogo $73,a'74 
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ORDER NO. 
•·; 

I'AClli'XC POWER 
State of Oregon 

UE 146 Stipulated Base Rates 
Billing Detetn;dl.\Mts 
Actual 12 MMths: Ended Ju.ne 30,2011 
Fnrecastl2 Mcm.tbs Elided Deremller 31,2013 

Actu~l N""""'"" '"""" 1flD-6/1J 7{!.0-&/11 lll3·n/13 
Sd1•d~le um" u,n,- """'" 

Scl>~ulr> N<;>, 41f741 - Ct~mp...m. 

Agri<:llJWnl l'umping S<:rvl.o<> (k:~) 

!!""""'-!<:.<:ion & Ancii!!!!I !;;lervi!>§~b~ 

""'Wb 199,445,002 199-,#.!i,SO.Z 209,'114,<!09 kWh 

Dlobib.ttltt~~Ch!!.l'!1!1 
B~u Ch~ (bn!e<l i~;~ Noyember) 

Lood Size-.:'0.5DkW, ocSing!ePhruu.Ally$ho 6,021 6_3.21 6)51 bill 
'Iiuul'~Load. Siu.;il ~:;co k.W,p¢ustomoo: 1,9;1:5 J.i"l l,SQ7 bin 
'Three l'hJ\l~ J;.W<i Sb.~ > :ltlO lr:W, p<;r=tnmer 64 " t>3 bill 

Total Custom= "" &;3"10 8,1lli'7 blll 

MomhlyBilrs 3S,?7S sr.;ns 37,&22 

l.QII<i sizo- Ch.rl!'<(bnl~~ ill Novernbc.r) 
Single l'ha>;e !my Siz.>,. T!>.c~Ph-..e:;;5()k:W 71,52! 71.<21 75;<5~ kW 
'Il=el'lw!;e- Lmd Size:51-300kW,p~ kW m,ns> H:S.,78-9 124,944 kW 

Thl'ee l'bst. Lo»d. Si~~> goo kW, per kW ~7,9&3 11,983 1S,8Q.S' kW 
Singl~ Phlt•e, Minim= ·Cb"'E"' '" "'. 554 bill 
Three Pf=e,Minim.um:C'cl!r(l:C ''" '"' '-"' bill 

Dl~BDo:tg;yCbiiiS>~',;!mkWh 199,445,3t'l-Z 19~,445,.302 1!1!1,714,409 kWh 

Re~ctin~ Cbllrg~,p<i~k-vJ!£ · m;m ,,, l40,Jl% kvllr 
!9,!~e,:Ch~-Sd=l),!leiJ!!! 

Wi~ lstlOOk\YhlkW,p~kWb 1,759,13.1 1,7S9,1::ll l,E4Z,!65 kWh 

W)ll\et,All.wdili!>!Ul kWh,p..-kWh 1,717,135 . 1,717,135 1,196,m kWh 
S=,AllkWh,_pork:Wh ~?5.96~,±36 195,9511,4:>6 206 {)15.649 k"Wh 

Snb!c.u.l 199,445,302 199,-445,3\11 :W9,.1l4,409 kWh 
i'>pu)ut; IQ To:=in•lA<iju.tment{Zll), pet kiTh m,44s,>o2 l99,445_m2 ZW,:il4,41.!5J l."Wh 
TAM At§ fur OO.er .R.~s (20,5) 

Willlll>, L>t Iilii ~WM<.W,perkWio 1.759,'131 1,759,731 1,342,166 kWh 
Wln!ci;.'ill addftiom..! kWh, per kW:h 1,11'/)35 l,717,n5 1,196,594 kWh 
Summo::r, All kWh,. pill" kWl~ 195,.%$4"';>(; 1;15,9611436 11.16,015,649 l::Wh 

S11btoW 
Schtdllle201 

Winlu.lst 100 kWl!lk'W,per l:.Wh 1,7:59,731 1,1.5"9,7;11 U~2.t66 kWh 
Wion::t",A.o1 Md.tli~ J<.Wh, ~kWh 1,717,135 1,711,1:'.!5 1,796,594 li:Wh 
Sumtne!:", At! kWb, p<:t kWh l95,%"S,436 !95,!l~t,..436 206,~75.~49 kWh. 

Ti!tsl 199_4<!-5,3lll Hl!l,445,30l 209,714,4® kWh. 

Scl!edtdeNn.41f74l 
Agricultur"'-l'llmplhg sem~ (l'rimary) 

Tn.nso:oisl<i2! !!~ci!la!J!S~ ChAW 
porkwn 604,Q26 6EJ4,!l26 621):&8 kWh 

I&!:ribntiOD Charn~ 
:Bask> Ch::rgc (biJkl!: in N"av~ 

L>Bd S~50 JlW, or Sin@" Ph"'~ Aey Sit<> 2 2 2 blil 
'J."b,w:a,...f.,o;t<i Sl~51 ·SOOkW,j)O!rou.!tQmot ' ' "'' 1'hreo l'has!.Load Stzc> 30!JkW, per costmno~ I 

l "'' 
TC>bl~"':!. ' '"" McmhtyBilli: "' 20 "' L;;oaa S~ Cbarge (l».*d fu. November) 
Single P~ Any Si;re, Thn:e Phose::; 50 !&I 10 '" 10 .kW 
"11l1ff.~LDid Size.51•300kW,p~kW ' ' HW 
~.l"hnse.Lo.•,Ulze> 300kW, p¢rJ;:W "' '" 642 l:W 
Si»z:b Pht!se, Mi<Ji>r)l!m. ~ J lblll 
~l'l'Rise,MfuimumCb.argct 0 """ Distributioll:Ett~~petk~ 604,0215 ®4,026 6Z7,&8S kWh 

?.ca('li.-e l'(JI)I~ <::"hnge, perkwr" IJ4-l 1,141 1,1$~ lj>J4' 

E<l;,rn Ch>tnz • Scl>edule ;go • 
W1ntm;. bt l.OO kWJ!JkW, P"" kWh 1,fl49' 7,.$>4.9 ~.21» kWb 
"Wln!bc, A,'; adl'l1t!acalkWh, per kWh ,,_,,., 42,9~1 44,6% .kWh 
S~lillkWh.FkWh 5$30&0 553 OSii 51>!.~2(< kWh 

Subt<>t:d ~~4,0U 904,026 -627,SS>l k)'& 

Pop~i»sU> Tsrmi~>.J. Adjwtmc!!t {&O),per .kWh 604.n:<6 604,1126 6Z7,S&S kWh 
TAM Adj .&!: Oth"'" Revs (2a5) 

Wi'*"'. Jzt lf!O kWh.l.k:W, per kWh 1,949 '"'' &,26"3 kWh 
Willt..I;.Ail ..Jditioo:.IkWh,perkV/b. 42,997 42,997 44,695 kWh 

s~mm .... All kWh. per kWh :553 O&Q 55S OSO 574W kWb 
S)lb.I(>U{ 

&hedlk201 
~lst.Wol&n!!:W,))etkWh 
Wimu,All ~ddil\<)!j~ kWl!,perl<:V& 
Sl!lrlttler,AU kWll, ped<:Wh 

Tuhll 

Pa.¥5 of 10 

if> 1 
~"'· L ""(;'' 

Pr~"""-t -· """"' 

,__,.., ' S679,475 

N<>Ch""1F 

""'·"" ~672,12<> 

Sl,400..00 :f$8,200 

$17,00 $!,279,J52 
$11.00 :H,374,3S4 

$7.00 ~<3!.61$ 

"'·"" S33,S4<f 

""-"' ~l6S,.;.sa 

4.1$ ¢ Sll,74o,m 
65.00 ~ .$91,1{)1: 

·=· S17,4SZ 
2.867 .¢ &;1,.5(18 
2.1!67 t .~.Jl0Ua9 

Sl.9)93,~70. 
..0..031 t {$1!5,(1!1} 

0.007 f, $6&2 
{1,1)25 fJ "'' O..tt2S ~ SSl,51S_ 

$l~,'l$l,SQ9 

:>..397 1- $71.,1&9 
Z-65~ ¢ $47.700 
z.m ~ $5"1471,308 

C4,.&72,:tOii 

0.31-'l ~ $J.,S?i 

N¢CIIt«"~ 
$350.00 " Sl,360.0D S~,S60 

$17,00 $!.7{1 

$Ll.OO " """" :r-1,494 
Slill.OO "' $100.00 "' '"" ' S:tS,34B 
6\H>O ~ !112 

""'' '"' em, Sl,1.41 

.,71 ' S1.5,966 
1>5i,6W 

..O.G30F (SlU) 

0.0$(l ¢ " ll.tl25" m 
I}J}25 t 1144 

S51,63(). 
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.Pro£!!""'-

""" DollaB 

.., ' $61{,463 

No Charge 

$S2!l,OO $591A40 
$l,2S!'l.0(1 sn,75\l 

s:15m !ll,l:a,S4V 
$.Jli.QD Sl,W,44>J 

Sli,OO $111,830 

"'""' S31,iJ20 
$95,00 $14S,720 
:;:roa ¢ $7,776,2)0 

e-s.oo ~ .'j;n,w& 

J.m ~ $73,225 

.:.109 "' $4,,670 

2.1(19 ' n,.51!1,:5~9 

SLT,5M;306 
e.ooo , 
0.000 " 0.00~ " o.ouu " ~l7,.5J£.,3!)6 

3,!!11 $1I,W 
1.,6'l'l $~,700 
2.655 SS:47l3fi8 

$E,12~,103 

"'""' {Sl,741,CI{B} 

0.:2&5 t st,m· 

No"-
$310.0() "' St,iiii,OO $"1,210 

,f!S.OO "" itOJJO ., 
$6.{10 $3,&5l 

S.SS,il~ '" $90.0{1 " 3,603 ~ sn,= 
60,0D jl ""' 
S,863 ¢ SS19 
2.~ 1' 11)77 
2.G3S t $l31JS 

$'47,0ZS 
o.ootJ ;. lO 

0.000 ~ " O..OOD ¢ "' (1.000 ,;. " $4-7,!lli 

:i.n4 jO 13JZ 

:lSTl " .tl,I49 
2.511 (. $14,7&1 

$63,267 

'"""' ~,1$05) 
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ORDER NO. '' I' 
PACIFIC POWER 
stan.. of0rcg:ol1 

Ull: 1.46 Stipulated Base Rat$ 
Billing Determi:rumts 
Actual U JY.Ionths Ended Jrure3fi, :W11 
Fon:eastl2 Months Ended Deten~.ber 31, 2{)13 

A"'ol NOn'D~lrr..:.:! F<=ci 
7nfl.£1n 71!0-6111 :tll.S-lZil3-

Sclledtle um. llnjt; Thin< 

Sdu;dld~ 41a17- C<imf2mile 
Lnn:~ G.:nmd&wlw M P=tial Reuniromml (pd~) 

~im!..§;.AncillmS=vn:e..Chf,ry~ 

por kW of on~;.!< d...,.,d. !91,%7· 191,967 ll.0,2S~ l:W 
~red(t per i::W o£ on-p..ak d=d(OATI') ' ' 0-k:W 

Di-@jlm!im, C'wr«e 
B"""'-CM.q:,. 

Fi!Cllicy c,p;._-il;YS4oil00 kW, ptr mmrth ' ' 0 bil) 

Fadi1~:y c~~>4-,ooo l:'W, p<r)ll0.,1th 30 30 15 bi11 

Yncilitio~Ch~ 
~~~elltcy c~tYs:-4)~0ok-w, por-kW ' ' o J<W 
Facilicy Ctpaclcy >4,000 :kW, per kW 211,521 :m,5Zl l:23.,8l!.2 kW 

D~rnand ChaJF,Jl"'f kW <:>f ;:m-perkdemiDd 191,967 ).91,.%1 llOJ-35 kW 
1\.eac~ l'ow'r Cllmge1 1',- kl'll.- 34,)39 :>4,139 n,::>7so k:nr 
.R<:activa Hows, po< kvm'h 15,159,610 l5,n'.l,tiW U,llll,.738 kv>rlt 
~erl'<>< Chargeo 

Sp;..,;,~:a~o--, l'"" kW ofl\l:<iil:r' Clop. "'-m 1l2,Sl l23.~&.2 kW 
ScipP1==1il R=rves, pex l2W t>fFMilfcy- Otp. =· :1.).2,5:!1 m,.uz kW 

Spimr"'Jl.Res=C,;dl.l, l"''J,W <>fF:!CililyC,, 0 (I k"W' 
S<lppl~e.ntni fu,"""""'Cre<fu, pm-kWF&aiL C<tp, 0 0 kW 

:&!.ern Cham- s-chellnle 200 
D:=md Chi!Q!!O. p..ri:W l/1 o,..:~elk ~md 191,961 19-L%7 liD,lU kW 
Qn..J'~pi)>'OO")'f'ak~ ;>9,678,54! 39,67~,341 n,Ms,m kWh 
Oft-Peak, peroOtJ-pe.okkWh 211;194;m :20,!94,321 8,l!l:2,0!14 kWh 

tlnscbednledRn!!rw );ff>tkWb !~O,l86 1,250,185 1,245,206 lt'Wh 
S11bttlt~ 6J.u:i,&>Rl 61,121,~4! :2&,283,l)IS k'lrh 
~""' ID T=rrinal.Adjnsl!nCP.t (S~),per kW l9'l,91S1 19'1,967 no,zu- kW 
TAMA<$ fur Othllt kv~ (2a:l) 

cm,,:r(>llk,!?"'O>t-?""kk'W'h 39fi78,341 ~,6'n;541 t~S,B!<S kWh 
Off-Poik;, pm--l>ffi'eakkWh 20,194,3;1;1 111,~__;!21 ~,m,o~ kWh 

S..bklt:ol 
Sclimioh:-1:()1 

OJ,.-~..:k, ;Je>rrn>-:poakk"Wh 39,6'JX,34l $9,67~,341 l8,845.JI93 kWh 

Oll"Pe<lk, per~eM k'Wb 2D,l~_Ql 2~94,311 !9~~~ kWh 
Tdol 61.,.12:2)48 6l,l22,golll 23,;m,J9~ k'Wll 

$clteduleN,_47{147- r;:;~>m~t<l 
Lottge G"m.....:J $~t;-iu,. PtirfuiRMu!r=ntiTru.mi,.;;t.~) 

I,:r~llsml~"" & Am::llfllO' Servkes Char~~ 
P"<kW<>f<m-poo).;dem.md ::zata4o :tsa,240 42,610 kW 

credit P<>rkW (lf.,..._~okde=d(OA'IT} 0 ' 0 kW 
Di<W\h•ttl"T> CMru 

:8a;k Ch;;rge 
Facifu1~.:<;;4,.000kW,permonth " " 8 biii 
:FIII!illzy Cllpacio/> 4,000 ).:;W, pr.~; )ruiii!h '' 24 l1 bill 

!';a<:JThi...,.~ 

Facility Cupl!ll~4,000 kW,pe:-kW '"'' 18,32(} 1,01:3- kW 

F~®i~ C<p.tcity-> 4,000 kW, porkW 326,400 326,400 44,1ll >W 
Pt.mond Chsrj;e,}'l'r k;W of <>M-I""'l:: d!o:nMil 28g_24Q ns,'Ml 42,.l\10 kW 

~PowqC:lw"ge,_p.-:rlmll' 7,MS 7,04& "" ""'" JL>act!-v~ !-to= p;r lwmh 1.()48,()00 r,o,;z,ooG 51,9% 1.-vll>-il 
Ro~"'-"""'lC~ 

SJri=ing n-es, pot kW ~fF!!Cl-Ji..'y Cap. $44,7:W 344,120 45-.134 kW 
Sllppl=mW: I{~ eo, F""' kW afl'acility Dip, 344-,110 344-,720 45.1S<l- kW 
~ii:mfng .R=--fe~ ~ pclrkW of)O'!I!)\ll(y -Q.p: ' ' HW 
SUP.Pkmoobollt::~fCn:dit,:Q')f)dVfacil Cap. ' ' OkW 

:Ei:!.~rpr Ch.,.rye-&l>ednle200 
-p~ Charge, per kW of Cbl-~ dmllllel "'"0 2~8,Z40 42,610 'kW 

On-P..a);,. p"'' (>l)'l"'ak:kWh. 80,&9>1',447 ~1),1!94,447 13,2«>,.513 :kWh 
Olf..:t'o>.,X.. ~ off"]'W kWh 51,38i,.48B )J.3RS,41>8 &,Zl!>;'r!i$ kWh 

'ttlli'cl>ednled Eneryy. per k'Wh 3,009_,297 S,Ofi9;2S7 4~7,463 kWh 

'"""'"" 135,049,232 1&),34~,232 21,921),-&>1 kWh 
Populllll''t<>T<=>ir>a!A<lju~t(W)-,pe:rldli' "'-'"'' :zg8,240 42..;610 kW 
TAM MJ to:: 0!1ter R""~ (205) 
On-Pellk,.per~kWh S0,~94.-44-7 SU,894,447 l~);II;,GlS kWh 
Off..I'~pl"'"o.l'f-poair_k'IV-4 51,385,48& 5;hl~.4Sg ~):l6,n5 kWn 

SnbtoW 
Scloedule l(}l 

0~-:P~ P"' on-:pel!kkWh 80,.~.447 8ii,a94,447 U,246,61S kWh 
Off-~peroff-}lSllkkw:b 51.3&5,4g~ Sl,3SS,<i.S8 S,'!!6,78:5 '~' 

To!al E35,349,2S2 1~5.349,132 . 21,91{1,%61 kWh 

2 4 9 ".;.:·._ 
?' ~.: 

,_, 
l"ri• Pnllj>.r.> 

"" Sl-llS,916 

"""" " 
$3@W "' $6-W.OO m.~oo 

.W.15 '" $~.70 $~6,7l7 

"-'" ~309,901 

60.00 ~ '"'' o.oto ): $9,T.lS 

'"' $33,448 

·= $')~,44R 

($1U'J'} "' (l!0:2:7) ., 
$!,15 $12G,S2& 
2.605 ¢ ~49\1,~ 

2.555 j!. $:209',30& 
$41,344 

Sl,47lf)6!! 

(!(r.!S; ($15,543) 

()_1:;;!3 il ~4-,1~1 

om,:; J\ """ $1,469/>M 

'·"' S!iOJ..,S65 
1.513 · S2I4_os;, 

$1_,125,50~ 

$\AS $~}2 

($1,43) " 
$~SO.OO S4.6W 

~)..070.00 $lS,l~ 

so.ao $810 
00.80 S35,771 

""" $10!1,2:3 
55.00. (; "" QOW' "' 
$021 !>12,34S 
1)027 :!112,348 

($1U.7) '0 
($0.11) $0 

$1.19 $49,42S 
2,51i9 ~ .m4(1,305 
2.519 ¢- SW6,9H 

$U,20S 

~51,509 

($0.1.!1} (}B,u%) 

U.ll24 li- n.m-
0,0:14 c Sl~TI 

$858,564 

2.539 f> $336,332 
2.489 t $204,516 

lll,399,414 
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.J.>r:o Qj~(l 

'"" Dollnf">' 

"'·" $9().434 

(:'>CL~ ,, 
S5J0.06 "' $:9"10.00 :rol,850 

$0.15 "' $tLJO ~M,1l7 

$~.43 $48&.563 
tiO.tQ $6,827 

QORO r; $9,:85 

$(L17 $33,44$ 

"·" $33,448 
($0.:<7)_ "' ($0.11) "' 
Sl-18 $130,136 
~9 ~ ~1,382 

2.239 ~ na3,<J.2t 
;$42,l\44 

jl,!i6&,.&0S 
ro.oo $0 

0.000 $0 
0.000 t " $1,5SS,SC;S 

2.663 ~(ll,866 

2,6}3 S214,MS 
$2J-M,13il 

""""' "''" 

$1.7.'> $~:2,.410 

(SL'/3) " 
:W&Ulfr $7,~SO 

S-],_780,00 $30,260 

'"~ $1,]55 

''""' lSl,41.<J. 
$4.<7 !)JJIO,«i-7 
55.00 "'' '(l.{IH "' 
$027 ;l.2,W• 
$0,27 "'-"" 
~(l27} " ($0.17) " 
!L19 $50,706 

'·"" $292,m ,_,,., $171,236 
$!1}.05 

$SM,92S 
$0.00 " 
n.oon " !1,00~ $0 

~e$9,923-

,_,, .!336,332 
2.489 -P)4,5l6 

sn,430,1n 
Ch:mgo. s:ll,359 
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PACIFIC :POWER 
Stil:teofOregon 

Rffiiug~=b: 

ActnallZMonths Ended June 30., 2011 
For~st 12 Mo.nths Ended Decembrr 31) 2013 

Scl,edute N<>. 76Rl775R 

A<"-' 
7/10-611J 

Unit< 

ORDER NO. 

UE 2:46 Stipu~ted B~e Rates 

Fcr""Mt 
1/13-1211$ 

u .. it> 

LmeQ..,,T Se,..,.ire!Pwfuo11Wurimmel!b S!lptlq- Efflll<>"'-'< :Rt!.ph.....,.,..,~ l>uwer rud.rr 

T.rmmrlssi<m &. MoDl.ey S~rvieo:t Cb!rt$¢,pe<' ).:W t>fD:Iily ERP On-l'e.-k:Demer::ld 
~ -Trlll:lsmi5Sion 

D~ily ERl' n...,.,_d O.UU. P<> .kW l>fDaily ERI' On-:?eakllo!ru!ld 
S..oondlu"y 0 _.,. 
TillliSIIlisslO:lt 

Se~11l~ ~~. 481748-Co""'P'"'\k 
L:ug« G;,.....,alServite (SeCW>dary) 

1):an•mb•lnn .& ,:\nci!l<tt! &n>kMC!.~re:l! 
p~~>r .kW of Ollileokdornand 

Distribution Chaw 
!lilricChatg~ 

.P~cility Capll!:it;r.s: 4,000:kW, p..-man& 
Faciifl)l Cal'acit;Y> 4,000 kW, lJ"'"moo!h 

P..cllitlaa Charge 
FacilityCa~4.,000kW.Fl<W 

Fa<lil.il;y Capmty> 4,000 k.W, Jll'l' kW 
Demand Cb~~tgQ,PilfkW ot~df:r,.ll!ld 
l1e~J>ower~,J)Cf"""" 

Iiibem Cbarpe. Sffiedu!e%00 
DOilllm<l Cl!~~ge.pe:kW of~okd~d 
0...-hal<, p"r on-peok kWh 
Off-Peol; par-otf-pc:al: kWb 

'""""" Poputus to Terrr.i:W MjU$'1mC;Dt {tO), p~rkW 
TAMAdj for-Qfu,,-Revo {205) 

On-Peak;. pe1: on1)ellkitWh 
Off..P.,.k, per crff"{lO':ak kWh 

Snbrotal 
Schedu!e20l 

On-PW, P"" O'<!il"llk kWh 
Off.P~,Iik, poroflil~likkWh 

T""" 
SdoeduleNo, <'.8/746 • CompMite 
LngQ Gio~llN!l.Servi~ (Prin>;ary) 

T..,.n•mm.io:n & Ancllbty s,,..,.;,E Cll~r"" 
perkW d (!1:1-pW:; dvm~d 

Dl1!n'h!!fum Chur• 
B~Ciurrgc 

Faoili!r Cap.-clty:S4,000 kW,!J'I1'100!lfu. 
Fa~::!tif;y t:~p~c!ty > 4,.000 kW, per month 

. FIICi!itiz:sC!=gc 
FacitiW Capao,ityS4,000 kW, per kW 
Pllcillty C~p>WiJ¥ > 4,.000 JeW, p:::r kW 

Demand dtarge,per 1.-'W o! on"f<'ak d(:onond 

ReacliYo<PawerCh.,..&e.p.;."im.r 
Enr<ttctl*'"r"'"-§fficd<tl, :lO!J 

D=tind cn,.,.g<>,fr<'"kw mo,._.J>ukd<:mtmd 
On-Pe.k;. p<r ~ok kWh. 
Off.l'enk, peroiT·p~kWb 

Subt!1l:al 
PopulllS"ID Terminal Adjll!tmellf. (W),per kW 
TAM Adj fur OlherRevs(2()$) 
Oi!~pf!l' on~kWb 
Off-l'e~ ~off~ kWh 

Subtotal 
Sch.eduie:ltn 

O:ll·PO!lk, Fet~II:Wh 
Oti'-!'\o>..l, por o.ff-pe*kWli 

ToM 

t,63(),6&7 

1)3S 

" 
r,n4,2Afi 

i92,S39 
1,630,6!!7 

444,823 

1,61!1,00 

387,025,:545 
2l3,66~H&l 

3,.585",123 

m 

"' 
1,4S4,!l4S 
2,9!)7,862 
3.;585",123 

&41,451 

3~,113 
937,7!l1,00J 
5"$0.241 051 

1,517,948,0% 
3,5l!S,IZ3 

'!J7,7117,01Jl 
5lW,24l,052 

937,707,tlOI 
580,141,052 

1,517,'948,0'>3 

0 

• • 
• • • 

1,&1>,6&1 

"'" 24 

l;1"f4,246 
192,139 

l,1$3o,6&7' 
«<,rn 

1,.63"<i,m 

:3$.198,545 
. 2115,123 195 

3,5"3S,IH 

"' "' 
1,4.54,94S 
2,9))7,3!U 
3,515",123 

!42,451 

3;;~.rn 

937,781,001 
:S802U,052 

1;"11,948,~3 

;i,Sl5,l23 

m;71J7,oot 
530,14I,OS2 

937,7()7,001 
51!~,2H,M2 

l.511~S,QS3 

O!i!/1 

'kW 
HW 

'""' O>W 
'kW 

. l,6G:3",00~ kW 

J.,:m bill 
24 bill 

1,813,4~3 kVI 
1&6,796 kW 

1,663,005 kW 
4~S,il4$ kvl.:' 

l,-663))1}5 kW 

399,171.164 kWh 
2:J&.,t71.139 kWh 

3,7$6,.978 kW 

75E bill 
352 bill 

1,434,6&9 kW 
3,170,630 kW 
3,75~,97.1> kW 

&92,1m' kv.ar 

:;_,756,918 }:W 

982,307,452 kWh 
60763~ 103 kWh. 

l,589,947,t6l) kW 
3,156,m. kW 

!<!1"..)07,452 ldVI! 
601,63~."108 kWh 

9S2,1!01,412 kWh 
601,63$>.708 l::Wh 

1,529",947,160 kWh 

Page 1 o! IG 

D~llan 

"'·"" " ~-038- " ~0.{)56 " 
S(Ut\1 " .$1)_]{)9 " "·"" "' 

$1.31 Z2,278,517 

SS'*O.OO 007,520 
$63!t00 ttS,l2Ci 

Zl.35 $2,4411,152 
$W $23.'3,49~ 

""' $4,29(),553 
iU.On J1 $>02,.412 

S"l.}95,!126 

$2.!l,2!9,734 

SL5< !;:5,673,037 

S%0.00 $272,.880 
:t64a.oo $225,2W 

$0.7:J S.l)13,5t7 
$0.70 ~:Z,Zl!J,441 
SUI :$"10,557,10li 
M.OO p $>3$,?!4 

$1.15 $4,J20.)"2:S 
2.605 ~ .'llZS_;iSg,t® 
1.555 $.)$ 25195 

$65,03l.,ll06 
(SO.!!i) {ti/53,547} 

tJ.fJXi t S245,571 
0.025 ~ S:J5l,')1() 

S\15,86:5,746 

2.1ffi3 t- $21))58,1:47 
2.6.l3 ~ $15,877,626 

$10!,902;Z19 

Docket UE 2.45 
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l' osed 
· !'rn:t Doll&rs 

$0.030 
S0.03Z 
SO.IMS 

.$0.166 
$0.173 
SO.l74 

.$1.30 

$4?0.0Cl 
$800.00 

$1.35 
$1.25 
S4,26 
65.00 ;; 

SI.l7 
:J-.374 ~ 
2.324 I> 

$0.01> 

0.000 

0.000 

2.76<> ~ 
... n6 e 
Cb-

n.s.G 

S5lCI.(l(l 
$910.00 

"·" $0.70 
194.45 
no,OD Jl 

$1.)~ ,,., 
2::B!l-

.s6.M 

Q()l)(l ' 
0.000 ;. 

1.66.> f 
2.6lJ ~ 

"'-

., 
" "' 
" "' .. 

$2,161,9(17 

$604,890 

"""' 
$1,.44~,162 

$233,495 
$7,084,401 

.$300!.411 

$1,!)45,716 
!>9,476,33g 
$5,0~,56;) 

S29,365)l06 

" 
" " m,365,oo.s 

SI1.04~1Y.<I 
$5,94454!) 

$46,350,{137 
~t.14S,m 

S5,109,49ll 

"'""' $320,320 

$1,LJ.3.517 
S2,219,44L 

$1(i,64l,413 

<535,114 

"·"""" $21,.4t5,1il8 
$13.605.0.53 
$66,8Sl,?M 

" .. 
" $66,851,7Ml 

96,158,347 
$15,817 52~ 

nos,ast;,2!1~ 

$~86,0:>4 
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.PACIFIC POWER 
~of Oregon 

Jlilling Deter.mtnants 
.Acluall2 Months E:udai JJ:tne 3D, 2011 
Focecast 1;2: Mgnfhs Erul.ed Deeember 3l,. 2(!13 

Stlll:d\11~ l'fn. 4SI748- Crunp••,•he 
L~~aiSenoit~(TrM~ru9 

~~r&:E &AncilleryS....-vl-. Chr,.. 
.;...rkWm:~de:mmcl 

Di<:trib"firm Chw:e-

B;ci;;Ch.,.f<' 
l'lltlil!iy Cnp!cil:y.$4,000 Tr;W, l"""I'DMt!! 
Fm:iiliy Capocizy > 4,000 kW,p.,.:mtBJtb. 

FaciiitiesCiw',S:' 
.'Fne~llty Cl!pncity:,;;_ 4,000 k'iV, :P« kW 
?"Ci!iryCwacily> 4,000kW,perkW 
~ Ch:<rge,pe-rkW ofo:m-pea!!:d=and 
Re~l'l'lve l'cwe:r-O:wrge, p..-~ 

B"etp Charge- Scl!edute.200 
Dem=l Cbilrge,p:;r-l:W ofOn·Pe!Ekdemmd 
Qn.-l'e~ pu <>ll'P"~k kWh 
01!-~pucfi:-p..-.kkWh 

Sui>tot,U 

P~J>UlU t-o T...,inol A<\jusf»>.eot (l!O)., !>""l<W 
TAMA<lj for Olhor~ {!105) 
On..P~perpn-pmkWh 

Off-.Peak, pac~pw.!k k?l'h 

"'""'"" S.:Wduk20l 
On·l'cak, pm-on-po.uk:k:\Vl:!. 
O.tf·Posl:, per off~l:Wh. 

Tobl 

~,014 

so 
27 

40,406 
6~2,502 

li99,Ui4 
ll!i,29S 

-&9,0!4 
25I,'>7HO:l 
]99,510,000 

450,St4,000 
699,014 

251,31.(.000 
l39,51Q\100 

ORDER NO. 

UE 246 Stip-ulated BJI$e llil.tes 

699.014 

"' " 
40,4~ 

'"·""' 69~,014 

115,Z99 

5'9~.014 

2S1,~4,000 
199,SW,()()(J 

4-50,&&4,000 
69.!1,;;114 

. 2"51,374,000 
199 5l(),ODO 

F<>R;<:OI$t 
ll13-1211J -

l,In,%1 l:W 

~0 \>ill 
:>8 bill 

3.'f,SZS k:W 
1,139,311 kW 
1,172,.561 'kW 

12&,40:2 !ctil>r 

l,In,561 kW 
44S}20.,50G )>:'W), 
346;\199,162 kWh 

195,5i9,170 :kWh 
1,171,561 l.:W 

W,52D,508 kWh 
:.4~.%ln~ >Wo 

:Pollan 

'"" $0~,94$ 

$580.01} $17,400 
:$1,{}70.0JJ $40,66~ 

SO,SG $51,618 
:oo.so S!ill,449 
$2,!i4 .$2,91t,305 
:5'!.00 ~ $111,6ll 

SI.Hi $1,56(1,111 

"-"' ' £11,52~,-l!IA. 

"2.519 g $!1,?411,911 

$27.,9.83,572 
($il.l9} f.J1TI,'n7) 

O,O;M '" $107,645 
0,024 ~ $83.,280 

$2?,951,'ll0 
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ITo a..<d" 
P.rKe :Ool!m 

$L71 $2,U75,4'33 

~60.0~ $28,800 
$1,780.00 '$67,&.10 

Sl,l.5 $4-5,451 
sw :$"),310,2{1& 
$4.47 :)5,241,348 
55.00 ~ $70,62..1 

"-" Sl,S%,343 

'-"" ' $9,S9S",lt~lt 

m7 ' S1,4M,774 

n1,6a,4n 
$0.M ,, 
o.rnm,;. ,, 
0.00(1 ~ 10 

Sl-7J]l&,471 
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ORDER NO. •')' 
'.'i 

PAClFICPO\V'ER 
State of Oregon 

UE 246 Stipulated Base Rates 

Billin.g DeterwiJUtnb 
Actu~ll2 Month! Ended June 30,2011 
FGre(:fll!t :tz Months Ended Decentber 31, 2013 

Attlut1 Notw!ilited For..aast 

"'""'" i}).!J...S.IH :lll3-;t,zm 
Slliejiple Uoll'!l """ Units 

S.:b~duleNa..15- C..)'(J?t>!li+t. 
OutdD{Ir Affll LlgbtlngSm'ire 
N;J. of Cw:t:lm~rs z.iDs '"'' '·"' funsmhrirn! & Ahtl1Htn'~ 

p~km 10,391,281 10,.398).!7 \f,70~,823 kWh 
pi#rfhatmm Ch•m 

Distribnlie:a Ch"'!l", per kWJ,. w,sn.2H !0,3~S,ZS7 9,70!/,fW kW:h 
EA~rw Charge • Sclw.luls f!Dl) 

p•ri<Wh 
Subtotal 
l'llpulus to T-cml!n:d Mjllst<l>¢(SO}. J'~ )r:Wl! 
TAMAdJ fu~ RQv~ (2:0S),.~r.\::Wh 
s~btotal 

Sclie:lule20l 

"'kWJ, 10,.39~87 10,.398,2&7 9SM.~2l k\Vh 

"'"' lP,398,.28'1 l0,3W,W 9,709,1123 kWh_ 

Scl>eduleNo.SO 
~cy Vapor Stn:d Ll~htl~g Sgrvl«< 
Nc.o(Q!$1nm~l$ 151 "' '" 
'.fr~is~n &ADcillllo:Se,...;.;,s Ot&rf$ 

""""" 
!t,2'73,n4 9,2n,m S,M$.474 kWh 

Nstr!hutl"" Cl>a.w~ 

Dil:tn""butioo Cbarg<>, P"' kW:h ~,.273,8S4 9,273J84 &,MS,~74 kWb 

'Ewnw Ch~H'B • $cltedple .wo 

"'""" -81<i:ltofal 
l'-t>p<ilUBttl T~tAtljwlli:MIII {30), por )(1'/l) 

TA.MAdj fu.o: Otlwhvll (W),}'"TkWl-

s"""""' 
oS.rn.Iult ~Ol 

"'kW' 9;273,884 9,213,1\34. tt,S45,47-4 kWh 

'""' 
S,21.3,8S4 9,273,884 li,M5,47-4 kWh 

.5clled.W'~ !(, S!./751, 55 
Su-...t Llghthtg $.,.,;~ Company•Owned SJMm 

l<h.ofCuskime.s '101 701 "' I2!!s!.lli"sian & An.tlr~Sen>U, Cl!~" 
,.,kWJ> !8;5S1,156' 18,:55{,16'6 18,.679,'135 kWh 

Jli!dn¥"" en.....,_ 
Dirtributi.rn> Cllaq:e, p~ kWh U:,S'SI,ll'i'Q 18,5$1,166 lt,679,135 kWh 

!Wrgy CMm· SclJrdylelOO 

.... Wb 18,551,156 l8,55l,l66 18 679,rn kWh 

"""""" 18,551,165 U,S51,166 J$,(>19,135 kWh 
t'tlpa!IIS to Tetr~~iW!l Adjul;tmenl: {SO), JlM" kWh xa,sst,t56 L&,55I,l-66 18,.579,735 kWh 

TAM.Adj Itt Otlle1':Rco:~ (Z05),perkWh 1B,:'H1,166 lS,~.H,lt>li 1S,579,7:JS kWh 

S""'"" 
Scll!ld.m20l 

,..kWh lS,~5l,l5~ IS,$'$1,166 1~619,135 kWh 

'""" 
1!1,:>51,166 )S,SSI,I66 lll,679,ns kWh 

Sohedui"No. 521'152 
St~:....tLlghtingS"""''iee, Campotny-Owned System 

Nc:t.of~ " " "' Il:!!!•!Jli~siun & &~!l!lli!a:S~ice• Chaa"' 
per kWh 181!,;080 7&8,08C ::599,203 kWh 

Dl&ihnfi!!!l Cftlm:e 
Dmrib!rtlnn Charge, ~ kWll ?BS,OSO ns,osc .599,!03 kWh 

Fru:m C:l!are~~ Scbednle lOO 

per kWh 78&.,l!M 788 (l&J 599,203 kWh 

Subtolllt ns,oso ?88,1)8,0 :'i99;2iiS k:Wh 

l>opulw to Tormi!W Mjul>tment (80), J»lt' k'l'fu 758,0$0 7&11,0$1.1 5~9,203 kWh 

'!'Al';IAqj f:Of OtMrR~~{W),ffr.' kWh. 788.MO 78a,I'J!O 5~9~\l:> kWh 

Sllbtuui 
Sohedulc 201 

perkWn ns.JJS\1 7SS,US0 599,2!}0. kWh 

""" 
:;likpso 1811,0$0 .S9\',l0~ kWh 

() 
~. 

l'reseo.t 

'""' """"" 

1J.069 ft $6.,528 

1.995 ~ $775,264 

2.654 ~ U$8,.361 

$1,297,269 

0.01/9 SS,!lOS 

6.9"10 ~ S6!1,7l.S 

2.l9l) ~ S:l9~() 

Sl,01.l,566 

0..069 ~ $11,811. 

ll.O% ¢ $1,072,719 

~.152 ~ l691i.Sl2 

S2,7S2,3SS 
•O.U\11 ' ($1,301!} 
0;033 ' :&6,164 

$2,7a-?,1Sl 

~.4S6 1 .i645,497 
$3,4S1,6S8 

""" $4-l;t 

ii.606 p Sl9.S8S 

2.860 $17.137 

S57,1% 
..;).007 F- ($qZ) 
9.025 t '"' m.>l4 

2.647 ~ $'15'861 

S73,l0$ 
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~Oiled 

"'~ Dolliu> 

(.\.050 $6,11)5 

7.&21 $759,427 

n.u60 ¢ £;1',648 

~.791 $600,680 

UliS $162 969 
$769,297 

""' ' "' o.aoo t " $16-9;1.97 

2.190 ~ $1!13,31!{1 

$962,677 
C>M .. (i58,S39) 

0.060¢ $11,9!15 

!O.SSS ¢ SZ,.032,UO 

2.914 ~ ~43,.9S9 

ll2,58s,r~ 
O,OI)t)f. "' 0.000 ¢" " $2,5S8,n5 

3A$ ~ :i'64.5.4~7 

£3,214-Pl 

"-" ($198,4-56) 

O.MO ~ $360 

'""' ' :P9~Z 

Z233 II Sl3,380 
ss3,on 

0.000 ,, 
o.ooo " $53,0'32. 

~647 II Sl5 85! 

S6ft,S92. ,_, {$4,213) 
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PACIFIC POWER 
State af Oreg_\1':0 

nilling Deter.minants 
ActuallZ MO'Ilihs ,Ernled June3{\ 2011 
Foreca.st 12 M-anths Ended December 31j 2013 

&:hedcl:e No. 'W15l 
Sttoet Uellfuog Serv.l~ C61>SU=<'-Owimd S~ 
No.ofC~rn 
Tr.am.:mf&i!!!! & An•i!hlrySen>kS€C!t.wge 

"''"" DistribJrtiopC&~ 

Distribution Cia!)l:, per kWh. 
El!Mfl' Ckare>, Sdledl'll~ 200 

"'"Wh 
Sobtutal 
:Populus to Tenniml iuijootm.ent (gO), flct" kWk 
TAM Adj for Otb:;rR.>n(205), P"'"kWh 
Subtat&l 

Scl>•ddl.o:. No. 54.1754 
~tio~:ol F">eld UJ::hfin$ 

~ml!.~n &A!lci!lary SeniG!s ChM""
;=kWh 

Dtstrlbnf1rn Cham 
~cCbrg.,Sh:lglel'haso; pe.molllh 
:Basio Cb.r.p, Tha~ l'llm FTmo\l.tl> 
Dl•!iribu.!f~JJ. E=rgy Chargt;, p..-kWh 

IOI!~fY C'll~rre- Schedule :mq 
per kWh 

S:u:tr\pf;l\ 
f<>p,)ru: !o T=rlll<ll Adjllstm=t (W)-, p.;;rkWll 
'l'AMA<lj :1!:!-0tlll:r:fui'~Q.OS),.Ji'l'fk\Vh 

Subi:tm.l 
s~b«l<.le 2~1 

P«kWh 

T""' 

TOTAL- OREGOJ"' 

"'""" 7/l(}.(jfj.l 

""" 

255 

9,~6 

9,54S,.136 

954&,736 
9.,548;236 
9;541!,155 
9,S4S,'IOO. 

>',5"10,:/36 
~,5-lg,~ 

1,]38,574 

"" "' !,:0~51-l-

1,135£4 
l,).3~,574 

).1~8,.574 
l,BS,574 

1,131!,'574-
!,1.31\,574 

TI,o9t,.gl9,-sn 

ORDER NO. 

llE 246 Stipo:dated Base Rates 

No.mali=!. 
·~-'T(I0-9/11 l/13-1.2/13 

u.;;. uw 

253 "" 
9,543.,2% 9,578,780 kWh 

9,s«,ZU 9,51&,'n!O l:Wh 

9(4t,2.3{; 9,57!,7ll0 kWh 

9,541\,236 9,57f..1<1"0 kWh 
!1,543,236 9,57&.,no kWh 
9_54~,230 9,57.S:,~O kWh 

~.541!.,2s.6 9,S7Z,7SO .kWh 

!1,548;<36 9,57s;no k"Wh 

1,):)8,514 ),12!1,333: k'i'\14 

"' ~13 Qill 

'" 42S bill 
1,13ii,574 1,189,.331! kWh 

113$..574 l,1&9,.;l,'s8 k"Wb. 

1)38,574 1).8'.l,33.S kWh 
l:,m,574 1,11lY",338 kWh 
1138.,;$74 l.lBJ.~~g kWh 

1,131l,574 r,1Sl>,3~S kWh 
l,l"J.$$14 :t,IS!/,338 KWh 

13,057,.536,]9& j3,(B1,739:;R5 

"""" l'ri<l' Doll= 

0.0$ ¢ ~6,6~ 

4.062 F $3S9,101 

1,221 f $~57 
$5t2,673 

4.007 If (J67)) 
0.01) ~ $1,054 

S5"J3,Wo$ 

Ll30 Jl ll101< . .1.40 
$1i21,297 

li.C6!1 ¢ $821 

$6.00 "'"' $9.00 $,807 
3.811 $46,039' 

2..100 ~ !?¥!' 

'''"' "0.007 $1- (SS5) 
Ml!l ¢; "" $8D,.664 

l.M7 ¢ :m,I56 
$1{]3,\\lO 

Sl,l!5103.!1Z6 

{$444,92-5) 

Sl,I79,~~~,001l 
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)".-o ""ed 

'""' "Dollnrs 

0.060 p S5,141 

3.$1G9 p ;3s~.m 

0.95.3 ;. :P.ll;2M. 

~471,~2. 
MOO p " 0.000 ¢ " 1477~2-

l.I:~O f.. SL0S,240 

:t!i8~,47l -" ($35,S2S) 

~"'" $714 

.$6.00 ~,1178 

$9.00 S'l,B07 
3.849 ~.5,778 

]_6ql) t $19;505. 

$7~,.682. 

QOOO ¢ 10 
il,OOQ p " ri<= 

].941 " $'2!,1% 

~!11,&38 

"""'"' ($5,.982) 

$:1:2:2D,8Jlt,On 

(}ll5~.1i00} 

s:1..200~M~ 
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